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Abstract 

Atmospheric aerosols are suspensions of microscopic chemically complex solid or 

liquid particles in the atmosphere. The composition and phase of aerosols play important 

roles in determining radiative forcing, cloud formation, atmospheric chemistry, visibility 

and human health. Temperature and relative humidity (RH) dependent aerosol particle 

phase states and phase transitions control interactions with the surrounding gas phase as 

well as with other particles, and the way the particles evolve with age. Due to acceleration 

of global warming, there is an urgent need to develop more accurate particle-resolved 

climate models to improve climate prediction. Aerosols remain the largest source of 

uncertainty in climate predictions. The main goal of this dissertation is to develop 

microfluidic instrumentation to measure aerosol droplet phase transitions such as liquid-

liquid phase separation and ice nucleation as a function of temperature and relative 

humidity. 

First, liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS) similar to that observed in atmospheric 

aerosol droplets is investigated with aqueous droplets containing organic and inorganic 

solutes in a static trap based  microfluidic device. LLPS in an aerosol particle directly 

affects aerosol water uptake and formation of cloud drops. Temperature and RH 

dependence of LLPS and crystallization for model aerosol droplets with varying 

composition is explored. It is observed that temperature has a significant effect on some 

systems while having no effect on others depending on the organic to inorganic ratio (OIR) 

as well as the identity of the organic and inorganic phases.  
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Second, a high-throughput droplet freezing counter based on flow-through droplet 

microfluidics was developed to estimate ice nucleation (IN) in liquid samples relevant to 

atmospheric cloud droplets. Automated detection and classification of frozen droplets from 

liquid drops was implemented through machine learning with a deep neural network. A 

case study with an ideal biological ice nucleating particle (INP), Snomax, was performed. 

Heating and aging of the sample were also performed to identify the molecular nature of 

ice nucleation. The device benchmarked well against literature data and provided the 

highest throughput of any existing INP counters. 

Finally, a large array based static trap microfluidic device was implemented to 

study both RH dependent phase and temperature dependent INP concentration of the same 

sample in situ using bulk sea water and sea surface microlayer (SSML) from a simulated 

waveflume experiment (SeaSCAPE). This study has implications in identifying origins of 

INPs in sea spray which make up a significant portion of atmospheric aerosols. Correlation 

between ice nucleation temperature and residual dry particle morphology showed that the 

bulk sample had lower INPs than SSML and the residual particles were significantly 

different between the samples. 

In this dissertation, instrumentation development and case studies have been 

performed to show the suitability of microfluidics as versatile, adaptable and highly 

customizable devices, which are applicable to studying phases of aerosols and has broad 

implications in climate science.  
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Chapter 1  

Introduction to atmospheric aerosols 

and microfluidic measurement 

techniques 

Portions of this chapter are adapted with permission from permission from Roy, P., Liu, S. and Dutcher, C. 

S. (2021) ‘Droplet Interfacial Tensions and Phase Transitions Measured in Microfluidic Channels’, Annual 

Review of Physical Chemistry, 72(1), pp. 73–97. doi: 10.1146/annurev-physchem-090419-105522. 

Copyright 2021 Annual Reviews. 

 

1.1 What are atmospheric aerosols? 

The Earth’s atmosphere, classified into different layers by altitude, varies widely in 

both composition and temperature. In general, the gaseous component of earth’s 

atmosphere is comprised of mainly nitrogen (~78%), oxygen (~21%) and argon (~1%) with 

trace gases making up the remaining <1%. Water vapor is the next most abundant 

component and can reach concentrations of up to 3% locally in the lower troposphere 1.Of 

the atmosphere layers, it is the troposphere, or the lowest 10-15 km of the atmosphere, that 

contains 99% of the total ambient water vapor and almost 75% of the atmosphere by mass. 
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Hence, it is the region where the interactions between suspended atmospheric particles and 

water vapor result in cloud formation and weather patterns. Temperature variation in the 

troposphere is about -10°C per 1 km increase in altitude with a corresponding increase in 

relative humidity (RH). Temperatures in the upper troposphere can be as low as -60°C.  

The atmosphere contains more than simply gas molecules.  Atmospheric aerosols 

are microscopic solid or liquid particles suspended in the atmosphere with sizes ranging 

from nanometers to micrometers 2. They typically consist of multiple inorganic 

(ammonium sulfate, nitrates, sodium chloride, other salts, soot, mineral dust) and organic 

(sea surface microlayer, combustion products) phases and water (liquid, ice) 3. The 

composition and size of the particles depend on the particle source, gas phase composition 

(including water molecules), and temperature.  

Aerosols can be directly emitted by varying sources such as the sea surface, dust 

storms, volcanic eruptions, forest fires, desert winds or human activity. They can also be 

created in a process called new particle formation, which occurs when gas phase species in 

the atmosphere chemically react and nucleate to form particles. Once the primary particle 

has been emitted or created, they can change chemically through oxidative reactions with 

the surrounding gas phase, evolving into secondary organic aerosols (SOA) which can be 

composed of organics with different functional groups such as acids, alcohols, esters etc. 

4,5.  

Regardless of their origin, certain aerosol particles can grow into larger cloud 

droplets by rapidly taking up water vapor in the atmosphere.  When this occurs, the 
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particles are acting as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN). Whether a particle can become a 

CCN depends on a multitude of factors, including its size, chemical composition, surface 

properties and, ultimately, the degree of supersaturation of water vapor in the ambient 6,7. 

According to the Clausius-Clapeyron equation 8, saturation vapor pressure of water is 

inversely proportional to temperature. Which leads to frequent supersaturation of the 

ambient water vapor at lower temperatures in the troposphere and results in vapor 

condensing on CCNs 6,9–11 and their growth into liquid cloud droplets. However, if the 

temperature is low enough for ice to form, then these droplets turn into ice particles which 

become ice clouds 12.  

Finally, a purely liquid aerosol droplet can also undergo liquid phase separation 13–

16 i.e. separation of a single mixed liquid phase droplet into two or more immiscible liquid 

phases. The phase state of a particle or droplet can alter its surface and bulk properties, 

including the ability to uptake water, atmospheric reactivity as well as interaction with 

other particles and gases in the atmosphere. Understanding the dynamics governing these 

liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS) events is therefore also critical to understanding the 

role of aerosols in key atmospheric processes.   

1.2 Aerosol impacts on climate and human health 

Aerosols play a major role in our current climate and how our climate changes. 

They affect the climate either directly or indirectly, so called the “direct effect” and 

“indirect effect”. Direct effects of aerosols contribute to the planet’s radiative balance by 

absorption and scattering of solar irradiation 17–19, while indirect effects include cloud 
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formation and cloud-aerosol interactions which impact cloud microphysical processes. In 

the first Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) assessment report (1990) 20, 

aerosol effects were mentioned but the theory and measurement techniques were not 

advanced enough to estimate the magnitude or even determine the net direction of global 

temperature change due to these effects. Even though the number of studies incorporating 

aerosols in the climate models and estimates of their cumulative effect have grown 

exponentially in the intervening years, Figure 1-1, created with data from the fifth IPCC 

assessment report (2013) 21 shows that aerosol direct and indirect effects and cloud 

response still remain by far the largest sources of uncertainty and speculation 22 in both 

global and regional models 23.  

Beyond controlling the climate, aerosols can also affect visibility, air quality and 

human health. For example, locations with a large density of aerosols in the atmosphere 

has been shown to result in higher than average rates of heart problems 24, lung cancer 25 

and miscarriages 26. And more recently, airborne transmission of the SARS-CoV-2 virus 

in aerosol droplets has received worldwide attention due to its potency leading to a 

pandemic 27. Considering these factors, there is a need for improved understanding of 

aerosol processes, specifically the effect of particle composition on the phase state and the 

direct and indirect effects on the atmosphere. 
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Figure 1-1: Summary of radiative forcing caused by human and natural activities from 1750-2013. 

Data source: IPCC fifth assessment report (2013) 21. Highlighted in green are contributions to 

aerosol total forcing both directly (radiative forcing) and indirectly (cloud properties and lifetimes), 

which remain the largest sources of uncertainty in atmospheric radiative forcing.  
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1.3 Aerosol phase states and ice nucleation 

1.3.1 Phase transitions: Efflorescence, deliquescence, and liquid-liquid phase 

separation (LLPS) 

Aerosol particles can exist at multiple phase states and morphologies depending on 

ambient conditions 28 which affects their interaction with the atmosphere. For example, a 

completely liquid particle when exposed to very low RH turns into a dry particle and in a 

process called efflorescence. The opposite process of a dry particle taking up water vapor 

from the environment and becoming a liquid droplet is termed as deliquescence, occurring 

at a higher RH than efflorescence. The processes are shown in Figure 1-2. The red and blue 

arrows show the particle drying and wetting respectively. In the region from close to 100% 

RH to around 75%, the two pathways overlap, and this shows the extents of the solubility 

of the salt. But during drying, the droplet can get smaller, i.e. supersaturated with respect 

to the salt before it undergoes efflorescence or solidification at a very low RH. During the 

wetting process, the solid particle stays solid until the droplet reaches a high RH. This gap 

between the two processes is a metastable region which is a characteristic of the length 

scale and composition of the aerosol particles. 
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Figure 1-2: Aerosol phase states as a function of relative humidity for a droplet containing water 

and ammonium sulfate. While drying, the droplet enters a metastable state where it is 

supersaturated with respect to the salt. 

Other than liquid to solid transitions, aerosols can also undergo liquid-liquid phase 

separation (LLPS) 13. Since aerosols contain multiple organic and inorganic species, with 

reduced water content, multiple immiscible liquid phases can exist, and they can separate 

out into visually distinct phases. This transition can occur when all of the phases in the 

particle are still completely liquid or in a more complicated manner where some species in 

the particle has already effloresced and become solid while the rest is still liquid 29,30. 

Usually, the immiscible phases are either organic-rich and inorganic-rich. The morphology 

is governed by the sizes of the interfaces and the respective surface or interfacial tensions 
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31–33, with the organic-rich phase typically forming a shell or lens around the inorganic-rich 

phase droplet. 

Phase is a key parameter in determining an aerosol particle’s optical properties and 

its ability to act as a CCN. For example, LLPS in an aerosol containing a mixture of organic 

and inorganic chemicals impacts the way it directly absorbs and scatters light by changing 

optical properties such as extinction cross section and single scattering albedo 34. It also 

affects the particle’s interaction with gas species and water vapor in the atmosphere and 

growth into a cloud droplet. Formation of an organic coating after phase separation leads 

to a decrease in the reactive uptake of N2O5 thus reducing the rate at which the particle 

ages in the atmosphere. Traditionally global climate models have treated the mixing state 

of aerosols in an overly simplified manner, i.e. either by simulating mixing or conversion 

of an hydrophobic particle to a hydrophilic one by using a time dependent exponential 

decay 35 or in some cases correlating bins of composition 36 to approximate mixing states, 

assuming that all particles within a bin have the same mixing state. For optical properties, 

the refractive index of a particle is calculated based on the assumed well-mixed or core-

shell morphology along with an assumption of the particle being spherical and the Mie 

theory 37 is used to calculate the single scattering albedo. 

Currently, there is an increased focus on particle-resolved models (such as PartMC-

MOSAIC 38 or its modifications like WRF-PartMC-MOSAIC-SCM 39 or MOSAIC-mix 

40), to improve the accuracy of the mixing state of aerosols depending on the atmospheric 

ambient conditions. However, the effects of temperatures on phase separation and phase 

transitions in general in aerosols has not been widely studied and hence, it is essential to 
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study the phase transitions of aerosols in tropospherically relevant temperatures (down 

to -40°C). The assumption of internally mixed particles can lead to an overestimation of 

optical absorption coefficient by almost a factor of two 41 and errors as high as 34% in 

activated cloud droplet numbers 42. The tools, methods and results developed in this thesis 

can potentially improve the treatment of the aerosols in these particle-resolved 

models.  Particularly, it can provide information about what fraction of the particles 

undergo LLPS as a function of temperature, composition (overall organic to inorganic 

ratio, organic oxygen to carbon ratio, and salt type). 

1.3.2 Ice nucleation (IN) 

Ice nucleation (IN) is a highly atmospherically relevant phase transition in cloud 

droplets and usually occurs at temperatures well below 0°C which is the thermodynamic 

freezing point of pure water. Clouds can be supercooled down to -38°C before ice nucleates 

in water droplets homogeneously 43. In addition, foreign solid particles or macromolecules 

internal to the droplets can act as heterogeneous nucleation sources or ice nucleating 

particles (INPs) by facilitating ice formation at temperatures anywhere in the range of -

38°C to 0°C 12. Commonly, INPs are submicron particles generated from terrestrial 

biological, urban, mineral dust or marine emission sources 12,44–48. INPs constitute less than 

1 in 106 of all aerosol particles. These particles can nevertheless exert a disproportionate 

influence on the observed precipitation rates as well as indirectly affect radiative forcing 

by forming mixed or ice phase clouds 49. However, the impact of increased INP 

concentration on ice cloud formation is not intuitive, because lowering of total frozen 

droplets at higher INP concentrations is possible due to heterogeneous ice formation at 
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higher temperatures which competes with more abundant homogeneous ice formation at 

lower temperatures in aerosols not containing INPs 50. 

INPs nucleate ice via different pathways: immersion, deposition, condensation, and 

contact 51. Immersion freezing, where crystals nucleate from the surface of a solid particle 

internal to a liquid droplet, has been theorized to be the dominant mode for lower 

tropospheric mixed phase clouds 47,52,53, while deposition nucleation is more dominant in 

upper tropospheric ice clouds 54. Contact freezing is rarer and occurs mainly in volcanic 

eruption events where a lot of solid particles are ejected into supercooled clouds 55. 

Presence of condensation nucleation in the atmosphere and whether it is substantially 

different from deposition nucleation is still under debate 56. Commonly, INPs are 

submicron particles generated from terrestrial biological, urban, mineral dust or marine 

emission sources 12,44–48. Out of these modes, immersion freezing is the most relevant in 

terms of IN in supercooled clouds, making up over 85% of these events 57. 

Like the simplified treatment of aerosol phase above its freezing point, current 

models of radiative forcing due to ice particles either depend only on ambient temperature 

and ice saturation ratio (a thermodynamic parameter) 58 or use laboratory results on specific 

ideal particle types to extrapolate to IN concentrations in the atmosphere. Both methods 

lead to orders of magnitude errors in prediction of actual INP concentration when compared 

to field data. Since oceans cover the dominant portion of earth’s surface area, there is a 

need to study INP emissions from marine sources 59. The temperature controlled static 

and flow-through microfluidic ice nucleation counter devices developed in this thesis will 

help simplify and accelerate fundamental studies on INPs collected from field sources. 
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1.4 Introduction to microfluidic devices 

Predictive modeling of aerosol processes requires precise knowledge of chemical 

and physical properties of individual aerosol particles such as surface tension 60, viscosity 

61, and phase 13. For accurate measurements, shrinking down bulk measurement techniques 

is often necessary to observe isolated single 62 or multiple particles at the relevant length 

scales 63. Measurements of physical properties of fluids are traditionally done in the bulk 

with large sample volumes. Recent advancements in droplet generation, manipulation and 

observation techniques have extended these measurements to the micrometer length scales 

64,65. This microscopic length scale becomes relevant in complex and multiphase fluid 

systems such as aerosols, emulsions, suspensions and biological fluidic mixtures, where 

measurement of bulk fluids is not often feasible either due to the lack of substantial sample 

volumes, or due to the small characteristic length scales governing the dynamics of the 

system. Atmospheric aerosol particles and droplets fall in both categories – their sample 

volume is often extremely limited and their characteristic length scale ranges from 

micrometers to nanometers 66. 

Microfluidic devices are a special class of liquid flow channels with micrometer 

length scales in one or more directions and are usually fabricated in some transparent 

material for optical observation. These devices are used extensively in biomedical 67, 

industrial 68, and environmental monitoring 69 applications as well as in fundamental 

research on multiphase systems such as emulsions 70,71. Advantages of such small length 

scales and confined geometry include shorter thermal and material transport length scales 

which allows access to flow regimes usually not accessible in bulk scale experiments. 
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Additionally, the small sample volume required, the ease of design, and the affordable 

manufacturing cost of these devices make them ideal for applications where the sample is 

much rarer and more precious than the sampling equipment.  

Various physical principles of droplet measurements are shown in Figure 1-3. The 

top row shows microscale procedures and the bottom row shows their corresponding 

microfluidic-based equivalent approaches for high-throughput or multiplexed 

measurements. Figure 1-3a, shows measurements on sessile drops on a solid substrate, 

where imaging techniques are used to measure phase state or viscosity of the droplets. 

Figure 1-3b shows force tensiometry methods where droplet curvature or overall distortion 

from circularity is used to infer surface tension and viscosity. Figure 1-3c shows droplet 

oscillation methods where the physical properties are calculated from the oscillation 

frequency and amplitude. Finally, Figure 1-3c shows deflection-based methods where 

external probes are used for physical property measurements. 
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Figure 1-3: (Top row) Surface tension and phase measurement principles at the microscale 

including (a) imaging-based, (b) droplet curvature– or overall shape–based, (c) drop oscillation–

based, and (d) probe deflection–based methods. (Bottom row) Representative equivalent 

microfluidic setups. θ, d, and h are the droplet contact angle, diameter, and height, respectively, for 

imaging-based methods. r1 and r2 are the droplet radii corresponding to different upstream 

pressures. dmajor and dminor are the major and minor axes of a deformed droplet as it enters a 

microfluidic constriction during surface/interfacial tension measurement for droplet curvature–

based methods. ω refers to oscillation frequency of either the droplet or a probe in drop oscillation– 

and probe deflection–based methods. Reprinted with permission from Roy, P., Liu, S. and Dutcher, 

C. S. (2021) ‘Droplet Interfacial Tensions and Phase Transitions Measured in Microfluidic 

Channels’, Annual Review of Physical Chemistry, 72(1), pp. 73–97. doi: 10.1146/annurev-

physchem-090419-105522. Copyright 2021 Annual Reviews. 

1.4.1 Development of microfluidic devices for aerosol measurement 

Microfluidics is still in its nascent stages in aerosol science applications 14,30,32,72–

76. Devices already developed range from microfluidic droplet generators for off-chip 

analysis 73,77, and on-chip analysis with static arrays of droplet traps 78,79 to flow-through 

channel based devices 74,80. A comparison of different conventional instruments used for 

measuring aerosol properties in terms of their attributes is given in Table 1-1. Here, the 

color green indicates suitable, orange indicates mediocre and red indicates challenging. It 

is apparent that, while microfluidics has proven itself to be an indispensable tool in the 

field of biomedical application, it still has stiff competition in aerosol science as it is not 

widely adopted yet, and versatility of the method remains unproven as there are still many 

potential challenges to overcome. 
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Table 1-1: Microfluidics compared against some traditional aerosol measurement techniques 

Instrument Size Cost Complexity Throughput Versatility Ref. 

Droplet on 

slide 

     
81 

Differential 

mobility 

analyzer 

     82–84 

Optical trap 
     

85 

Cloud chamber 
     

86–88 

Electrodynamic 

balance 

     
89 

Cloud 

condensation 

nuclei counter 

     
90,91 

Microfluidics 
    

Early 

stages 

30,32,72,92 

However, one big advantage of microfluidics is lower cost, smaller space 

requirements and quick prototyping compared to building flow devices with multiple flow 

lines and chambers. For example, precise temperature and RH control in aerosol 

instruments becomes costly when a large space needs to be controlled compared to the 

small volume occupied by the microfluidic chip. As a result, ingenious microfluidic 

devices can be designed so that instead of competing with these instruments, microfluidics 

can fill in the gaps in the studies where traditional aerosol instrumentation prove difficult 

to operate, be it due to space, cost or time constraints.  

The goal of this thesis is to design, build and benchmark custom temperature 

dependent microfluidic devices for aerosol applications with case studies in model and 
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real aerosols. The microfluidic platforms were adapted from literature and modified to fit 

the requirements of the study. This thesis is organized into six chapters. Chapter 2 details 

the adaption of microfluidic static traps to study temperature and composition dependent 

liquid-liquid phase separation in model ternary aerosol droplets as well as nucleation rate 

dependent crystal formation in model binary aerosol droplets. The temperatures studied are 

above the freezing point of the aqueous droplets. Chapter 3 focuses on the development of 

a high-throughput droplet freezing microfluidic device and a custom temperature-

controlled platform with sensors for precise temperature measurement of the droplets. Also 

detailed are two methods for automated droplet freezing detection including one state-of-

the-art deep neural network-based image recognition algorithm. Chapter 4 elaborates on a 

case study of the ice nucleating property measurement of a biological ice nucleating 

particle Snomax and delves deeper into the molecular mechanism behind its efficient ice 

nucleation behavior. Chapter 5 details the development of a large array based microfluidic 

static trap device to study combined ice nucleation and dehydration related efflorescence 

of individual droplets of samples collected from a marine source. The instrument is 

benchmarked against a more established ice nuclei counter operating at a different length 

scale of sample. Dehydrated droplet morphology is correlated with ice nucleation 

temperature using the device. Finally, in Chapter 6, preliminary designs of a simpler flow-

through droplet freezing counter, a relative humidity-controlled chamber for particle 

deliquescence experiments and a modified static well device which allows for in situ 

chemical analysis for studying complex organic marine samples are discussed. 
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Chapter 2  

Temperature dependent phase 

transitions in model aerosol mimics 

Portions of this chapter are adapted with permission from Roy, P., Mael, L. E.,  Makhnenko, I., Martz, R., 

Grassian, V. H., Dutcher, C. S. (2020) ‘Temperature-Dependent Phase Transitions of Aqueous Aerosol 

Droplet Systems in Microfluidic Traps’, ACS Earth and Space Chemistry, 4(9), pp. 1527–1539. doi: 

10.1021/acsearthspacechem.0c00114. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society. 

2.1 Introduction 

Aerosol in the atmosphere can exist in multiple phase states including liquid, semi-solid 

and solid 93,94. Particles can transition among these states depending on their chemical 

composition along with the ambient conditions such as temperature and relative humidity. 

LLPS and efflorescence/deliquescence of particles play a crucial role in aerosol properties 

like their optical properties 95,96, hygroscopicity 93,97 and heterogeneous chemistry 

including atmospheric aging or uptake of gas phase molecules like N2O5 
98,99. Additionally, 

the phase state of a particle can also influence its surface properties and hence its ability to 

activate into a CCN 100 or ice nucleating capabilities 101. 

Methods to quantitatively measure the phase state of aerosol particles include bulk 

measurements in cases where separation relative humidity (SRH) of the particle is higher 
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than the deliquescence relative humidity. However, this is a rare occurrence and 

supersaturation is needed to study LLPS in most relevant aerosol systems. Supersaturation 

can be achieved in single particle phase state measurements, at the supermicron scale using 

optical microscopy on droplets on substrate 15, electrodynamic balancing 102, or optical 

traps 103. Single particle phase at submicron scale can be studied using scanning electron 

microscopy with energy dispersive X-ray analysis 104, transmission electron microscopy 

105 and scanning transmission X-ray microscopy/near edge X-ray absorption fine structure 

methods 106. Phases of larger populations of single particles can be measured directly using 

particle water uptake and growth in hygroscopicity tandem differential mobility analyzers 

82–84, microresonators 107, interdigitated electrodes 108, quartz crystal microbalances 109 and 

indirectly by measuring particle bounce using impactors 110–113. For a review of 

comprehensive physical and chemical characterization techniques in submicron aerosols, 

see McMurry et al. 114. The substrate used in contact-based methods can influence the 

particle morphology during the initial impaction as well as phase transitions. Hydrophobic 

surfaces are commonly used to minimize this effect. Single particle trap-based methods 

often require highly complex instrumentation to obtain measurements and can become cost 

prohibitive and time consuming. 

Recently, microfluidic measurements have been used to look at statically trapped 

supermicron (pico-to-nanoliter volume) single droplet phase transitions 14,30,115 and ice 

nucleation 76. Aerosol droplets are trapped in microfluidic wells which are surrounded by 

a thin layer of carrier fluid and sandwiched between highly permeable poly-

dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and non-permeable glass layers. Morphological changes 
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including LLPS and efflorescence can be observed as droplets evaporate slowly over time 

in a quasi-equilibrium manner and the changes are recorded in a time-lapse video. 

Microfluidics offers an advantage over the substrate-based methods since the droplets are 

encased in layer of liquid and hence reduce the probability of heterogeneous nucleation 

from a solid substrate. It also provides a 2-D Hele-Shaw type geometry which makes it 

easier to determine LLPS and resultant morphology using optical microscopy. In addition, 

there is usually no need for external relative humidity control during an experiment as the 

drying process occurs slowly until the droplet RH equilibrates with the surrounding RH. 

By careful design of flow channels and wells it is even possible to rehydrate droplets or 

control the dehydration and rehydration rate by flowing water through channels adjacent 

to the trapped droplets 115,116. The disadvantages of this method are that droplet dehydration 

usually takes a long time, on the order of days. So, collection of a large number of data 

points can be challenging. Also, the droplet RH needs to be calculated based on droplet 

concentration using equilibrium thermodynamic models as direct measurement of water 

activity or RH in a microfluidic well is not readily feasible. 

Factors including temperature, as well as the initial composition of a mixed organic-

inorganic liquid droplet itself can decide whether an aerosol droplet will undergo LLPS 

and at what SRH. Among the chemical composition aspects, a universally acknowledged 

key factor is the oxygen to carbon ratio (O:C) of the organic component 117–119. Other 

factors which have been studied are sulfate ratios, molecular weight of the organic 120, 

multiple organics 121, and secondary organic aerosols created from atmospheric aging 122 

of the primary aerosols. Certainly, not all systems undergo LLPS before efflorescence. You 
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et al. showed particles with O:C below 0.57 readily undergo LLPS, whereas particles with 

O:C between 0.83 and 0.57 undergo LLPS only for certain organics, and particles with O:C 

above 0.83 do not undergo LLPS 120. A recent study by Ott et al. 123 on ternary aerosols 

with added sucrose has expanded the upper limit of the O:C ratio for LLPS to 0.92. Results 

from more complex systems with more than three components and field samples also agree 

with this narrow range of O:C necessary for LLPS 117,121,122.  

However, while the effect of chemical composition on LLPS is becoming more 

extensively understood, the effect of temperature on LLPS is less well-characterized. It 

was theorized that droplet viscosities at lower temperatures in the troposphere (<20°C) 

would increase and lead to inhibition of phase separation 124. In contrast, a recent study on 

the effect of low temperatures down to -29°C showed that for most of the systems that do 

undergo LLPS at room temperature, inhibition of LLPS was not noticeable, i.e. SRH was 

not dependent on the droplet temperature. Furthermore, in some cases the SRH even 

increased with reduction in temperature120. Organic to inorganic mass ratio (OIR) of the 

aerosol also plays a part in the morphology of these phase transitions and generally varies 

between 0.2 to 3.5 in atmospheric particles 125–127. 

In addition to LLPS, the crystal structure and subsequently the morphology of 

aqueous droplet upon efflorescence has also been known to depend upon temperature and 

drying conditions, specifically, the dehydration rate. Sodium chloride forms two possible 

crystal structures upon efflorescence, namely, anhydrate (NaCl(s)) and dihydrate 

(NaCl·2H2O(s)). The equilibrium phase diagram shows that at temperatures above 0°C, the 

NaCl(s) form and below 0°C, the NaCl·2H2O(s) form is thermodynamically favorable 128. 
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However, in experiments on droplets on substrate, it was shown that only NaCl(s) is formed 

at temperatures as low as -20°C 129. In another study 130 the range of temperatures where 

the transition from NaCl(s) to NaCl·2H2O(s) happens was found to be between about -20°C, 

where 0% of the particles were in the dihydrate form, and -32°C, where 100% of the 

particles observed were the dihydrate. Another study on particles suspended in an 

electrodynamic balance 101 reported the transition to be in a similar temperature range. 

Some studies have also reported a different efflorescence crystal structure in seawater 

depending on the rate of decrease of RH due to different number of water molecules 

trapped in the dried particle 131,132. 

Here, we investigate a range of model aerosol systems in the range -20°C to +25°C 

which covers a significant portion of tropospheric temperature (-60°C to +25°C) for O:C 

ratios between 0.38 to 0.67 which are below the critical O:C < 0.92 for LLPS. We varied 

the organic to inorganic ratio (OIR) of the systems to estimate the effect of the organic and 

inorganic components on the LLPS morphology temperature-dependence. Systems studied 

consisted of either ammonium sulfate or sodium chloride as inorganics and organic acid 

and polyalcohol organics in an aqueous solution with OIRs ranging from 1:10 to 10:1. We 

also studied binary solution of sodium chloride and water to find the effect of temperature 

and drying rate on the efflorescent crystal structure. This work uses a novel and low cost, 

quasi-equilibrium technique to shed new light on how temperature and the OIR of these 

systems affect the phase separation morphology as well as the total solute concentration or 

conversely the SRH at which these systems undergo phase separation.  
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2.2 Materials and methods 

2.2.1 Chemicals used 

Solutions of ammonium sulfate (Fisher Scientific) and sodium chloride (Fisher 

Scientific) were prepared by dissolving crystals into high performance liquid 

chromatography (HPLC) grade water (Fisher Scientific). Organics with O:C ratio below 

0.83 were mixed with this salt solution to make experimental samples. The organics used 

were 3-methylglutaric acid (3-MGA) (Tokyo Chemical Industry) with O:C = 0.67, 

polyethylene glycol (PEG) (Molecular weight = 200 g/mol) (Sigma Aldrich) with O:C = 

0.63, polyethylene glycol diacrylate (PEGDia) (Sigma Aldrich) with O:C = 0.50 and 

polypropylene glycol (PPG) (Sigma Aldrich) with O:C = 0.38. The organics were mixed 

with the salt solution in three different ratios by mass, namely OIR 1:10, 1:1 and 10:1.  

Experiments for the ammonium sulfate (AS) and 3-MGA system were performed 

at four different temperatures: +25°C, +5°C, -10°C, -20°C and three different OIRs: 1:10, 

1:1 and 10:1. The same initial concentration C0 for a given mixture system was used at all 

temperatures.  In the AS+3-MGA system C0 values were 1.42, 2.33 and 0.92 M for OIR 

1:10, 1:1 and 10:1 respectively. Ammonium sulfate and other organics were studied at 

+25°C and -20°C at OIR 1:1. C0 was 2.56 M, 0.98 M and 0.67 M for AS+PEG, AS+PPG 

and AS+PEGDia systems respectively. Sodium chloride and 3-MGA systems were studied 

at all three OIRs but only at +25°C and -20°C, with C0 of 1.67 M, 1.15 M and 0.56 M for 

OIR 1:10, 1:1 and 10:1 respectively. 
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2.2.2 Microfluidic device fabrication 

The microfluidic well design used for this study was adapted from 133 and has been 

used previously in a study 14 from our group to examine LLPS and efflorescence in 

different models and real systems at room temperature. For this work, a new device was 

designed by replicating this single well into a 3x3 grid on a single chip. Each device 

consists of a single inlet and outlet, in series with the microfluidic wells (Figure 2-1a). Each 

well consists of a 200µm wide inlet, a 450µm diameter well and a 40µm wide restriction. 

Additionally, there is a bypass path for the carrier oil to pass through. Heights of all 

individual wells were measured to be between 85 to 95µm with a P16 surface profilometer 

(KLA Tencor). 

To fabricate the device, the photomask shown in Figure 2-1a was designed in a 

computer aided design (CAD) software (AutoCAD, Autodesk Corp.) and printed on a vinyl 

transparency (CAD/Art Services Inc.). A device master on a 4-inch diameter silicon wafer 

was fabricated using well-established photolithography techniques 65,66 using the 

photomask. Subsequently, the microfluidic device was made from pouring a mix of 

uncured PDMS (Sylgard 184 Silicone Elastomer, Dow Corning Corp.) and a linking agent 

in 10:1 ratio by weight into the mold. Then the mold was degassed before baking in a 75°C 

oven to cure the PDMS. Next, the PDMS device was cut out from the mold, and holes were 

punched for the inlet and outlet. Finally, the device was sealed to a 25x75x1mm glass slide 

(Corning) after oxidative plasma etching of both the glass and PDMS surfaces. 

2.2.3 Droplet loading 
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The as prepared mixed organic and inorganic aqueous sample was injected into the 

device to fill the microfluidic channel completely, including the wells and the bypass paths. 

Silicone oil (Sigma Aldrich) was then carefully injected into the device which scavenged 

all the excess sample from the bypass channels and pushed it out through the outlet. The 

sample droplet already inside the well was not pushed out, since the restriction in front of 

the sample was small enough to prevent the droplet from squeezing through. This resulted 

in droplets trapped inside the wells and the rest of the channel being filled with silicone oil. 

2.2.4 Dehydration experiment 

The device was placed on the cold plate of a temperature-controlled stage (LTS 

420, Linkam Scientific, UK) and the lid was closed. The cold stage was placed on the XY 

stage of a reflective microscope (SZX10, Olympus) and jpeg images were captured at 

1600x1200px using an Ace 1600gm area scan camera (Basler) every 10 seconds 

throughout the duration of the experiment. Water from the droplets slowly diffused through 

the silicone oil and pervaporated through the PDMS during an experiment. A schematic of 

the droplet trapped inside the device is shown in Figure 2-1b. 
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Figure 2-1: (a) Microfluidic static well device schematic. (b) Schematic of microfluidic device 

inside cold stage showing pancake shaped droplet surrounded by silicone oil in a PDMS device and 

the water pervaporation path through the oil and PDMS layers. Device fabrication details are 

provided on page 22. 

2.2.5 Droplet temperature simulation 

Before fabricating the devices and running experiments, a numerical heat transfer 

simulation of the microfluidic device and the cold plate was performed to ensure that there 

was not a large amount of temperature variation inside the droplet and that the droplet 

temperature closely approximated the temperature of the cold stage. A 3D finite element 

model was constructed in COMSOL Multiphysics. The glass substrate was placed in 

thermal contact with the cold plate and meshing was performed with free tetrahedral 

elements using the finest density settings in the software. The number of mesh elements 

was 1,218,959, with a minimum element quality of 0.06136 and average element quality 

of 0.6559 using a skewness quality measure. The geometry of the complete domain is 

shown in Figure 2-2a and the mesh is shown in Figure 2-2b. Note that three separate 
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devices on the same slide was fabricated since the individual device size was small and by 

repeating devices on single slide, more of them could be fabricated at one go. 

 

Figure 2-2: (a) Geometry domain for COMSOL 3D heat transfer simulation of microfluidic static 

wells. (b) Free tetrahedral mesh of the domain. 

The boundary conditions for this simulation as follows: A constant temperature was 

applied to all surfaces of the cold plate. The device was placed in contact with the cold 

plate surface at -20°C, the lowest temperature used in subsequent experiments and thus 

simulating worst case scenario for any temperature variation. All exposed surfaces had 

natural convection with a heat transfer coefficient of h = 10W/m2 and an ambient air 

temperature of 20°C. 
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Figure 2-3: Results of steady state heat transfer simulation on the static well 3D model in 

COMSOL. (a) The whole domain showing the overall temperature variation in the microfluidic 

device. (b) A cross section through the centerline of the device along the long axis of the device. 

Result from the simulation is shown in Figure 2-3. The edges of the glass slide 

overhanging the cold plate are warmer than the center of the slide where the PDMS device 

is located. Figure 2-3b shows the cross section of the device, the displayed contours have 

been clipped at -19°C. Figure 2-3c-d show the temperature distribution across the surface 

of a droplet. The droplet temperature varies between -19.77°C at the top to -19.83°C at the 

bottom. This essentially means that the variation inside the droplets is much lower than 

1°C in the most extreme case and hence for all experiments, the temperature of the cold 

plate was reported as the droplet temperature. Please refer to Appendix A for more 
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numerical simulations with different thermal contact gaps between the slide and the cold 

plate and with different ambient air temperatures. 

2.2.6 Droplet volume and water activity calculation 

Trapped droplets were pancake shaped and the volumes, V, were calculated using 

the method described in. 

𝑉 =
𝜋ℎ3

6
+
𝜋ℎ

4
(𝐷 − ℎ)(

𝜋ℎ

2
+ 𝐷 − ℎ) Equation 2-1 

In Equation 2-1, 𝐷 is the diameter of the droplet, and ℎ is the channel height. The 

volume of the droplet is used in Equation 2-2 to calculate the solute molarity, 𝐶 (M or 

moles / liter), of the droplet at any point during the experiment 14 by assuming only water 

leaves the droplet during the experiment  

𝑉0𝐶0 = 𝑉𝑓𝐶𝑓 Equation 2-2 

where the subscripts 0 and 𝑓 correspond to measurements taken initially and finally 

at the phase transition point respectively. The droplet solutions were always prepared with 

a fixed initial concentration at a given OIR and to allow for a comparison between different 

temperatures at the phase transition points. The RH is not being directly measured; instead 

the droplet solute concentration at what RH the phase transition would occur, via a 

thermodynamic model 134 that relates concentration to water activity, similar to Nandy and 

Dutcher 14 in an identical microfluidic setup.  Using this method, they calculated 

efflorescence relative humidity (ERH) of 33-35% for binary ammonium sulfate solution at 
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room temperature matches closely to literature data 135,136. We followed a similar 

methodology to calculate the RH of phase transitions in ternary droplets using the 

thermodynamic models E-AIM 137,138 (http://www.aim.env.uea.ac.uk/aim/aim.php) model 

II and III and AIOMFAC 139,140 (https://aiomfac.lab.mcgill.ca/model.html) between the 

initial droplet loading point and the point where the first phase transition (LLPS or 

nucleation of crystal/efflorescence) occurred. The modeling could not be extended beyond 

this as the droplet did not remain well-mixed and the composition of the phases were 

unknown after this transition point. Both models are widely used in aerosol science. E-

AIM has been used previously to study mixed organic inorganic systems in 141–144. 

AIOMFAC is also often used for studies of mixed systems 143,145–147, with long and medium 

range interactions between organic and inorganics in aqueous solutions incorporated. For 

the RH calculation, 3-MGA and other organics were created as new compounds in E-AIM 

with activity equations defined using the group contribution method from UNIFAC. E-

AIM density output was used to convert the solution molarity from Equation 2-2 to 

molality and mass fraction which was used for calculating the equilibrium the water 

activity of the droplet, which for a droplet in the atmosphere is equivalent to the 

corresponding RH of the gas phase and referred to as the RH of the droplet with the 

assumption of equilibrium. The E-AIM density was used to calculate the mass fraction of 

solutes and solvents in the droplet phase transition point and used as an input to 

AIOMFAC. The RH of the droplet was calculated from both thermodynamic models. More 

details on the calculation methodology and results are reported in Appendix B. 

2.2.7 Microfluidic confocal Raman microscopy 
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For some of the samples, 2D confocal Raman spectroscopy was also performed on 

an ammonium sulfate and 3-MGA droplet trapped inside microfluidic wells at room 

temperature to qualitatively map the organic and salt before and after LLPS inside the 

droplet. The system consisted of an Alpha 300R microscope with a UHTS300 spectrometer 

and DV401 CCD detector with 600/mm grating (WITec, Germany). A 532nm Nd:YAG 

laser was used for the excitation with a 100x objective (Nikon Instruments, NY). Each 

image had a resolution of 58x58 pixels with a pitch of 3μm and an integration time of 0.1 

seconds per pixel. 

2.2.8 Environmental cell Raman microscopy 

For fast drying experiments, a Raman microscope (Horiba, LabRAM HR 

Evolution) coupled to an environmental cell (Linkam, LTS 120) was used to collect spectra 

and optical images of substrate deposited sodium chloride (NaCl) particles following 

deliquescence and efflorescence at both -21.0 and -25.0 + 0.4°C. A detailed description of 

the experimental set up has been described in Mael et al. 148. In this experiment, a 10 % 

(w/w) aqueous solution of NaCl (> 99% Fischer Scientific) was passed through an atomizer 

(TSI Inc, model 3076) and impacted on to a hydrophobically coated (RainX) quartz 

substrate (Ted Pella Inc., no 16001-1). The sample was then placed in the environmental 

cell and first dried under a flow of N2 until the dew point had stabilized (measured using a 

hygrometer, Buck, CR-4), following which the temperature was reduced to either -21 or -

25 C. Once equilibrium had been reached for both temperature and relative humidity in 

the cell, the relative humidity was increased to 85 + 2% by altering the ratio of wet:dry N2, 

and the particles were deliquesced. Following this the wet N2 line was turned off and the 
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samples were rapidly effloresced, which took between 30 to 45 minutes at -21°C and 75 to 

90 minutes at -25°C. Once the relative humidity stabilized, optical images of the particle 

ensemble and spectra of individual particles were collected. Images were collected with an 

optical microscope (Olympus BX41) and a 100x super long working distance (SLWD) 

objective. Spectra were taken using a 532 nm Nd:YAG laser excitation source with seven 

exposures of fifteen seconds each averaged to obtain individual spectra. 

2.3 Results 
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Figure 2-4: (a-d) Typical phase transitions in a aqueous AS and 3-MGA droplet with organic to 

inorganic ratio (OIR) of 1:1 at 25°C inside a static microfluidic trap. (e) Phase transitions reported 

as a function of normalized total droplet solute concentration at different temperatures. C0 was 2.33 

M for this OIR. 

 Droplets consisting of water, AS and 3-MGA mixed with OIR 1:1 undergo LLPS 

while continuously dehydrating in the microfluidic trap. Shown in Figure 2-4(a-d), 

following the initial phase transition, the phases undergo a bulk transition into a core-shell 

morphology with the core comprising of an inorganic-rich phase and the shell comprising 

of an organic-rich phase. This morphology was also observed in previous work on mixtures 

of AS and 3-MGA 14. Finally, the droplets undergo efflorescence at a sufficiently low water 

content. Similar transitions occur in all experimental temperatures. Figure 2-4e shows the 

normalized concentration (Cf / C0) from Equation 2-2. Since the C0 was constant for all 

droplets for a given OIR, this figure shows that droplets become comparatively more 

concentrated at higher temperatures before undergoing phase separation. Later in Figure 

2-8, after application of the thermodynamic model calculator, the results are recast in terms 

of RH.  Error bars in all figures indicate the standard deviation of measurement between 3 

to 9 droplets. 
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Figure 2-5: (a) Optical image of a phase separated droplet of AS and 3-MGA with OIR 1:1. (b-d) 

Raman images for different chemical species in the sample. The spectral region used for generating 

the heatmaps are indicated in the images. 

Figure 2-5a shows a bright field image of trapped droplet with ammonium sulfate 

and 3-MGA and an OIR 1:1 in the Raman setup. The droplet has undergone LLPS with a 

core-shell morphology. The contour plot in Figure 2-5b shows the normalized sum 

intensity of a 60cm-1 wide band centered around the peak at 1650cm-1 (for the carboxylic 

acid group) from 2D confocal Raman microscopy. The colors indicate that the 3-MGA is 

distributed mostly in the outer shell phase. The 40cm-1 wide band centered around the peak 

at 975cm-1 is indicative of the SO4
2- ion and Figure 2-5c shows that ammonium sulfate is 

present in a larger concentration in the core structure. Interestingly, the 60cm-1 band 

centered around the peak at 2903cm-1 indicates the presence of CH3 groups and is present 

is very high concentrations around the droplet and at somewhat lower concentrations inside 

the outer shell structure of the droplet (Figure 2-5d). The outer high concentration region 

is indicative of the silicone oil the droplet is immersed in, while the inner low concentration 

region indicates the CH3 groups of 3-MGA. The nonuniform halo of CH3 encroaching 

inside the circular edge of the droplet in Figure 2-5d is an artifact of the confocal imaging 

system due to the pancake shape of the droplet, with a circular edge of hemispherical cross 

section. This causes the edge to have silicone oil at the top and bottom of the image focal 

plane and it shows up as nonuniformity of the signal around the edges. 
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Figure 2-6: (a-d) Typical phase transitions in an aqueous AS and 3-MGA droplet with organic to 

inorganic ratio (OIR) of 1:10 at 25°C. The droplet undergoes LLPS but there is no subsequent core-

shell formation. (e) Phase transitions reported as a function of normalized total droplet solute 

concentration at different temperatures. C0 was 1.42 M for this OIR. 

Like OIR 1:1, droplets with AS and 3-MGA with OIR 1:10 also undergo LLPS 

prior to efflorescence at all temperatures during experiments (Figure 2-6a-d). The inorganic 

rich tiny inclusions undergo some coalescence but do not form a large inner core structure. 

We also could not discern any differences among the inclusion coalescence behavior at 

different temperatures. Once again, the LLPS and efflorescence happen at lower 

concentrations at lower temperatures (Figure 2-6e). 
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Figure 2-7: (a-d) Typical phase transitions in an aqueous AS and 3-MGA droplet with organic to 

inorganic ratio (OIR) of 10:1 at 25°C. The droplets do not undergo a LLPS but instead a solid 

coating forms directly from a well-mixed state. (e) Phase transitions reported as a function of 

normalized total droplet solute concentration at different temperatures. C0 was 0.92 M for this OIR. 

However, in droplets of AS and 3-MGA at an OIR 10:1, no LLPS is observed 

(Figure 2-7a-d). The droplets initiate an apparent opaque coating which progresses to 

efflorescence. We use the term “coating” here to indicate an event where there appears to 

be a progressing solid sheet growing over or through the droplet, while a portion of the 

droplet remains liquid. This is similar to observations in 14 for cases where the organic 

component was present in larger amounts than the salt. Even though these phase transitions 

are dissimilar to the other two OIRs, Figure 2-7e shows that there is still a temperature 

dependence of the RH at which the coating starts. 
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Figure 2-8: Relative humidities of phase transition at different organic inorganic ratios and at 

different temperatures for AS+3-MGA droplets. For the OIR 1:10 and 1:1 phase transition refers 

to LLPS and for OIR 10:1 phase transition refers to efflorescence by nucleation of solid coating as 

there is no LLPS. 

The phase transition morphologies observed for different OIRs correspond well to 

a study by Song et al. 146 who studied ternary mixtures of AS as the inorganic phase and 3 

different carboxylic acids with 6 carbon atoms as the organic phase. At OIR 1:1 the authors 

observed core-shell formation similar to our microfluidic droplet. At an OIR of 11:1, 

droplets effloresced with needle like growths of ammonium sulfate being initiated from the 

edge of the droplet, in a similar morphology to our OIR 10:1 droplet. 
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The SRH for all these cases calculated from E-AIM are plotted as a function of 

temperature in Figure 2-8. The RH values reported here for OIR 1:1 are close to the SRH 

reported in similar model aerosol systems in117,120. Additionally, these three graphs show 

that regardless of the OIR, the phase transitions happen at a higher RH at lower 

temperatures. The systems with OIR 1:1 and 1:10 have a much lower RH of phase 

separation than the system with OIR 10:1. A comparison between E-AIM and AIOMFAC 

models for these points show a difference of about 2 to 5% for the cases studied here 

(Further details are given in Appendix B). This discrepancy is well within the margin of 

uncertainty of our experimental methods described later on as well as the uncertainties 

within the models themselves related to the activity of group contribution, temperature 

dependence of activity coefficients and the temperature dependence of the density of the 

ternary solutions. However, we note that both methods show a comparable trend in the 

transition RH values as a function of temperature. 
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Figure 2-9: (a-d) Typical phase transitions in an aqueous AS and PEG droplet with organic to 

inorganic ratio (OIR) of 1:1 at 25°C. Droplets undergo LLPS followed by core-shell formation 

similar to the AS+3MGA systems. Similar behavior is observed in AS+PPG and AS+PEGDia 

systems as well. (e) LLPS concentrations normalized by initial concentrations for AS and PEG, 

PPG and PEGDia solutions as a function of temperature. C0 was 2.56 M, 0.98 M and 0.67 M for 

AS+PEG, AS+PPG and AS+PEGDia systems respectively. (f) Relative humidity of phase 

transition to an LLPS state reported for these systems at different temperatures. 

Results from experiments performed with AS as the inorganic phase and 

polyethylene glycol with a molecular weight of 200 g/mol (PEG) as the organic phase with 

an OIR of 1:1 are also plotted in Figure 2-9(a-d). The SRH of the PEG 200 system in the 

temperatures studied is in the range of 79% to 83% according to E-AIM, similar to that by 

You et al. 50 at room temperature for a 2:1 OIR system. The SRH is lower than reported by 
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Ciobanu et al. 149 in AS and PEG 400, though the differences in higher PEG molecular 

weight and lower O:C ratio used in their study may explain the higher tendency to phase 

separate leading to larger SRH. Normalized concentrations of the LLPS transition of this 

system along with additional systems where the organic phase was swapped with PPG and 

PEGDia are plotted in Figure 2-9e. The lines in Figure 2-9f show that the SRH for the PPG 

and PEGDia systems do not increase, and perhaps even decrease with lowered temperature, 

but the SRH of the PEG system does rise with reduction in temperature. 

 

Figure 2-10: (a-d) Typical phase transitions in an aqueous NaCl and 3-MGA droplet with organic 

to inorganic ratio (OIR) of 1:1 at 25°C. Droplets undergo a single crystal growth at efflorescence. 
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(e-h) Phase transitions for same compounds at OIR 10:1 at 25°C. Droplets undergo multiple salt 

crystal nucleation triggered possibly by organic efflorescence followed by complete efflorescence. 

(i) Normalized concentrations of NaCl and 3-MGA at initial crystal growth. C0 was 1.67 M, 1.15 

M and 0.56 M for OIR 1:10, 1:1 and 10:1 respectively. (j) Relative humidity of initial visible crystal 

formation or efflorescence is reported for these systems at different temperatures. 

In the sodium chloride and 3-MGA system, there is no LLPS at any OIRs and at 

any temperatures studied. Instead, Figure 2-10(a-d) shows that there is crystal nucleation 

which eventually leads to drying out of the complete droplet for both OIR 1:1 and 1:10. In 

this case, the first appearance of the crystal (i.e. the efflorescence point) was designated as 

the phase transition point in our subsequent calculations. The crystal that grew at -20°C at 

OIR 1:1 and 1:10 visually resembled anhydrous cubic crystals. The crystal eventually led 

to complete droplet efflorescence with some organic efflorescing on the crystal faces as the 

water evaporated. There was no LLPS in the 10:1 OIR system either, however, the crystal 

growth morphology was quite different with multiple crystals nucleating inside the droplet 

followed by an amorphous efflorescent structure formation as shown in Figure 2-10(e-i). 

Figure 2-10i shows that, like the AS and 3-MGA systems, the concentration at which the 

initial crystal appeared is affected by the temperature of the experiment quite 

monotonically across all OIRs. Finally, Figure 2-10j shows that the RH for this phase 

transition also increases with lowered temperature. Unlike AS and 3-MGA, these OIR 1:1 

and 1:10 systems have much lower RH of phase transition than the OIR 10:1 system. 

A sensitivity analysis for measurement uncertainty in different parameters and their 

influence on the model calculated RH values were also carried out. Typical uncertainty in 
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droplet diameter measurement was about ±5μm due to the available camera resolution and 

contrast. Uncertainty was about ±1% in the initial solution concentration. Uncertainty in 

microfluidic channel height was about ±5μm due to variations during fabrication between 

different wells in a single microfluidic device. As a result, the uncertainty in droplet final 

concentration was ±10.4%. This led to an average of 5.2%, 4.1% and 9% uncertainties in 

RH prediction for AS + 3MGA systems at OIR 1:1, 1:10 and 10:1 respectively using the 

thermodynamic models. Similar analysis led to about 5.7%, 4.5% and 5.2% uncertainties 

in RH prediction for the NaCl + 3MGA system at OIR 1:1, 1:10 and 10:1 respectively. 

Another source of uncertainty in the thermodynamic models can be the density of the 

solutions where an error of about 0.01 g/cm3 leads to an error in concentration prediction 

of 6% on average and final RH prediction error of about 3%, 2.5% and 5.2% for the AS + 

3MGA systems at OIR 1:1, 1:10 and 10:1 respectively. 

Droplet dehydration time series curves were generated by tracking the droplet 

volume as a function of time from the time-lapse images taken during the experiment using 

the method described in the main paper. Dehydration curves for the AS + 3-MGA droplets 

in microfluidic wells are plotted in Figure 2-11. Dehydration rates were almost equal 

among all organic to inorganic ratio samples at a given temperature as shown in Figure 

2-11a. Variations among different OIRs could be caused due to several reasons including 

droplet hygroscopicity and initial size but the likely biggest cause is the variability among 

the different device thicknesses used as the PDMS layer on top of the droplet is the biggest 

factor restricting water evaporation. However, the dehydration rate is a strong function of 

the temperature of the experiment as shown in Figure 2-11b. e.g. the experiment at 25°C 
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took only about 11 hours from initial loading to efflorescence compared to almost 5 days 

for the same system at -20°C. 

 

Figure 2-11: AS + 3-MGA droplet dehydration time curves. (a) droplet normalized volume vs. time 

plotted for three different OIRs at 25°C. (b) droplet normalized volume vs. time plotted for OIR 

1:1 at different temperatures. 

Experiments were also performed to investigate the effect of temperature and 

dehydration rate on the efflorescence of binary sodium chloride water solution. Faster 

dehydration rate experiments (~2.5% RH/min at -21°C and ~1% RH/min at -25°C) were 

performed on the environmental cell. Figure 2-12b,c show at -21°C, 15.3 ± 0.1% of the 

droplets formed NaCl·2H2O(s) which went up to 98.5 ± 0.6% at -25°C. Raman spectra 

(Figure 2-12a) were used to confirm the hydration state of the particles. Slow dehydration 

rate experiments were performed over a period of about 5-6 days in the microfluidic trap 

and Figure 2-12e,f show that both at -25° and -35°C, the efflorescent form was NaCl(s). 
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Figure 2-12: (a) Raman spectra of NaCl·2H2O(s) (red) and NaCl(s) (blue) and optical images of 

the these particles deposited on the environmental cell substrate and fast dehydrated at (b) -21°C 

and (c) -25°C with colored circles indicating the different crystals. NaCl(s) efflorescence observed 

at (e) -25°C and (f) -35°C in a microfluidic well at very slow dehydration rate. (d) Comparison of 

the lowest temperature at which all of crystals were anhydrous with literature. The asterisk over the 

microfluidic device column indicates the lowest temperature experiment performed. Dihydrate 

crystals were not observed at this temperature. Lower temperatures may produce dihydrate crystals 

in this experiment but were not performed. 

2.4 Discussion 

Previous studies on model aerosols have shown that the SRH is affected only 

weakly by temperature and molecular weight of the organic compound 120, and instead 

dominated by the O:C ratio of the organic compound. While no direct comparisons are 
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possible between the studies due to the vastly different molar ratios of solutes and 

dehydration rates as well as specific temperatures studied, the trend in the results can be 

commented upon. e.g. efflorescence RH of AS with different organics shows a slightly 

increasing or constant trend at lower temperatures 150,151. Similarly the deliquescence RH 

of mixed organic and AS systems show an increasing trend with reduced temperatures 152. 

Here, in a similar fashion, we see a clear trend towards higher SRH at lower temperatures 

for the AS + 3-MGA systems studied. This could be explained by reduced solubility of 

pure organics as well as salts at lower temperatures 153. However, this trend is not always 

present across all systems studied and it cannot be positively asserted that reducing the 

temperature of LLPS would lead to a higher SRH across the board which is in agreement 

with 120. More likely, the type of organic including the functional group (alcohol, 

carboxylic acid etc.), molecular weight as well as the solubility of the organic in the salty 

droplet leads to a nuanced behavior with no generalizable trend in terms of temperature 

dependence. 

While we did not see any dependence of actual series of morphological phase 

transitions on temperature, we did see different morphologies depending on the droplet 

OIR. Droplets with more salt than organic resulted in small inclusions containing the salt 

rich phase formed inside the droplet which did not fully separate from the outer organic 

phase. We noticed this same trend where metastable inclusions in the OIR 1:10 droplets 

formed after LLPS which coalesced to form larger inclusions but not a central core before 

efflorescence. Fard et al. 154 previously observed temperature and drying rate dependent 

inorganic ion diffusivity and organic inclusion coalescence in mixed AS and carminic acid 
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droplets at OIR 1:3 after LLPS. We could not discern any temperature dependence of the 

inclusion coalescence in our drops. This could be due to several reasons. The fastest rate 

of dehydration in our experiments were an order of magnitude slower than the slowest rate 

reported by Fard et al. Also, the OIR and the organic acid itself is very different which 

perhaps suggests that a coalescence temperature dependence is possible at a different 

temperature rate and OIR in our system. We also cannot rule out the possibility that we 

missed out on small variations in coalescence behavior due to limited resolution and 

contrast in the droplets. In systems with comparable amounts of salt and acid, fully 

separated core-shell formation is observed. For droplets which contained significantly 

larger amounts of acid than salt, in was observed previously 14,146 that the droplet did not 

spontaneously change phase all at once, but rather a progressive solidification or coating 

formed through crystallization from a given point on the droplet surface. A similar behavior 

was also observed here for OIR 10:1, where the crystallization started from a given point 

on the droplet and no LLPS was observed. Finally, in addition to the phase transition 

events, a noticeable difference in the critical value of the SRH was observed here for 

systems with different OIR. In AS + 3-MGA systems containing more organic than salt, 

specifically for OIR 10:1, the ERH was much lower than the SRH reported for the systems 

with OIR 1:1 and 1:10. This is probably caused by the efflorescence of the AS phase as has 

been previously suggested by Song et al. 146. After the initiation of the coating at a low RH, 

the whole droplet effloresces quickly which we believe is the organic crystallizing 

heterogeneously on the already effloresced AS since the amount of organic is 10 times 

larger in the droplet than the salt. 
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Experiments performed on the sodium chloride and 3-MGA systems showed a 

completely different phase transition morphology in contrast with AS, as expected. For the 

systems studied here, the NaCl droplets did not undergo any LLPS, but started an 

anhydrous crystal growth before efflorescence resulting in an organic coating on and 

around the salt crystal. It has been shown previously 155 that AS has a larger SRH than 

sodium chloride in a large study of mixed salt and organic droplets. This indicates that AS 

has a larger tendency of salting out the organics from the droplet than sodium chloride thus 

favoring LLPS over crystallization, potentially explained by the Hofmeister series156 where 

the abilities of ions to salt out proteins are classified in a linear order. Since there was no 

LLPS in our study, we were able to report the concentration and RH at which the sodium 

chloride crystal first appeared or the start of efflorescence as a function of temperature. At 

OIR 10:1, multiple NaCl crystals started efflorescing at a larger RH close to the DRH of 

pure NaCl (~75%) than the other OIRs indicating possible heterogeneous nucleation of 

NaCl due to formation of a few organic crystals. Studies have shown that presence of a 

nucleating surface is able to crystallize inorganic salts close to their DRH 157,158. Following 

this, droplets rapidly formed an opaque amorphous coating without significant crystal 

growth or droplet dehydration, indicating an organic coating due to the comparatively large 

amount of organic in the droplet. This contrasts with the RH of the crystallization for AS 

system where the droplets crystallized closer to the ERH of pure AS, indicating that the 

AS crystallized first. More work is needed to understand this differing behavior between 

the two systems. At all OIRs, the appearance of the crystal was at a lower concentration 

(and higher RH) at lower temperatures indicating again perhaps the reduced solubility of 

the components as the temperature reduced. It is interesting to note that we observed the 
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anhydrous form of the NaCl crystal during the experiment rather than the 

thermodynamically stable dihydrous form which resembles a circular shape with 

irregularities 101.  

We noticed a similar behavior in binary NaCl water systems. In this case, NaCl 

droplets without a ternary organic phase and dehydrated at two very different rates showed 

a dependence of the rate of change of RH as well as the droplet surroundings on the crystal 

structure formed. The slower dehydrating microfluidic droplets formed cubic NaCl(s) 

crystals down to -35°C whereas the faster dehydrating environmental cell droplets formed 

irregular NaCl·2H2O(s) crystals even at -25°C. This is perhaps a combined effect of the 

vastly different dehydration rates as well as the droplet surroundings in the two setups. It 

has been reported previously 159 that at higher rates of dehydration NaCl droplets form a 

dendritic and irregular crystal structure upon nucleation whereas slower dehydration leads 

to the single cubic crystal structure. The authors postulated that slower dehydration leads 

to related slower homogenous nucleation and growth which favors the singular anhydrous 

crystal rather than rapid crystal growth inducing trapped water molecules and a random 

structure. It has also been theorized previously that the presence of heterogeneous 

nucleation sites on a solid-droplet surface and higher dehydration rates are capable of 

inducing the transition to NaCl·2H2O(s) at higher temperatures by reducing the energy 

barrier for the transition to this state 101,160. No consensus exists in literature about the 

temperature range of this transition in droplets with the range being dependent on size, 

dehydration rate and overall method, for example in the study by Wagner et al. 160, the 

highest temperature for the transition was about -37.45°C whereas Peckhaus et al. 101 and 
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Wise et al. reported -23°C and -21°C respectively for the same transition. This highlights 

that fact that while speculative, differences in droplet size, shape, substrates as well as the 

other factors discussed above could all potentially be contributing factors while comparing 

the transition temperatures between the methods presented here. The rate of dehydration 

has also been shown to be a major factor affecting the morphology of efflorescing particles 

in previous studies on seawater 131,132 as well as studies in pharmaceutical compounds 161,162 

and could be the biggest cause of the different crystal structures at the same temperature 

seen here and needs to be investigated further. 

2.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we used a PDMS based microfluidic device to trap aqueous 

chemical systems relevant to atmospheric aerosol droplets.  The device was placed inside 

a hermetically sealed temperature-controlled cell, and the temperature of the cell was held 

fixed throughout the experiment. The droplets dehydrated as water pervaporated through 

the PDMS and left the microfluidic device in a quasi-static manner. Droplet solute 

concentrations were calculated based on optical microscopy data and the concentration was 

used with the E-AIM model to calculate relative humidities at the first phase transition. 

Concentrations and relative humidities of phase changes of the droplet were reported as a 

function of temperatures ranging from +25°C to -20°C. Additionally, a study on effect of 

dehydration rates on efflorescent crystal structure was performed on binary sodium 

chloride and water systems with two vastly different dehydration rates. 
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It was observed that the changes in phase occurred at a lower total solute 

concentration at lower temperatures in most droplets. The relative humidity of the first 

phase transition in all systems were calculated using the E-AIM model, showing that the 

SRH increased as the phase transition temperature was lowered. The SRH results are 

somewhat contradictory to previous studies with similar systems which show weak or no 

appreciable trend in SRH at lower temperatures. While the SRH for supermicron droplets 

does not depend on its size, slow time scales for water transport may play a role in phase 

transitions in a microfluidic well when compared to other methods. However, the trend of 

lower total solute concentration and higher RH at phase separation with lowered 

temperature is clearly visible in the AS and 3-MGA system. The role of the organic to 

inorganic ratio on SRH was also showed to be temperature dependent. Rate of dehydration 

and the droplet surroundings also had an impact on the phase transition with NaCl crystals 

formed at slower dehydration rates in our microfluidic device favoring the metastable 

anhydrous form than the dihydrous form which was predominant at faster dehydration rates 

at the same temperature on a cold plate device. 

A shortcoming in the methodology includes the need to use a thermodynamic 

model to calculate the equilibrium RH of the droplets instead of directly measuring it. This 

adds to the experimental uncertainties (droplet concentration, volume and density) by 

introducing modeling related uncertainties for activities of the mixed organic inorganic 

systems at low temperatures. Future device designs with either a controlled RH 

environment surrounding the PDMS device, or flow channels that allow for droplet 
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rehydration to identify deliquescence behavior for further benchmarking to known 

transitions would be helpful to overcome this shortcoming. 

This study provides a novel look at the temperature, OIR and dehydration rate 

dependence of phase changes in atmospheric aerosol relevant chemical systems using a 

low-cost microfluidic apparatus. Ultimately, the temperature and RH-dependent phase of 

aerosol droplets influences various cloud and atmospheric processes like gas-particle 

partitioning of certain compounds, cloud condensation nuclei activation, optical properties, 

and heterogeneous chemistry. 
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Chapter 3  

Development of an automated high-

throughput droplet freezing counter 

microfluidic device 

Portions of this chapter are adapted with permission from Roy, P., House, M. L. and Dutcher, C. S. (2021) 

‘A Microfluidic Device for Automated High Throughput Detection of Ice Nucleation of Snomax®’, 

Micromachines, 12(3), p. 296. doi: 10.3390/mi12030296. Copyright 2021 by the authors (CC BY 4.0). 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Clouds are key contributors in modulating Earth’s climate through their albedo and 

atmospheric lifetimes 51,163,164. Ice nucleating particles (INPs) in cloud drops facilitate the 

formation of ice crystals at temperatures warmer than the homogeneous ice nucleation 

temperature of pure water of -38°C 43. INPs control the size and concentration of liquid vs. 

frozen cloud drops 12,51, where clouds comprised of more ice crystals have larger  particle 

sizes and have lower albedo than those composed of mainly liquid drops 50,165,166, thus 

shortening cloud lifetime. Ice nucleation also controls precipitation and the water content 
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of clouds by scavenging water vapor from liquid droplets 51,66. INPs are emitted from 

various sources, including mineral dusts from arid regions 52,167, from plants and soils, 

anthropogenic activity 48,168 and, marine sources 12,59. 

 IN temperatures of droplets are measured using online or offline instruments. 

Continuous flow diffusion chambers 169,170, and continuous flow tubes 171 are typical online 

equipment which continuously measure ice nucleating particles (INPs) at a fixed 

temperature by connecting to air sampling lines from the ambient environment. However, 

they are complex and expensive. Among the offline equipment, large cloud expansion 

chambers can be used to simulate whole clouds in the upper troposphere 86. However, there 

are other less complex and expensive classes of benchtop offline experiments which allow 

IN studies in a laboratory. For instance, differential scanning calorimeters 124, 

environmental Raman stages 148,172, electrodynamic balances 173, optical traps 174, static 

cold plate based freezing assays using well plates 175,176, printed droplet arrays on 

hydrophobic substrates 177, droplets in microwells 178 and droplet arrays on a pyroelectric 

polymer substrate 179 have been used to study ice nucleation from atmospheric and 

laboratory samples. 

This chapter documents the development of a microfluidic platform with on-chip 

droplet generation and continuous high-throughput ice nucleation detection. The platform 

and methods described here could be adapted to count INPs in atmospheric aerosol samples 

collected in liquid. There the high throughput nature of the device would allow measuring 

minuscule amounts of INP in field samples more accurately at warmer temperatures. The 

stage could also be modified into a new class of liquid particle counter, analogous to 
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condensation particle counters for aerosols, where a small number of particles in ultrapure 

liquid phase samples can be detected by measuring ice nucleation temperatures of a large 

number of droplets rapidly. One should note, however, that while there are advantages to 

high-throughput methods, there are also limitations, including difficulty in accessing low 

cooling rates (~1°C/min) as well as observing phase change events in individual droplets 

with highly precise temperature measurements. 

Two automated detection approaches are presented here: a polarized light method 

and a deep neural network (DNN) based machine learning method. The appropriate 

detection algorithm is implemented depending on the throughput rate needed, and optical 

contrast available. A case study on a model ice nucleating particle dissolved in water 

droplets with the platform developed here is presented in the next chapter. To our 

knowledge, this is the first high-throughput microfluidic device of its kind where 

automated machine learning and polarized light-based detection algorithms have been used 

to detect ice nucleation. 
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3.2 Materials and methods 

3.2.1 Temperature controlled platform 

 

Figure 3-1: Temperature-controlled microfluidic platform. (a) Schematic showing the complete 

platform with multiple copper blocks for individually controllable cold zones and the cooling 

blocks underneath which act as heat sinks for the cold zones. (b) CAD model showing the platform 

on a microscope stage with a dry, optically transparent enclosure on top surrounding the region 

where the microfluidic device is placed. (c) A photograph of the stage in action with all fluid and 

electrical connections. 

A temperature-controlled platform based on Stan et al. 80,180 was constructed with 

multiple independent temperature zones, to control the droplet temperatures inside the 

microfluidic channel. The design allows a temperature gradient along the flow channel. 

Figure 3-1a shows our platform design with seven upper copper blocks (called cold zones) 

with the microfluidic device placed on top. The cold zones are in thermal contact with 
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separate heat exchangers (called cooling blocks) with cooled liquid flow going through 

them to maintain a fixed temperature.  

Two separate sets of cooling blocks are used. The inlet and outlet cold zones are in 

contact with two cooling blocks maintained at above freezing temperatures by a 

recirculating chiller (Anova R10, Anova Inc.), pumping ethanol at 5°C through the cooling 

blocks. The flow channel cold zones are in contact with a programmable cooling block 

(LTS 420, Linkam Scientific) maintained at cold temperatures (-30°C) by pumping liquid 

nitrogen through the block. Thermal grease (Ceramique 2 Thermal Compound, Arctic 

Silver) was applied between all mating surfaces to ensure adequate heat transfer at low 

temperatures. 

Sandwiched between the flow channel cold zones and the liquid nitrogen cold block 

are Peltier elements (926-1209-ND, Laird Technologies). These elements act as 

temperature controllers and maintain the desired temperature in the cold zones on top, 

independent of the liquid nitrogen cold block temperature underneath. A custom PID loop-

based control circuit was built using both discrete electronic components and off-the-shelf 

printed circuit boards (PCBs). T-type thermocouples (TJC36-CASS-062U-2, Omega), 

which were inserted into holes drilled into each cold zone. Thermocouple readings were 

taken with thermostats (TEC-9100, Tempco). Target values for each cold block were 

selected and the thermostat provided a PID control signal to the Peltier elements to 

maintain the target temperature. This thermostat output was insufficient to power the 

Peltier elements and hence this signal was amplified using the circuit shown in Figure 3-2a.  
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Figure 3-2: (a) Custom designed control circuit for the temperature-controlled platform. (b) A 

labeled photograph of the components installed inside a 3-D printed enclosure. 

Briefly, the 4-20mA current signal was first converted to a 0-5V voltage signal. 

This voltage signal could not be directly con-verted to a 0-5A current and fed to the Peltier 

elements since they operate within a 0-1.9A current limit. An Arduino Uno (Ardunio.cc) 

was used to scale the 0-5V signal to a 0-1.9V pulse width modulated (PWM) signal which 
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was converted to a smooth DC signal using a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) 

(MCP4725, Adafruit). A 0-30V Lab Benchtop DC power supply (Amazon) was then used 

to drive the Peltier elements by modulating its output to a 4.5V, 0-1.9A current source 

using a current sensor (MAX471, DigiKey), Op-Amp (LM358, DigiKey) and an n-channel 

metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor (MOSFET) (IRLB8743, Digikey). These 

components were placed inside a custom 3-D printed enclosure (CSE Anderson Labs, 

University of Minnesota), and standard cable connectors were installed in the enclosure to 

ensure easier connection between electrical wiring. 
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Figure 3-3: (a) Cold zone temperatures measured using thermocouples and microfluidic channel 

temperatures measured using on-chip thin film sensors. The number labels next to the orange line 

indicate the corresponding cold zone in the schematic, and the temperature values are measured 

using thermocouples inserted into the copper blocks. The blue line indicates the temperature in the 

flow channel. (b) The location of the detection region of interest (ROI) during droplet freezing 

experiments and the numbered cold zones. 

Figure 3-3b shows the temperatures in all the cold zones during a typical 

experiment. The temperature of each cold zone is adjusted until a desired temperature 

distribution is achieved inside the microfluidic channel. Droplet freezing detection was 

performed using this stage on a reflective microscope (SZX10, Olympus) and 128x256 

pixel videos were recorded with a high-speed camera (AX100 mini, Photron) at 3,000 

frames per second. A region of interest (ROI) of 250x500 μm was recorded for a continuous 

4 minutes of experiment time, and a constant temperature was maintained in the flow 

channel. 

3.2.2 Platinum thin film temperature sensor fabrication and calibration 

Embedded thin film temperature sensors similar to those in Stan et al. 80 were used. 

Figure 3-4 shows the design and fabrication process of the platinum resistive temperature 

device (PRTD) linear array. The array had 19 PRTDs in a row and a pitch of 2.2 mm 

between each PRTD. These arrays were fabricated onto 4” diameter and 0.5 mm thick 

soda-lime glass wafers (University Wafer) using a modified version of the lift-off 

lithography process described in 80,181. 
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The steps described here are pictorially represented in Figure 3-4a and 

corresponding design or photographs are shown in Figure 3-4b. The wafer was piranha 

cleaned in a 5:1 H2SO4:H2O2 bath at 120°C for 15 minutes. It was then rinsed with DI water 

with 3 cycles in a dump rinser and dried in a spin-rinse-drier with a stream of N2 gas. To 

complete the drying process, the wafer was heated on a hot plate at 120°C for 10 minutes. 

Following cleaning and drying, the wafer needed to be coated with a photoresist for 

photolithography. The process started with covering the surface with an adhesion promoter 

hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS). The wafer was placed in a wafer holder and immersed in 

HMDS vapor for 3 minutes to deposit a thin layer on the surface. Then, the wafer was spin 

coated with a positive photoresist, AZ 1518 (Microchemicals GmBH), for 30 seconds at 

3,300 rpm at a ramp rate of 3,000 rpm/s to achieve a coating thickness of 2μm. Then a soft-

bake using a hotplate at 100°C for 50 seconds was performed to stabilize the photoresist 

by evaporating the solvents, resist mask adhesion and improve resist adhesion to the 

substrate. Then a chrome photomask of the PRTDs fabricated on order by the Minnesota 

Nano Center was used to expose the coated wafer to UV light on a mask aligner. The 

exposure was performed with hard contact mode with a 9 second exposure on a MA6-P 

mask aligner (Karl Süss). Development of the photoresist was done using Microposit 351 

developer for 40 seconds. The wafer was rinsed with DI water and blow dried with N2. A 

hard-bake at 115°C for 50 seconds was performed to completely cure the remaining 

photoresist and promote adhesion to the substrate. The step-by-step fabrication protocol is 

provided in Appendix C. 
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The next step following the preparation of the photoresist coated wafer was metal 

thin film deposition. This was done on an ATC 2000 sputterer (AJA International).  

Titanium and platinum targets were installed DC powered guns. The wafer was loaded into 

the sputter chamber and the system was pumped down to the range of 10-5 bar. A 2nm 

adhesion promoter layer of titanium was deposited by running the sputterer for 40 seconds 

and a 200nm layer of platinum was deposited by running the sputterer for 480 seconds. To 

perform lift-off of the metal layer, the completely metal coated wafer was immersed upside 

down by placing it in a cassette holder in an acetone bath on a hotplate at 60°C overnight. 

The bath was sealed with an aluminum foil to make sure the acetone did not evaporate. 

Finally, the wafer was annealed for 24 hours at 500°C in a furnace to stabilize the metal 

layer resistivity and extend its lifespan. 
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Figure 3-4: PRTD array fabrication and integration with microfluidic PDMS channels. (a) PRTD 

array fabrication and bonding process schematic. (b) Array mask design, showing 19 PRTD arrays 

in a row. (c) After deposition onto a 0.5mm glass wafer. (d) Completed device after bonding to a 

PDMS channel and coating the rear face with aluminum for using the device on a reflective 

microscope stage. 

Following metal deposition, each circular wafer was cut into two 50.8x27 mm 

rectangular pieces using a DISCO wafer saw, each containing a single PRTD array. To 

measure the resistance of the PRTD array, a custom designed PCB with 40 contact pads 

(Sunstone Circuits) was attached to the leads on the substrate using electrically conductive 

adhesive transfer tape (9703, 3M) which only conducts electricity across its thickness 

through embedded discrete conductive particles. A programmable digital multimeter 

(Keithley 2701 with a 7710 multiplexer card, Tektronix) was used to read individual PRTD 

voltages which were converted to resistance using a modified four-wire protocol. A 5V DC 

power source was connected in series to the PRTD array using the leftmost and rightmost 

leads. A 100 ohm high precision reference resistor (RWPB03U100R0TS, Johanson 

Dielectrics) labeled Rref or was connected in series and the voltage drop across this was 

also wired to the digital multimeter. The voltage drop across this Rref provided an accurate 

measure of the current flowing through the circuit which was assumed to be equal in all 19 

PRTDs in series. The schematic of the measurement setup and the physical arrangement of 

the electrical components are shown in Figure 3-5. The corresponding LabVIEW code used 

to collect resistance data can be found in Appendix C. 
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Figure 3-5: The resistance measurement setup for the thin film PRTDs. (a) The electrical 

connection diagram of the sensors for 4-wire sensing of the resistance. (b) The PCB with the z-axis 

electrically conductive tape applied. (c) The complete circuit with the digital multimeter to read the 

voltages and the interconnections. 

For the calibration process, a factory calibrated standard RTD (5606-50-B, Fluke) 

was used. For this, metal box with a dimension of 64x46x15 mm was created from 1/16” 

sheet aluminum. The glass substrate with the PRTDs and the electrical connectors was 

placed inside, and the standard RTD was also placed inside the box. The box was filled 

with Novec 7500 (3M) which is an engineered heat transfer fluid but in not electrically 

conductive. The box was then placed on the cold plate of the LTS 420 stage, as shown in 

Figure 3-6a. The whole stage was placed inside a large foam box and openings were sealed 

with duct tape to keep water condensation on airflow from interfering with the cold 

temperature calibration. A stepped temperature ramp with a 2 hour hold at each 10°C 

interval from 30°C down to -50°C was performed. The voltages measured by the digital 
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multimeter was recorded and calibration curves unique to each PRTD in the array were 

created based on a linear fit. The array numbering, resistance data recorded during the 

calibration and calibration curves are shown in Figure 3-6b and Figure 3-7a,b. The 

accuracy of the sensor array from the calibration curve based on the linear fit was ±0.03°C. 

 

Figure 3-6: PRTD array calibration setup. (a) The calibration box placed on the cold plate of the 

Linkam stage. (b) The numerical designation of the arrays.  
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Figure 3-7: The PRTD array calibration results. (a) The calibration temperatures vs. time. The y-

axis on the left corresponds to the resistance curves of each PRTD array and the y-axis on the right 

corresponds to the temperature of the cold stage indicated by the gray curve. (b) he resistances of 
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the PRTDs plotted as a function of temperature. Linear fit equations for two of the arrays are also 

shown. These curves are unique to each device and must be measured individually. 

3.2.3 Microfluidic device design and fabrication 

The microfluidic device used for this project is a simple straight channel with a 

flow-focusing droplet generator 80. The main channel dimensions are 200x150 µm and has 

a length of 50mm. The width of the droplet phase channel upstream of the flow-focusing 

junction is 40 µm. The device design is shown in Figure 3-8a. A negative vinyl mask was 

printed (CAD/art services), and the mold for the PDMS devices was prepared using a soft 

photolithography process, slightly modified from the one described in Chapter 2, Solid 

state SUEX sheets (DJI Microlaminates) were bonded to standard 4” silicon wafers at 70°C 

using a thermal laminator. The soft-bake, exposure and development processes were 

performed according to the manufacturer specifications. SUEX sheets act as negative 

photoresists instead of SU-8. The sheets were used to ensure height uniformity as spin 

coating SU-8 was seen to cause slight alterations in the height across the long flow channel. 
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Figure 3-8: (a) Microfluidic channel design for the study. (b) Droplet generation at the flow-

focusing junction. (c) Droplet ice nucleation and complete crystallization observed in the cold zone. 

The leads region of the glass substrate with the PRTDs was masked off with Kapton 

tape (3M) and a 5µm layer of SiO2 was deposited onto the wavy sensor region using the 

Varian e-beam deposition system. The PDMS device was cut out from the mold using a 

razor, and 1.5mm diameter holes were punched for inlets and outlet with a biopsy punch 

(Integra Miltex Instruments) before being bonded to the substrate on the silica layer on top 

of the PRTDs following a 1-minute oxygen etching in a plasma cleaner. This was done to 

ensure that the PDMS can stick to the silica layer on the substrate since the metal film 

creates poor bonding with PDMS and leads to leaks. 
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The device was bonded to the substrate with the PRTDs at an offset from the 

centerline of the flow channel ensuring the wavy sensing region of the PRTD did not sit 

directly beneath the flowing droplets as, shown in Figure 3-8c. This bonding protocol 

prevents lensing of the sensor outline through the droplet from causing freezing detection 

errors in our DNN algorithm. Figure 3-8c also shows progression of the freezing front in a 

droplet, from the initiation of the droplet to complete crystallization. Events like this were 

rare, however, since the ROI in our studies was chosen so that droplets would freeze before 

entering the field of view of the camera. 

Droplet generation was performed by feeding the sample of interest at the droplet 

phase inlet and a bulk oil phase at the carrier phase inlet (Figure 3-8b). The droplets were 

generated by the bulk phase pinching off the droplet phase at the droplet generation 

junction. Droplet size ranged from 70 to 85 µm in diameter and velocity ranged from 11.1 

to 13.2 mm/s depending on the temperature but was constant at a given temperature. 

Additionally, the droplet spends ~1 second at the isothermal region inside the cold channel 

be-fore reaching the detection ROI. This relatively long residence time spent inside this 

isothermal region ensures that the droplet reaches thermal equilibrium with the channel 

before entering the ROI.  

3.2.4 Temperature distribution inside the microfluidic channel 

During a typical experiment, the temperatures of five cold zones were adjusted until 

an isothermal profile was reached. Since the freezing detection ROI was at the end of the 

cold region, small variations in the isothermal channel could lead to errors in reporting the 
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exact temperature of freezing. While multiple experimental videos for a given sample 

recorded a fixed temperature data point, due to small fluctuations in the flow channel in 

the isothermal region during the recording, the overall uncertainty in the droplet 

temperature was estimated as ±0.26°C. 

We also wanted to check if there was any significant temperature difference 

between the bottom, middle and the top of the channel. To achieve this without using a 

second set of sensors at the top of the channel, the temperature distribution of the 

microfluidic channel was modeled in COMSOL Multiphysics. 

The model consisted of two distinct steps. The first step was to calculate the channel 

temperature and check for large variations across the channel at a given location. This was 

done by using a steady state laminar viscous flow model in COMSOL assuming a 

continuous flow of carrier fluid. The input to the model was the measured PRTD array 

temperature on the floor of the channel and the flow inlet temperature of 5°C which was 

maintained by the inlet cooling block. 

The second step was to use the calculated channel fluid temperatures from the first 

step and apply them as a transient temperature boundary condition on the droplet surface. 

The rationale behind this was that from the reference frame of the moving droplet, the 

channel temperature would be experienced as a function of time. For this step, the channel 

and the continuous fluid were not modeled. The reported droplet temperature was the 

average temperature of the whole droplet. 
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Figure 3-9 shows that there is a difference of less than 0.1°C between the bottom 

and the centerline of the channel, where the droplets flow through, at an isothermal channel 

temperature of about -5°C. This nonuniformity grew to about 0.2°C at -20°C but was still 

smaller than the experimental temperature uncertainty limit of 0.26°C as mentioned 

previously. As a result, we directly used the temperature measured by the PRTDs as the 

channel temperature for the droplet temperature calculation in step 2. Also shown in Figure 

3-9 is the droplet temperature as it moves through the channel calculated from step 2. There 

is a temperature lag in the droplet compared to the channel temperature in the region where 

the temperature drops sharply before the droplet reaches the isothermal region maintained 

by the individually controlled cold zones. The approximately 1 second of residence time 

in the isothermal region enables the droplet to equilibrate with the channel temperature and 

lets us directly report this temperature as the droplet temperature for the frozen fraction 

curves. 

The simulations aid in confirming the accuracy of the measured temperature, 

though empirical measurements of melting points of pure liquids such as water and 

hydrocarbons would also aid in calibrating the droplet temperatures accurately. However, 

these were not attempted due to significant changes required in the stage and flow device 

to freeze and melt droplets inside the same channel. The temperature of the droplet was 

also simulated at additional channel temperatures of -10, -15 and -20°C. The results are 

shown in Figure 3-10. There was no appreciable difference between the droplet 

temperature and the recorded PRTD temperatures. 
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Figure 3-9: Temperature distribution in the microfluidic flow channel and droplet. Droplet diameter 

70 µm, droplet and carrier fluid flow velocity 15 mm/s. The droplet resides inside the isothermal 

zone for ~1 second. 

 

Figure 3-10: Droplet temperatures inside flow channel at different isothermal channel temperatures. 

The orange line indicates the ROI where frozen droplets were counted. 
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3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Droplet freezing with different carrier fluids 

Droplet freezing was initially attempted with perfluoromethyldecalin (PFMD), the 

same carrier fluid used by Stan et al. 80. Additionally, Novec 7500, an engineered 

fluorinated heat transfer fluid manufactured by 3M, was also used. The rationale behind 

using these fluids was their biocompatibility and track record of being used in biomedical 

microfluidic devices. However, several operational challenges were encountered while 

using these oils instead of light mineral oil. Figure 3-11 shown the device being used with 

these two oils and droplets of Snomax in water being carried in the flow. The droplet phase 

and carrier phase flow rates for both studies were kept constant and the same microfluidic 

device was for both tests. The device was flushed with isopropanol and dried with air in 

between uses. The difference in droplet sizes between the two fluids is apparent. What is 

not apparent from the still pictures is that the velocities of the two cases also vary by a big 

amount and are almost 10 to 15 times higher than the ~10mm/s achieved with the light 

mineral oil. 
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Figure 3-11: (a) Droplets with PFMD as the carrier fluid. (b) Droplets with Novec 7500 as the 

carrier fluid. 

To reduce the droplet velocity and allow droplets to freeze and equilibrate with the 

channel temperature more gradually, a sheath flow channel was added in a new device 

design shown in Figure 3-12. Two types of designs were created, one with a straight flow 

channel and one with a serpentine channel followed by a straight section. The channel 

width was increased to slow the droplets down. The idea behind the serpentine channel was 

to increase the pressure drop in the main flow channel and hence stabilize the droplet 

generation and flow rate by smoothing out fluctuations in the supply pressure provided by 

the syringe pumps. The droplet velocities with this new design was tested and results are 

reported in Table 3-1. Even with the increased channel cross section, the droplet velocities 

in Novec 7500 and PFMD were much larger than the light mineral oil. 
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Figure 3-12: Modified microfluidic device designs to mitigate high droplet speed and small droplet 

size. (a) Added sheath flow. (b) Added sheath flow and a serpentine flow resistor to increase 

pressure drop and flow stability. 

Table 3-1: Droplet velocities in microfluidic freezing counter with different carrier fluids 

Carrier fluid Channel width Droplet speed 

Light Mineral Oil 200 μm, no sheath ~10 mm/s 

Novec 7500 300 and 400 μm, with sheath 55 and 68 mm/s 

PFMD 300 μm, with sheath 80 mm/s 
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Figure 3-13: Operational issues with PFMD and Novec 7500 as carrier fluid. (a) Droplet 

coalescence leading to inconistent size and flow of droplets. (b-c) smaller droplets sticking together 

and forming larger ice plugs as they freeze. (d-e) Larger droplets creating individual ice plugs to 

stop the flow as they freeze. The scale bar represents 100 μm in all images. 

In addition to the high velocities, there were issues with droplet size inconsistency 

owing to coalescence downstream of droplet formation. There was also droplet clogging 
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issues in the microfluidic channels after droplets frozen and became solid and started 

sticking to the channel walls. This has been shown in Figure 3-13. The channel clogging 

became a larger issue since a clogged device often led to huge pressure drops in the system. 

This often meant that either the tubing was pushed out of the microfluidic device, leading 

to the liquids dripping over the experimental setup or even worse, the device starting to 

leak through the bonded region between the PDMS and the substrate. And this often meant 

that the device became unusable after it clogged. Even if the device could be reused, it 

showed a tendency to clog very easily afterwards. 

3.3.2 Automated freezing detection algorithms 

The high-speed camera captured approximately 4,000-6,000 droplets in a single 

video of 4-minute duration. To determine the fraction of frozen droplets at a given 

temperature and determine the ice nucleation rate, a method for counting the number of 

liquid and frozen droplets is needed. Ideally, the method is robust and high-speed, 

ultimately allowing for on-chip detection with the potential for downstream actuation and 

sorting. Here, we explored two methods, automated detection with polarized light images 

and with a deep neural network from brightfield images. Both methods are benchmarked 

to simple manual counting from brightfield optical images. 
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3.3.3 Polarized intensity threshold algorithm for freezing detection 

 

Figure 3-14: Polarizer-analyzer light filtering principle with a pair of linear polarizing filters. The 

first filter is called a polarizer, and the second filter is called an analyzer.  

The polarizer-analyzer principle is illustrated in Figure 3-14. A light emitting 

source emits unpolarized light which gets polarized by a linear polarizing filer. This has 

two effects on the transmitted light, first, it gets linearly polarized in an axis parallel to the 

filter, second its intensity is halved. This light is called plane polarized. When the light next 

encounters another linear polarizing filter in its path, depending on the angle of this filter, 

the light intensity reduces according to the equation: 
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𝐼 =
1

2
𝐼0 cos

2 𝜃 Equation 3-1 

where, I0 is the incident light intensity, and θ is the angle between the optical axes 

of the polarizer and analyzer. If the polarizer and analyzer are placed parallel to each other, 

the light passes through unchanged, and if they are placed perpendicular or crossed then 

all light is blocked, as given by Equation 2-2. These filters are made up of specific polymer 

sheets which polarize light by absorbing any incident light polarized parallel to their 

polymer chain arrangement and transmits light polarized perpendicular to the chains. Ice 

crystals, similar to quite a lot of mineral crystals, have a specific property called 

birefringence, which essentially means it has different refractive indices based on the 

incident polarization angle of light. These materials can effectively rotate the angle when 

polarized light passes through on them. If a birefringent material is placed between a set of 

polarizer-analyzers, it can in essence change the expected intensity of light passing through 

the two filters compared to when there is no material between them. This principle has 

been used previously to detect ice nucleation182,183 in flow tubes and crystallization in 

polymer laden droplets184.  

In our setup, the polarizer-analyzer set with rotatable filters (Edmund Optics) was 

installed in the optical path between the light source and the camera as shown in Figure 

3-15a. The light source is polarized through a plane polarizer before passing through the 

droplets once. The light is then reflected from the mirror coating underneath the substrate 

before passing through the droplets a second time. Finally, it passes through the analyzer 

before reaching the camera. With perpendicular alignment of the analyzer with respect to 
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the polarizer, almost all light passing through the liquid and PDMS layers can be 

extinguished leaving a dark image. In this arrangement, only the frozen droplets show up 

as bright regions in the image due to the birefringence of the ice crystals. As mentioned 

before, the birefringence changes the polarization angle of the light, which allows light to 

pass through the analyzer (Figure 3-15b). While use of 90° polarization is a straightforward 

method for rapid detection of droplets containing ice crystals, it poses several challenges 

from a coding standpoint. Purely liquid droplets remain completely dark and blend in with 

the background, making it a challenge to detect the total number of droplets that pass 

through the channel. Additionally, some frozen droplets appear darker than liquid drops 

even in polarized light since the crystal plane orientation inside a droplet is random with 

respect to the polarization angle of the incident light (Figure 3-15e, h). To solve this issue, 

the analyzer was placed at 60° and 85°, to find the optimum balance between the intensity 

of the frozen drops and the ability to still identify liquid drops. 

To partially automate the detection of the frozen droplets with this setup, a 

MATLAB image analysis code was created to detect and count frozen and liquid droplets 

under polarized light conditions. Briefly, the code is used to calculate two intensity 

threshold parameters based on either type of frozen drops, brighter or darker than liquid 

drops. The higher threshold was selected to identify droplets that are brighter than a liquid 

drop and vice versa for the lower threshold. These parameters are used to analyze the 

remaining video frames and give a final count of liquid and frozen droplets in a video, 

which are typically on the order of 4 hours when played back at 60 fps and 4000-6000 

droplets. This code, which takes minutes to run, saves the user hours of analysis time that 
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would have to be spent manually counting droplets. The polarized light detection code and 

usage instructions are given in Appendix D. 

 

Figure 3-15: Experimental setup and freezing detection algorithm using a polarized intensity 

threshold method. (a) Polarized imaging optical path. (b) ROI highlighted in blue inside the flow 

channel. (c-h) Liquid, frozen (bright) and frozen (dark) droplets as they appear inside the ROI for 

different analyzer angles indicated. 

3.3.4 Deep neural network algorithm for freezing detection 
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3.3.4.1 Brief introduction to neural networks 

A neural network is a supervised machine learning algorithm which is modeled 

loosely on the basic functional structure of a human brain. In machine learning, a single or 

series of equations are used to calculate or “predict” the value of a desired variable based 

on values of some other input variables using a specific algorithm. The “learning” part of 

supervised machine learning comes from the fact that preexisting data with some context 

or training data is provided to the algorithm, which is learned by the algorithm and used to 

predict future data that is similar but not quite equal to the training data. The learning is 

essentially manifested in changes of numerical value of some coefficients or parameters in 

the equations. A neural network (or artificial neural network) specifically consists of a 

series of layers each with one or more nodes, i.e. a 2D matrix structure like the one shown 

in Figure 3-16. In this figure, the green circles are the nodes or the variables, and the black 

arrows are the “weights” (or parameters) with numerical values. This is a representation of 

a series of equations with many variables and parameters. The network is initialized with 

some random weights and training data is fed from the left end. In this particular example, 

the training data must be represented by the input variables and the values will be entered 

into the nodes in the 1st or input layer. The values then get multiplied by the weights 

connecting them to the 2nd layer and so on. In this way, the input data gets transformed and 

an output comes out in the form of two variable values at the rightmost or output layer. 

This “predicted” value is compared against what is known about the input data and the all 

the preceding weights are adjusted until the differences between the prediction and the 

known value or “ground truth” is minimized. This process is repeated for a set of input data 
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values, which constitute a training set. Through this training, all the weights in the network 

end up at a specific value, unique to the training set. Now, when an unknown or test data 

is fed to the trained network, that data is passed through the nodes and end up at the output 

which then becomes the predicted value. This type of machine learning algorithm is 

particularly efficient at classifying objects, rather than predicting the value of a continuous 

variable, although that is also possible. In classification, the output layer nodes represent 

different classes input variable can belong to, and the predicted values at these nodes are 

the probabilities of the input belonging to that class. 

 

Figure 3-16: A typical Artificial Neural Network. The green circles represent nodes or cell body of 

a neuron, the black arrows represent weights or the interconnecting axon between neurons.  

The network shown in Figure 3-16 is quite shallow, only having two hidden layers 

between the input and output. Also, the layers themselves have only a maximum of 5 nodes 

each. Classifying droplets using this kind of network would be difficult since the input can 
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only have three variables. Hence, any droplet image would have to be broken down into 

three quantifiable features. This was attempted as shown in Figure 3-17. The three features 

selected were the circularity or the perimeter divided by a circle of equal area, mean 

intensity and mean intensity gradient. As can be seen from the figure, the frozen droplets 

do not easily fall into any separable location based on the variables chosen. i.e. the 

variability between the liquid droplets is sometimes higher than the variability between a 

liquid and a frozen droplet. 

 

Figure 3-17: Different types of droplets, both liquid and frozen are shown in the top row. The type 

I-IV label represents droplets which showcase the three features selected. The plots in the middle 

row shows a set of droplets plotted on axes representing numerical values of these features. Each 

blue dot represents a single droplet. The same dataset is plotted in all three graphs. The bottom row 
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represents three different frozen droplets with red, green and blue glowing outlines. Same droplets 

are circled in the middle graphs. The liquid droplet is circle in black. 

As is evident from this feature-based attempt to classify the droplets, the peculiar 

challenge of the huge variability in droplet images posed too difficult for a simple machine 

learning approach. However, the interesting fact here is that a human being is still able to 

identify and distinguish between the droplet. Hence an algorithm which more closely 

mimics the image recognition and classification abilities of humans was required for 

solving this problem. 

3.3.4.2 Image recognition with deep neural networks 

Artificial neural networks that can more closely mimic human brains are comprised 

of many layers with many nodes in each layer, in  much higher numbers than the one shown 

in Figure 3-16. These networks are called deep neural networks (DNN). This has become 

feasible in the past decade due to order of magnitude increases in computational power 

available to single computers. Usually, neural networks require a lot of data preprocessing, 

like the attempts described previously. However, with DNNs it has become easier to train 

computers to recognize images with minimal user input and are used with vastly different 

datasets, finding use in highly diverse application areas such as facial recognition, 

automated driving, mail sorting, biomedical research, online marketing etc. Most of the 

DNNs in use for image recognition today use an approach called convolutional neural 

network. It works on the pixels of an image directly rather than extracted features from the 

image. The preprocessing required is lower since the network can learn to extract the 

features by itself. 
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A DNN is an example of a convolutional neural network. It mainly involves two 

operations or layers repeated several times to create a DNN like architecture: convolution 

and pooling. These operations are used to extract features from images. Convolutions are 

usually performed by creating a small filter, usually 3x3 pixels and moving it over the 

image to create an output feature map. In a convolution layer there are usually many filters, 

each filter results in a single output feature map. In this way, a single input image gets 

filtered into many feature maps. Next comes the pooling layer. It down samples the feature 

maps, by usually applying some operation like taking the maximum value or average over 

a defined region and reducing its overall size. In this way, only the most prominent features 

are down selected into a smaller image. Then a new set of convolution and pooling is 

applied. As the image moves through the network, it keeps multiplying into more and more 

feature maps and keeps getting smaller in size, with the features getting more prominent. 

Finally, the entire image is flattened into a row vector or pixel intensity values and passed 

to a final hidden layer for classification. This operation is described pictorially in Figure 

3-18. FC Layer 1 and 2 are fully connected layers, like the hidden layers in Figure 3-16. 

The intensity of the cyan color indicates the pixel intensity as a numerical value (ranging 

from 0 to 255). The convolution filters are highlighting edges of certain orientations in the 

first layer, and then become more and more abstract and specialized in the other layers. 
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Figure 3-18: Visualizing the convolution and pooling operations on detecting a handwritten digit. 

Original illustration created using 2D convolutional network visualization tool (URL 

https://www.cs.ryerson.ca/~aharley/vis/fc/flat.html) from Harley, A. W. An interactive node-link 

visualization of convolutional neural networks’, in Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including 

subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics). 2015. 

Springer Verlag, pp. 867–877. doi: 10.1007/978-3-319-27857-5_77. Copyright 2015, Springer 

Nature. 

Training a DNN to recognize images of known or labeled liquid and frozen droplets 

and using the trained network to detect images of test sample droplets was chosen as the 

simplest and most elegant method of performing frozen droplet detection. This avoids the 

need to extract features using separate methods and having to go through many different 

machine learning algorithms to try to fit the extracted features to find the best model 

suitable for this application. 
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3.3.4.3 Implementation of transfer learning in freezing detection 

As mentioned before, the weights in the neural network are initialized randomly, 

and approach an optimum value through learning from training data. However, in deep 

learning, a very useful concept to speed up this learning is to initialize the weights by taking 

them from a pretrained network, even if it was trained on images completely different from 

the current application 185. This is possible because the convolutional layers do not look at 

high level features of images, but focus on low level details like local arrangement of pixels 

leading to curves, edges etc.  

For the transfer learning, the well-known AlexNet 186 was chosen. This network, 

available in the MATLAB Deep Learning Toolbox, has 23 layers, 1000 object classes and 

has been pretrained with 1.3 million high-resolution images in the LSVRC-2010 ImageNet 

training set. We modified this network by keeping the convolution layers intact and 

replacing the final three layers with 1) a new fully connected layer, 2) a SoftMax layer, and 

3) a classification layer with two classes: frozen and liquid. The modified network is called 

dropletnet.m and is trained with liquid and frozen drop images extracted from videos taken 

at the highest and lowest temperatures during the experiment. The training set temperatures 

were carefully chosen far away from the expected temperature range where the frozen 

fraction was expected to be between 0 and 1. Training was performed separately for each 

sample tested as we found this gave more accurate results. This was probably due to 

changes in the background light intensity and tiny shifts in position of the camera with 

respect to the channel between experiments. A custom MATLAB app was developed based 

on the algorithm. 
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The optical path for bright field imaging used the same setup as the polarized 

imaging, with the analyzer turned to 0° with respect to the polarizer (Figure 3-19a). The 

microfluidic channel in this mode is shown in Figure 3-19b in a frame of video captured 

during an experiment. The orange box indicates the ROI which is cropped from the video 

and fed to the DNN for classification. Details about the algorithm, MATLAB app and 

usage instructions are given in Appendix E. 

 

Figure 3-19: Experimental setup and freezing detection algorithm using a deep neural network: (a) 

Bright-field imaging optical path. (b) ROI highlighted in yellow inside the flow channel 

3.4 Algorithm performance intercomparison 

The polarized method and the DNN methods for automated detection are compared 

to results obtained from simple manual counting of frozen droplets from optical images in 

Figure 3-20 at four different temperatures with a model INP, Snomax. The machine 

learning DNN method yields results within 99.1 ± 0.7% accuracy compared to the manual 
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method.  In contrast, it is apparent from initial trials at a few distinct temperatures that the 

polarized method is the less accurate of the two. The polarized light code underestimates 

the frozen droplet count at both 60° and 85° analyzer angles compared to manual and DNN 

count, discussed in subsection 3.5. As a result, the DNN was used for all Snomax results 

presented in Chapter 4. 

 

Figure 3-20: Comparison of the different methods for detecting frozen droplets. The dotted line 

denotes an ideal detection method i.e. where the method performs identical to a human operator. 

3.5 Discussion 

As mentioned in the results section, the polarized detection method undercounts the 

frozen fraction compared to both human and DNN count while postprocessing a video. 

This error occurs when the birefringence inside the frozen droplet is not pronounced. It is 
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especially apparent in recalescing droplets 187–189, where the droplet becomes an ice-water 

slush due to the presence of both multiple kinetic ice crystals and supercooled water 

immediately after ice nucleation. These drops do not change the polarization angle of light 

appreciably due to their inhomogeneity and hence are almost indistinguishable from liquid 

drops in the polarized lighting setup. When observed under bright-field light, it is 

immediately apparent that these drops have nucleated ice. Additionally, due to the random 

nature of the ice crystal orientation inside the droplet and the bulk rotations in the droplets 

as a whole as they flow through the channel, it is possible that even some completely 

crystallized droplets do not show up as bright spots in the polarized light. This kind of 

crystal orientation rearrangement could be caused by either progressive crystal formation 

inside the already ice nucleated droplets or droplet bulk rotation inside the channel. 

Because of these shortcomings, the polarized method was not used to generate 

accurate datasets in our present device and working fluid combination. But we see other 

uses for this method, such as in a real-time active sorting device design where the frozen 

droplet must be detected at run-time for downstream actuation or sorting to take place. The 

droplet birefringence might be more pronounced in other combinations of carrier and 

droplet phases 74,80 which would aid the polarized method in becoming more accurate 

compared to manual count. This kind of approach would be economic, eschewing the need 

for a high-speed camera by using simpler 60 fps area scan cameras, or even using line scan 

cameras where a single line of pixels is captured at high framerates. 

A potential disadvantage of flow-through microfluidic devices, when compared to 

static devices, is the high cooling rates experienced by the droplets as they cool while 
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flowing through a fixed temperature gradient at high velocities. For example, in our setup 

the droplet spends around 3.3 seconds in total inside the device, out of which 1 second is 

spent inside the isothermal freezing region. This imparts a cooling rate on the droplet which 

is dependent on the cold region temperature, ranging from 140°C/min at 0°C to 720°C/min 

at -20°C. A previous flow-through microfluidic INP study by Tarn et al. 74 with similar 

droplet sizes, velocities and channel dimensions demonstrated that droplets with relatively 

short residence times (~0.2 seconds) inside a cold isothermal channel could still freeze in 

similar temperature ranges reported by instruments with orders of magnitude higher 

residence times. While ice nucleation by atmospheric particles is a stochastic process, it 

has been reported that highly efficient INPs including Snomax 178 can be approximated 

with the deterministic, time independent approach we used for this study. Nevertheless, in 

order to adapt our device for studying atmospherically relevant particles, it would be 

valuable to study the effect of different cooling rates and residence times by modifying the 

cold stage and flow device to impart highly variable cooling rates. 

We did not observe homogeneous freezing of ultrapure water down to -20°C. 

Attempts to reduce the temperature further were unsuccessful due to the carrier fluid 

viscosity; the syringe pumps stalled trying to push the liquid through the microfluidic 

device. Notably, studies on flow-through microfluidic INP counters 74,80 with similar 

droplet sizes, velocities and microfluidic channel dimensions have measured homogeneous 

freezing of water between -35°C and -37°C. A different carrier fluid and redesigned 

channels with lower pressure drop could enable homogeneous freezing measurements in 

future INP studies. In the absence of the background water freezing curve, this present 
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work is intended to highlight our platform, freezing detection algorithms and the relative 

effects of modifying the IN behavior due to aging and heat deactivation compared to 

untreated Snomax. 

3.6 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we developed a flow-through, temperature-controlled microfluidic 

platform with automated algorithms for ice nucleation detection. The custom MATLAB 

apps for the detection algorithms enable new users without specific knowledge of the codes 

or the algorithms to use the device for making measurements. The DNN app enables us to 

classify millions of droplets without human intervention. Future studies will include 

measurements of heterogeneous ice nucleation activity of less efficient INPs as well as 

homogeneous ice nucleation temperature of pure water, which could be made possible with 

modifications in the carrier fluid and pumping setup. Ultimately, our device with 

automated detection could be modified to allow for active sorting of droplets containing 

INPs with the help of actuation pumps in future for aiding chemical and biological analysis 

of INPs downstream of our device. 
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Chapter 4  

Ice nucleation case study with a 

biological particle: Snomax 

Portions of this chapter are adapted with permission from Roy, P., House, M. L. and Dutcher, C. S. (2021) 

‘A Microfluidic Device for Automated High Throughput Detection of Ice Nucleation of Snomax®’, 

Micromachines, 12(3), p. 296. doi: 10.3390/mi12030296. Copyright 2021 by the authors (CC BY 4.0). 

 

4.1 Introduction 

Biological particles in aerosols have been studied extensively over the years 190–196 

for their relevance in atmospheric processes, including IN. These particles are either 

microbes, pollen, algae, lichens, viruses or cellular fragments, as well as biological 

macromolecules such as proteins 197, fats 198, polysaccharides 199 and cellulose 200. Studies 

have shown that these biological particles dominate ice nucleation in a mixed population 

of aerosols and only a small proportion is enough to accelerate IN in cloud droplets at 

warmer temperatures 201,202. While there are many variations and mechanisms through 

which a biological particle nucleates ice, it is generally accepted that at temperatures above 

-20°C, they are the dominant sources, while below -20°C, inorganic sources such as 

mineral dust are the primary sources of INPs 12. 
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More recently, there has been focused research into correlating abundances of 

biological INPs in the troposphere layer with local ecotypes 168,203,204 and characterizing 

their emission by relative humidity 205, rainfall 206–208 and anthropogenic activity like 

harvests 48,209,210. Efforts have also been made to measure abundance of existing biological 

INPs in clouds, snow and rainfall 211–214. 

Among the specific biological INPs, tree pollen have the lowest IN temperatures, 

typically freezing around -20 to -15°C 215–217. However, there is variation between different 

species as well. Fungal particles have the second lowest IN temperature range, around -15 

to -10°C 218,219. Finally, bacteria have by far the warmest IN range, specifically, a range of 

bacteria from the genera Pseudomonous, Pantoea and Xanthomonus can nucleate ice in 

supercooled at >-5°C 220,221. 

4.1.1 Structure and mechanism of action of ice nucleating proteins and Snomax 

The primary instrument for nucleating ice employed by these bacteria are ice 

nucleating proteins attached to their outer cell membrane. Recent field studies have shown 

the presence of these bacteria at large numbers in high altitudes 222 and has been identified 

as an important factor in cloud microphysics 208,218. Specifically, the bacterium 

Pseudomonas syringae which has been known to nucleate ice at -2°C 223 and as a result it 

has been fragmented and used as a commercial product called Snomax for making snow in 

ski slopes at warmer temperatures. The transmembrane protein responsible for ice 

nucleation in P. Syringae is InaZ. It consists of ~1200 residues and has a β-helix dominant 

structure 224,225 similar to antifreeze proteins in insects 226. 
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Figure 4-1: (a) Cartoon representation of the inaZ membrane protein showing the repeated β-helix 

structure. This figure shows the repeated blue segments in the backbone which are ice nucleation 

active due to the repeated nature and the precise spacing which matches that of a hexagonal ice 

lattice. (b) Temperature dependence of the orientation of the membrane proteins. The top bubble 

shows the proteins buried in the membrane and disordered water molecules at 20°C. As the 

temperature is lowered to 5°C, the molecules orient themselves more parallel to the membrane and 

exposes the ice nucleating sites to the water, thus ordering the molecules. The small gray inset 

shows a zoomed-out view of the individual staggered protein strands lying parallel to the 

membrane. Adapted with permission from Roeters, S. J.; Golbek, T. W.; Bregnhøj, M.; Drace, T.; 

Alamdari, S.; Roseboom, W.; Kramer, G.; Šantl-Temkiv, T.; Finster, K.; Pfaendtner, J.; Woutersen, 

S.; Boesen, T.; Weidner, T. Ice-Nucleating Proteins Are Activated by Low Temperatures to Control 

the Structure of Interfacial Water. Nature Communications. 2021, 12 (1), 1–9. 

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-021-21349-3. Copyright © 2021, The Author(s) (CC BY 4.0). 
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The β-helix structure of InaZ and its temperature dependent water templating is 

shown in Figure 4-1a. Here “templating” refers to the ability of the protein’s repeated 

helical structure to create hydrogen bonds with water molecules in solution, and due to the 

specific spatial orientation of the residues, mimicking a hexagonal ice crystal like structure 

on a molecular level. Ironically, this ice nucleating protein and several anti-freeze proteins 

work on this same basic templating principle, i.e. controlling the order and arrangement of 

water molecules through hydrogen bond interactions. In the case of ice nucleating proteins, 

templating leads to an increase in the ice seed size by addition of a large number of these 

proteins in close proximity, thus lowering the nucleation barrier for supercooled water to 

phase change into ice. This effect gets more pronounced as the temperature is lowered, 

with the proteins orientation changing in the membrane, as evident from Figure 4-1b. 

Comprehensive knowledge about the nature of biological INPs and their 

mechanism of action is required in order to explore the aerosol-cloud-climate interaction 

and the distribution patterns of these particles in the atmosphere. In this effort, instruments 

which can detect INPs in samples with high-throughput and high level of accuracy can be 

indispensable. In this chapter, Snomax, was used as a proxy for biological INPs in a case 

study in order to prove the viability of the flow-through droplet freezing counter described 

in Chapter 3. 

4.2 Materials and methods 

4.2.1 Chemicals used 
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Light mineral oil (CAS 8042-47-5, Sigma Aldrich) was used as the continuous 

phase in all the experiments and HPLC grade water (CAS 7732-18-5, Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) was used as the dispersed phase. Snomax dissolved in the water was used as a 

model INP for our case study. Snomax was received in dry pellet form and stored in a -

20°C freezer between uses. On the day of the experiment, pellets were dissolved in water 

at a concentration of 1mg/ml in 50ml sterile centrifuge tubes (Nunc 50mL, Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) by initially vortexing and then shaking manually until the solution became 

visibly homogeneous. 

The Snomax solution and mineral oil were loaded into 10ml gas tight glass syringes 

(SGE Inc.). Between each run, the syringes were emptied and cleaned with methanol, 

distilled water and isopropanol and dried with N2 gas. Syringe filters (Millex 0.2µm, 

Millipore Sigma) were added to filter out any large undissolved Snomax particles and 

contaminants such as fibers in the syringes. Polyethylene tubing with ID 0.047”, OD 0.067" 

(BD Intramedic, BD Medical) was used to connect the filter outlets to the microfluidic 

device. Syringe pumps (Harvard Apparatus) were used to pump the liquids inside the 

microfluidic device at a steady rate. 

4.2.2 Aging and heat treatment of Snomax 

A temperature-controlled platform based on Stan et al. 80,180 was constructed with 

multiple independent temperature zones, to control the droplet temperatures inside the 

microfluidic channel. The design allows a temperature gradient along the flow channel. 

Figure 1a shows our platform design with seven upper copper blocks (called cold zones) 
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with the microfluidic device placed on top. The cold zones are in thermal contact with 

separate heat exchangers (called cooling blocks) with cooled liquid flow going through 

them to maintain a fixed temperature.  

4.2.3 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) 

For the FTIR study, samples were prepared by dissolving Snomax in D2O (Sigma-

Aldrich, MO) at 1g/ml which resulted in a highly viscous paste-like consistency. This 

process was developed to eliminate the H2O scissoring band overlap with the protein 

amide-I band as described in Liu et al 227. Additionally, the smaller amount of solvent 

ensures a stronger Snomax signal above the background spectrum. The samples were 

measured in an attenuated total reflectance (ATR) accessory (MVP-Pro, Harrick 

Scientific). The ATR is equipped with a diamond sampling crystal and is internally purged 

with dry air. A mercury cadmium telluride detector cooled by liquid nitrogen was used for 

the study. Each spectrum is averaged over 64 consecutive readings measured with 

resolution 4 cm-1 in the wavenumber range 4000-650 cm-1. Omnic 9.2 software, supplied 

with the instrument, was used to fit the amide-I region (1600-1700 cm-1) of the spectra 228 

with Gaussian peaks to isolate relative abundance of secondary structures of the inaZ 

protein in the samples following the treatments. While the effects of heat treatment on 

proteins are more straightforward, aging requires the proteins to interact with the solvent 

in a more direct way than heat treatment. Additionally, literature suggests that D2O has a 

different effect on the stability of certain proteins than H2O 229. As a result, to avoid 

introducing another variable into the experiment, the aged Snomax samples were not 

measured with FTIR. 
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4.3 Results 

Figure 4-2 shows curves of frozen fraction from Snomax samples from our 

microfluidic set-up compared to other methods. The microfluidic experiment is performed 

by first setting the cold zones to a desired temperature and reading the resulting temperature 

inside the microfluidic channel. Adjustments to compensate for the thermal connection are 

made by either changing the individual set point temperatures for the cold zones and/or the 

temperature of the underlying liquid nitrogen cooling block until a uniform temperature is 

reached over most of the microfluidic channel. Once the thermal test conditions are 

reached, a video of the droplets is recorded, and the frozen fraction is calculated by the 

DNN using the formula: 

𝑓(𝑇) =
𝑁𝑓(𝑇)

𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
 Equation 4-1 

Where, 𝑓(𝑇) is the frozen fraction at temperature 𝑇, 𝑁𝑓(𝑇) is the number of frozen 

droplets, and 𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is the total number of droplets. 

This process was repeated over multiple temperatures to generate the curve shown 

in Figure 4-2. Each point in the curve has data from three independent samples or around 

18,000 droplets. The horizontal error bars indicate uncertainty in freezing temperature 

measurement and the vertical error bars indicate standard deviation of the frozen fraction 

measured. Compared to 74,79,230, our sample starts to nucleate ice at lower temperatures, at 

around -4°C and does not reach a frozen fraction of 1 until -8°C. However, this curve is in 

an overall warmer zone compared to 73,231,232. The differences in the temperature ranges are 
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due to the differences in the quality (or age) of the Snomax samples. Specifically, it was 

found that different batches of Snomax create significant variation in the ice nucleation 

onset temperature 231. The measurement method used 232 can also introduce variability in 

the IN temperature measured. 

 

Figure 4-2: Plots showing the frozen fraction of Snomax in our microfluidic setup vs. experimental 

data from literature73,74,76,77,79,230–233. The horizontal error bars in the data represent the combined 

temperature uncertainty of the droplets due to the temperature variation along and across the 

isothermal channel during experiments. The vertical error bars represent the standard deviation 

from three independent samples. 
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Figure 4-3: Plots showing the ice nucleation site density per unit mass of Snomax and comparison 

with literature data 73,74,79,178,230–232. 

Heterogeneous IN, such as the nucleation resulting from using Snomax as an INP 

here, can be modeled using both a deterministic time-independent approach or a classical 

nucleation theory based stochastic time-dependent approach 12. Following methods 

employed by 73,74,231,232 for Snomax and for simplicity, we adopt the deterministic approach 

and report temperature dependent IN active site density 𝑛𝑚(𝑇) using the equation 234 put 

forth by Vali 234: 

𝐼𝑁𝑃(𝑚𝐿−1) =
−ln(1 − 𝑓(𝑇))

𝑉𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡 × 𝐶𝑚
 Equation 4-2 
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where, 𝑉𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡  is the droplet volume and 𝐶𝑚 is the Snomax concentration in the 

droplet. A comparative plot is shown in Figure 4-3. It shows that our device captures the 

trend in Snomax samples quite well when compared to other devices. Snomax has been 

shown to be an aggregate of three different classes (A, B, C) of INPs which are responsible 

for nucleating ice at different temperature ranges 235. Our Snomax sample freezes between 

-4.1° to -7.9°C which indicates the presence of class A (freezes above -4.5°C) and class B 

(freezes between -6.5°C and -4.5°C) INPs with some class C (freezes below -7.5°C) INPs. 

Recent studies 232,236 postulated that class A and class C INPs dominate the population and 

there are very few class B INPs present in Snomax which explains the steep rise at the 

warmest and coldest regions of the curve with the intermediate plateau. 

 

Figure 4-4: a) FTIR spectra of D2O, untreated, 55°C and 95°C treated Snomax samples in the 

Amide-I region; (b, c, d) Peak resolve analysis of Amide-I region for distinguishing secondary 
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structure of the ice nucleating protein inaZ in Snomax with the heat treatment conditions for the 

samples indicated in the image. 

A previous study on Snomax by Polen et al. 231 investigated the detrimental effects 

of long term storage, which also partially explains some of the variability in the freezing 

temperatures between results seen in Figure 4-2. Another study investigated antifreeze 

protein induced inhibition236 of IN in Snomax. We chose to study the effect of heat and 

aging at room temperature by heat treating Snomax samples at two different temperatures 

as shown in Figure 4-4a. FTIR spectra of the treated samples (Figure 4-4b) show that there 

is a significant difference between the positive control of untreated Snomax, the negative 

control of D2O and the heat treated samples. This difference is significant in the Amide - I 

region which reveals the secondary structures of proteins (Figure 4-4c). A Gaussian peak 

fitting method was used to resolve the peaks in this region. The peaks are shown in Figure 

4-4(b-d) and the corresponding assignments are given in Table 4-1.  

Table 4-1: Peak assignments for the Snomax FTIR samples using Gaussian fitting 

Sample 
Center 

(cm
-1

) 
Height 

(cm
-1

) 

Full width at 

half 

maximum 

(cm
-1

) 

Area Secondary 

structure 

Untreated 

1606 0.0711 46.7042 3.5361 β-sheet 

1636 0.1304 31.5232 4.3768 β-helix 

1655 0.0829 25.2748 2.2297 α-helix 

1672 0.0314 27.1489 0.9061 Turns 
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55°C heat 

treated 

1594 0.0502 40.0102 2.1385 β-sheet 

1619 0.0698 24.1509 1.7948 β-sheet 

1639 0.0958 28.819 2.9389 β-helix 

1660 0.0588 28.0399 1.7561 α-helix 

1681 0.0238 23.0015 0.5832 Turns 

95°C heat 

treated 

1596 0.0402 16.0521 0.686 β-sheet 

1616 0.1076 20.552 2.3542 β-sheet 

1626 0.0252 18.5359 0.4967 β-sheet 

1632 0.058 16.2145 1.0007 β-sheet 

1643 0.0803 17.162 1.4671 β-helix 

1653 0.0429 15.3516 0.7013 α-helix 

1661 0.0424 16.1014 0.7274 Turn 

1672 0.0331 16.3272 0.575 Turn 

1684 0.0217 14.2168 0.3285 Turn 

 

Across all the samples, the area, and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) β-

helix structure significantly decreases in the heat-treated samples, thus indicating a 

shrinkage in the amount of β-helix in the Snomax sample. Concurrently, the same 
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parameters for the β-sheet structure increases, indicating an overall transition in the 

secondary structure of the protein. This structure change is irreversible as it does not revert 

back to the native untreated state after the sample is cooled to room temperature. 

Interestingly, the α-helix structure also reduces with temperature. The changes on the 

whole correlate with the heat treatment temperature, i.e. 95°C shows the largest change 

compared to the untreated sample. These changes indicate thermal denaturation of the ice 

nucleating protein in Snomax. 

Figure 4-5 shows the frozen fraction of heat-treated samples as a function of 

temperature in H2O measured with our microfluidic platform. The frozen fraction vs. 

temperature curve of the 55°C treated sample moves about 1.3°C towards the colder 

temperatures indicating partial deactivation of the active ice nucleating protein InaZ in 

Snomax due to initiation of heat-induced damage. The 95°C treated sample shifts 

dramatically to the colder region, with a >7°C decrease in onset and a flattened frozen 

fraction curve, indicating a drastic decrease in the IN ability, likely due to intensive thermal 

degradation of the IN sites. 
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Figure 4-5: Frozen fraction of heat treated Snomax samples as a function of freezing temperature. 

 

Figure 4-6: Frozen fraction of room temperature aged Snomax samples as a function of freezing 

temperature. 
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Results of Snomax aging at room temperature are shown in Figure 4-6. The ice 

nucleation temperature range from our study is comparable to Polen et al. 231. Our samples 

were obtained more than a year before the experiments and stored in a freezer at -20°C. 

Storage at such low temperatures appears to have reduced the negative impact of aging, 

compared to the results of Polen et al. at 12 months of age. Also, once taken out of storage, 

subsequent aging had some impact on the IN profiles, though there was no significant 

difference between the aged samples themselves. Our untreated or “freshly thawed 

samples” freeze at temperatures colder than the “New” samples from Polen et al. The 7-

day and 45-day aged samples show about 1°C lower freezing onset temperatures when 

compared to our untreated sample. Each aged and untreated data point on the curve in 

Figure 4-6 represents the mean of three repeated measurements on the same experimental 

sample. The error bars on the untreated sample have been omitted for consistency. 

4.4 Discussion 

A potential disadvantage of flow-through microfluidic devices, when compared to 

static devices, is the high cooling rates experienced by the droplets as they cool while 

flowing through a fixed temperature gradient at high velocities. For example, in our setup 

the droplet spends around 3.3 seconds in total inside the device, out of which 1 second is 

spent inside the isothermal freezing region. This imparts a cooling rate on the droplet which 

is dependent on the cold region temperature, ranging from 140°C/min at 0°C to 720°C/min 

at -20°C. A previous flow-through microfluidic INP study by Tarn et al. 74 with similar 

droplet sizes, velocities and channel dimensions demonstrated that droplets with relatively 

short residence times (~0.2 seconds) inside a cold isothermal channel could still freeze in 
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similar temperature ranges reported by instruments with orders of magnitude higher 

residence times. While ice nucleation by atmospheric particles is a stochastic process, it 

has been reported that highly efficient INPs including Snomax 178 can be approximated 

with the deterministic, time independent approach we used for this study. Nevertheless, in 

order to adapt our device for studying atmospherically relevant particles, it would be 

valuable to study the effect of different cooling rates and residence times by modifying the 

cold stage and flow device to impart highly variable cooling rates. 

We did not observe homogeneous freezing of ultrapure water down to -20°C. 

Attempts to reduce the temperature further were unsuccessful due to the carrier fluid 

viscosity; the syringe pumps stalled trying to push the liquid through the microfluidic 

device. Notably, studies on flow-through microfluidic INP counters 74,80 with similar 

droplet sizes, velocities and microfluidic channel dimensions have measured homogeneous 

freezing of water between -35°C and -37°C. A different carrier fluid and redesigned 

channels with lower pressure drop could enable homogeneous freezing measurements in 

future INP studies. In the absence of the background water freezing curve, this present 

work is intended to highlight our platform, freezing detection algorithms and the relative 

effects of modifying the IN behavior due to aging and heat deactivation compared to 

untreated Snomax. 

Our case study shows that our current setup is capable of detecting ice nucleation 

with a very high throughput without manual intervention. The frozen fraction curves for 

the untreated and aged Snomax are comparable to literature data compiled using a 

multitude of other methods by Wex et al. 232 such as an acoustic levitator, a wind tunnel 
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and droplet arrays on cold plate methods. Microfluidic approaches, both with surfactants 

to prevent droplet coalescence and stabilize droplets 73,74, and without surfactants 76, have 

been compared as well and show similar trends in terms of both the frozen fractions and 

the active ice nucleation site densities. Our setup currently has the highest throughput (1500 

droplets/minute) among the microfluidic methods reviewed here primarily due to the use 

of the DNN to aid droplet classification. 

Aging Snomax samples at room temperature reduced the IN activity by a small 

amount which resulted in the reduction of the IN temperature curve when compared to the 

fresh samples. However, changing the duration of aging from 7 to 45 days did not show 

appreciable difference, indicating that the reduction in IN activity had already taken place 

before the 7 day measurement had been made. Perhaps a much longer aging of the sample 

at room temperature is required before it can degrade enough to cause a large shift in the 

frozen fraction data. As a result, speeding up and amplifying the degradation was attempted 

using heat treatment. We also measured the secondary structure of the ice nucleating 

protein inaZ which is primarily responsible for templating water molecules to form ice and 

lowering the nucleation barrier 237,238. It has been reported that the β-helix region of this 

protein is the primary IN site 224,239 and its presence can be detected using FTIR techniques 

240 from the Amide – I region of its IR spectra. A study into the Amide – I region of purified 

IN proteins from Snomax was published recently 241, where the authors concluded that 

heating above 55°C caused irreversible changes to the protein structure and which resulted 

in reduced IN activity. We demonstrated for the first time that heat treatment causes most 

of the β-helix secondary structure in untreated Snomax to convert to a β-sheet or strand 
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like structure using FTIR, and our microfluidic setup was able to show an associated 

decrease in the IN temperature. Furthermore, we showed that the extent of heat treatment 

correlated with the β-helix conversion and IN temperature reduction. Aged Snomax 

samples were not studied in the FTIR-ATR. While the effects of heat treatment on proteins 

are straightforward, aging in solution requires the proteins to interact with the solvent in a 

more direct way than heat treatment. Additionally, literature suggests that D2O has a 

different effect on the stability of certain proteins than H2O 229. As a result, studying aged 

Snomax would require creating a dilute solution in H2O and studying the sample in 

transmission mode. This would be an interesting measurement in future work with 

biological INPs. 

4.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we performed a case study with Snomax INPs with our automated 

high-throughput microfluidic droplet freezing counter. We also performed an investigation 

into the molecular nature of Snomax IN activity with FTIR and showed the effect of heat 

on the secondary structure of the ice nucleating protein, and measured the corresponding 

IN activity reduction in our microfluidic platform. It was found that aging at room 

temperature and mild heating at 55°C had a minor detrimental impact on the ice nucleation 

ability of the Snomax. However, heating at 95°C reduced the ice nucleating ability of 

Snomax drastically. We generated millions of droplets and showed congruence with 

literature data on Snomax. 
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Chapter 5  

Ice nucleation and phase study in 

marine samples 

Portions of this chapter are adapted with permission from Roy, P., Hill, T. C. J., Mael, L. E., Mehndiratta, 

L., Peiker, G., House, M. L., Grassian, V. H., Demott, P. J., Dutcher, C. S. (2021) “Ice nucleating activity 

and particle morphology of bulk seawater and sea surface microlayer”, ACS Earth and Space Chemistry, 

submitted for publication. Unpublished work, copyright 2021 American Chemical Society. 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Oceans cover 71% of the Earth’s surface and hence sea spray aerosol (SSA) is 

potentially a major source of INPs, as well as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), to the 

atmosphere 242. SSA is created by wave breaking, bubble bursting, or through gas phase 

emissions and secondary organic aerosol formation in the atmosphere 243. Characterization 

of marine INP sources is an active area of research for both laboratory and field studies 

12,244, and INPs have been measured in bulk seawater as well as the sea surface microlayer 

(SSML) 245–255. These studies found that the SSML is more enriched with INPs compared 

to the bulk overall 246–248 and that the IN activity of SSA can be explained by the INP type 

and concentration in the underlying bulk seawater and SSML 256. The exact INP 
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concentration, and the variation of this concentration between the bulk and SSML, depends 

on multiple factors such as the chemistry of the seawater 256, composition of the SSML 257 

and the abundance, size and characteristics of the biogenic INP sources 246,257,258.  

Despite a growing consensus that the ocean is a significant source of INPs, global 

climate models currently underestimate the outgoing shortwave radiation in ocean 

dominated regions 259. This is due primarily to a gap in the understanding of the spatial and 

temporal distribution of INPs and their connection to the bulk seawater and SSML around 

the world. In addition to more field studies, there is a demand for laboratory studies of 

collected samples to further our understanding of the connection between marine INP 

sources and the chemical and physical properties of the emitted INPs. 

In general, surface properties as well as the physical and chemical phase state of an 

aerosol play an important role in aerosol processes such as IN, CCN, light scattering and 

adsorption, and gas-particle partitioning260. In IN, the particle size 261,262 and morphology 

263,264 have been correlated with IN activity. Specifically, heterogeneous IN at lower 

temperatures has been shown to be influenced by morphology 101,265–267 and organic surface 

coatings 268 of effloresced salt particles. However, these studies have been performed on 

model or simplified salt solutions. There are very few studies that attempt to correlate the 

IN property of marine samples with the morphology of the SSA. In studies measuring IN 

properties of SSA collected from a waveflume or from smaller tanks, McCluskey et al. 258 

and Lee et al. 269 examined the morphology of SSA particles impacted onto substrates. The 

INP morphology was correlated to biomarkers such as chlorophyll concentration, and 

heterotrophic bacteria counts. 
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Detailed discussions on microfluidic phase and IN measurement instrumentation 

are provided in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 and briefly restated here. A number of microfluidic 

ice nuclei counters have been developed very recently, using either static 73,76,270 or flow-

based 74,80,271 approaches. PDMS, being permeable to water, has also led to the construction 

of trap-based devices where droplet dehydration and phase transitions can be observed over 

a long duration in a quasi-equilibrium manner to map out phase states of aerosols at 

different RH 14,30,32. A recent review by Roy et al. 272 lists different microfluidic devices 

for droplet-based studies. 

For the current work, IN spectra and chemical properties of bulk seawater and 

SSML are studied with three complementary sets of instrumentation to connect IN spectra 

with dry-particle morphology as well as biological and chemical contributions. Samples 

were collected during a large multi-center experiment called SeaSCAPE (Sea Spray 

Chemistry and Particle Evolution) at the Scripps Institute of Oceanography, La Jolla, 

CA273. A sealed 30m long channel (“waveflume”) was filled with coastal Pacific Ocean 

seawater collected at a depth of 2m. A piston was used to generate waves that broke on 

simulated beach within the waveflume to perform studies on nascent SSA. Both online and 

offline measurements of SSA and the bulk seawater were performed using an array of 

physical, chemical and biological characterization equipment during SeaSCAPE 

(described in Sauer et al. 273).  

A custom microfluidic INP counter and phase transition device was designed based 

on a recent microwell freezing counter developed by Brubaker et al. 76 and specific IN 

spectra for a given effloresced particle morphology after drying of the droplets were first 
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measured. This provided a way to investigate correlations between the IN temperature of 

a droplet and the effloresced residual particle morphology, possibly caused by any potential 

differences in sample constituents. Micro-Raman spectroscopy was performed on the 

samples to identify chemical signatures of effloresced bulk and SSML samples. Finally, 

the INP population in the samples was also measured using an ice spectrometer that tests 

large (50 µL) aliquots of solutions, as validation for the microfluidic IN spectra results.  In 

addition, 95°C heat treatment and peroxide digestion was applied to the SSML samples to 

highlight the contribution of biogenic and organic INPs respectively. 

5.2 Materials and methods 

5.2.1 Bulk seawater and SSML sample collection 

Samples were collected at various stages of an algae bloom from the Scripps 

Institute of Oceanography waveflume at La Jolla, CA in the summer of 2019 during the 

SeaSCAPE experiment 273. The waveflume was filled with coastal seawater from the 

Pacific Ocean near the Scripps Pier at the start of SeaSCAPE. The bulk seawater samples 

were collected using a 2m long siphon made of Teflon tubing and stored in Nalgene 

carboys precleaned with methanol, ethanol, 0.1 M HCl and ultrapure water. SSML samples 

were collected using a glass plate, and Teflon scraper. The equipment was rinsed in 

methanol, ethanol and 10% HCl and baked in a 500°C furnace for 5 hours to remove any 

organic contaminants prior to sampling. The plate was immersed into the water at 5-6 cm/s 

and retracted, then the scraper was used to scrape off the adhered liquid film into a 

collection vessel, resulting in sampling thickness  of about 50 μm 274. A subset of the 
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collected liquids from different days during the phytoplankton bloom was shipped frozen 

to different labs in 50 mL sterile centrifuge tubes for downstream analyses. Samples shown 

here were primarily collected on 07-26-2019, 08-02-2019 and 08-06-2019. The samples 

were frozen within 1 hour of collection. Figure 5-1 shows a photograph of the 30-meter-

long waveflume where the samples were collected from, lit up to simulate a diel cycle. 

 

Figure 5-1: Scripps Institute of Oceanography wave flume. Bulk and SSML samples were collected 

from the water filling the flume during different days of a phytoplankton bloom. 

5.2.2 Microfluidic device design and fabrication 
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Figure 5-2: (a) Schematic of the static trap-based microfluidic phase and ice nucleation counter 

device, showing an array of individual wells. (b) A close up view of a single well showing the 

dimensions. (c) A schematic of the microfluidic device on the cold plate with dry N2 gas purging 

the experimental chamber during a run. 

The microfluidic device used in this study was designed based on the combination 

of two static well devices adapted from Sun et al. 133 and Brubaker et al. 76. The single well 

shown in Figure 5-2b was replicated in rows and columns to create a 17x29 grid with 493 

separate wells. The wells are connected by an inlet and an outlet to common rails as shown 

in Figure 5-2a. The design was prepared in AutoCAD (AutoDesk) and printed on a vinyl 

transparency (CAD/Art Services) to create a photomask. This photomask was used in a 

standard photolithography process in the Minnesota Nano Center cleanroom to create a 

negative mold on a 4” silicon wafer. For this process, a 150μm thick SUEX sheet (DJ 

Microlaminates) was hot laminated onto the wafer before exposing it to UV light using the 

photomask and curing the sheet before development. The microfluidic device itself was 

created by pouring a mixture of PDMS (Sylgard 184, silicone elastomer, Dow Corning) 

and the corresponding curing agent in a 10:1 ratio by weight into the silicon wafer mold. 

PDMS was cured overnight in a 70°C oven before the device was cut out with a razor and 

holes were punched for the inlet and outlet with a 1.5mm biopsy punch. Additionally, 

secondary channels were cut into the device to provide a place for thermocouples during 

the IN experiment. For the substrate, a 25x75x1 mm glass slide was coated with PDMS in 

a spin coater (Laurell) at 3500 rpm for 30 seconds and cured in an oven alongside the mold. 

The device and the substrate were plasma etched for 60 seconds before pressing them 

together to form a seal. 
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Samples were loaded into sterile disposable 1mL syringes (Norm-Ject) fitted with 

either a 100 nm pore-size polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) syringe filter (Whatman) for pure 

water background IN experiments or unfiltered in case of SeaSCAPE samples. Following 

this, silicone oil (Sigma Aldrich) was injected to scavenge out the excess sample from the 

channels while leaving droplets trapped in the circular wells surrounded by silicone oil. 

The device also allowed quasi-equilibrium dehydration or rehydration of the droplets after 

IN measurements due to the permeability of PDMS to water 14,30,32. 

5.2.3 Temperature and RH controlled platform 

A temperature-controlled cold plate (LTS 420, Linkam Scientific) was used for the 

experiments. A glass slide with a mirror layer of 500nm aluminum was placed between the 

microfluidic device and the cold plate. Thermal paste (Ceramique 2, Arctic Silver) was 

applied between the mirror slide and the cold plate, and a drop of silicone oil was placed 

between the device and the mirror slide to ensure good thermal contact while providing the 

best possible visuals. To provide a wide field of view, the lid supplied with the stage was 

removed and a custom laser-cut acrylic lid with a rubber gasket on the bottom was used to 

seal the device from the ambient air. A schematic of the setup is shown in Figure 5-2c. Dry 

N2 gas was introduced into the experiment chamber through Teflon tubing and a port in 

the acrylic lid as shown in Figure 5-2c. For the IN experiments, this prevented condensation 

of water vapor on the outside of the device. For the phase experiment, during dehydration, 

this expedited water evaporation from the droplet as the droplet dehydration rate is directly 

influenced by the RH of the surrounding air.  
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5.2.4 Temperature measurement process 

 

Figure 5-3: (a) Microfluidic device, showing the slits for thermocouple insertion. (b) A zoomed in 

view of a thermocouple inserted into the device next to the right-hand side row of flow channels 

from panel a. 

Figure 5-3a shows the microfluidic device and the thermocouple slits surrounding 

the wells and flow channels. There are 6 slits in the device to map out the temperature 

differences across the device. However, in practice only about half of the wells are in the 

view of the camera during an experiment. So, only one half of the device was measured 

with four thermocouples. In Figure 5-3a, thermocouples were plugged in to the top four 

slits. The thermocouple beads were about the same size as the channels and wells as can 

be seen from Figure 5-3b. 
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Figure 5-4: Temperature of the cold stage reported in the control software vs the temperature of the 

microfluidic device, measured with thermocouples. 

To measure the temperature of the device, a ramp of 0.5°C/minute was performed 

using the Link software supplied with the LTS 420 stage. A mirror glass slide of 1mm 

thickness was placed on the cold plate of the stage and stuck to the stage with thermal 

grease (Ceramique 2, Arctic Silver). The microfluidic device was placed on top of the 

mirror with drop of silicone oil between the mirror and the device. This introduced some 

thermal resistance between the cold plate and the device, which manifested in a 

temperature difference between the two during the ramp. The cold plate temperature and 

the device temperature as measured by the thermocouples are shown in Figure 5-4. Also 

shown in a linear fit of the temperature of the device as a function of the stage temperature. 

However, this relationship is for illustrative purpose only, and was not used to measure IN 

temperatures since the actual thermocouples were used while measuring each sample. The 
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error bars on the device temperature graph indicates the maximum and minimum variation 

of temperature between the different thermocouples and is an indicator of the uncertainty 

in the final temperature measurement. Some values from this graph are given in Table 5-1. 

The variation from mean of ±0.69°C at -35°C stage and -28.85°C mean device temperature 

was used as the temperature uncertainty in all microfluidic IN figures. 

Table 5-1: Temperature of the cold plate, mean thermocouple temperature and variation of the 

temperature at different temperatures 

Stage temperature 

(°C) 

Mean thermocouple 

reading (°C) 

Variation from mean 

(°C) 

-5.0 -1.72 ±0.49 

-10.0 -6.26 ±0.54 

-15.0 -10.78 ±0.57 

-20.0 -15.30 ±0.60 

-25.0 -19.81 ±0.63 

-30.0 -24.33 ±0.66 

-35.0 -28.85 ±0.69 

-40.0 -33.37 ±0.72 

 

The temperature of the device was also verified with the melting points of pure 

hydrocarbons of different molecular weights, spanning the range of working temperatures 

in the device. These measurements were performed by filling the device completely with 

these chemicals instead of using silicone oil to create droplets. This was done to avoid 

some of these compounds dissolving into the silicone oil. Table 5-2 shows the results of 

these measurements. 
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Table 5-2: Melting points of pure hydrocarbons measured with thermocouples in the microfluidic 

device 

Material Melting Point 

(°C) 

Measured (°C) 

N-dodecane -9.65 -9.6 

1-dodecyne -19.0 -18.7 

N-decane -29.85 -29.2 

 

5.2.5 Microfluidic experimental procedure 

During a typical experiment, as explained before, pre-calibrated thermocouples (T 

type, 5SRTC-TT-T-36-36-ROHS, Omega Engineering) were installed inside a precut slit 

cut near the center of the device between the top thick PDMS layer and the thin PDMS 

coated substrate. Temperature measurement of the device was performed during each 

sample measurement. The device was placed on the mirror slide, the top acrylic cover was 

set in place and the dry airflow was turned on. Imaging was performed on a reflective 

microscope (SZX10, Olympus) at different magnification levels and images/videos were 

recorded with a 1200x1600px monochromatic camera (acA1600-60gm, Basler)  

A flowchart of a typical experiment is shown in Figure 5-5. IN measurement was 

done immediately after loading the device with the sample droplets. The microscope was 

zoomed out to the widest view possible, at which point, ~185 droplets were in view 

simultaneously. Droplets were held at 0°C for 10 minutes for equilibration and then the 

temperature of the cold plate was lowered at 0.5°C/min using the supplied Link software 

and device thermocouple temperatures were monitored. Frozen droplets turned darker than 
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liquid droplets. A video was recorded during the ramp to help track the number of droplets 

frozen at each temperature. 

Following this step, the temperature was brought back to 20°C rapidly and held 

there for the dehydration experiment. The camera was zoomed in to keep a 3x3 grid of 

droplets in view. A time lapse video was recorded as the dehydration process happened in 

a quasi-equilibrium manner over the course of a day. Finally, the camera was zoomed in to 

single wells and all the particles in the device that were observed for the IN experiment 

were scanned one at a time under the microscope to categorize each into separate 

morphologies. The bulk and SSML samples from 07-26-2019, 08-02-2019 and 08-06-2019 

were measured using the microfluidic device. However, there were some contamination 

issues with the 08-02 and 08-06 samples as discussed in section 5.3.5. 

  

Figure 5-5: Flowchart of experimental steps performed. The cooling and warming process takes 

about ~1 hour while the dehydration process takes >24 hours. 

For the IN experiment, frozen fraction of droplets 𝑓(𝑇) as a function of temperature 

𝑇 was recorded from the captured video and calculated as given by Equation 4-1 and 

reproduced here: 
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𝑓(𝑇) =
𝑁𝑓(𝑇)

𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
 Equation 5-1 

𝑁𝑓(𝑇)  is the number of wells that are frozen at 𝑇 and 𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is the total number of 

wells in the view of the camera. The INP concentration in the sample can be calculated 

using the volume concentration correlation put forth by Vali 234: 

𝐼𝑁𝑃(𝑚𝐿−1) =
−ln(1 − 𝑓(𝑇))

𝑉(𝑚𝐿)
 Equation 5-2 

here, 𝑉 refers to the volume of the droplet at the time of observation and was 

calculated with the following pancake shape assumption 32, given previously in Equation 

2-2 and reproduced here: 

𝑉 =
𝜋ℎ3

6
+
𝜋ℎ

4
(𝐷 − ℎ)(

𝜋ℎ

2
+ 𝐷 − ℎ) Equation 5-3 

Where, 𝐷 is the observed diameter of the droplet and ℎ is the height of the 

microfluidic channels (150 μm). Droplets that filled the wells completely had a volume of 

21nL. Only droplets within 90% of this maximum were considered for the IN spectra. A 

freezing point depression correction of +2°C was applied to all spectra. 

5.2.6 Environmental cell micro-Raman spectroscopy 

Frozen bulk and SSML samples corresponding to the identical days analyzed with 

the IS were melted in a warm water bath at 30°C. Following this, approximately 1µL 

droplets of aqueous solutions of the SSML and the bulk sea water were pipetted onto a 

hydrophobic substrate. The substrate consists of a quartz disc (Ted Pella, 16001-01) coated 
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with Rain-X. These hydrophobic discs containing the microdroplets were then placed into 

an environmental cell (Linkam, LTS 120) with temperature control.  The cell is coupled to 

a micro-Raman spectrometer (Horiba, LabRAM HR Evolution) for spectral analysis. The 

spectrometer is fitted to an optical reflective microscope (Olympus BX41), a 100X super 

long working distance objective and a 532 nm laser. The environmental cell is fitted with 

a gas inlet and an outlet which in turn in connected to a CR-4 hygrometer (Buck 

instruments) which allows for RH control through a feedback loop. The RH control is done 

by sending N2 through a bubbler of milli-Q water and modulating the ratio of wet to dry 

N2 flowing into the environmental cell. Once in the environmental cell, the droplets were 

dried for 12-48 hours under a flow of N2 at 0.05 LMP at 25°C prior to data collection, and 

then held under the same conditions throughout the experiment. Once dried, Raman spectra 

of different particles of varying morphologies (identified with the Olympus optical 

microscope fitted to the confocal Raman system) were collected using 10X objective with 

3 exposures of 3 seconds averaged for each scan, from 400 to 4,000 cm-1.  

5.2.7 Ice spectrometer, heat and peroxide treatment 

INP temperature spectra were additionally obtained using Colorado State 

University’s Ice Spectrometer (IS). The IS measures immersion freezing INPs in aliquots 

of water arrayed in four 96-well polymerase chain reaction (PCR) plates. These are fitted 

into aluminum blocks with machined wells and encased by cold plates through which 

coolant is circulated. The IS produces immersion freezing spectra reaching to -27°C, with 

a detection limit of 0.6 INPs mL-1 and is supported by optimized experimental protocols 

169,175,275,276.  
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To measure INPs in each sample, and in each serial dilution (several 11-fold 

dilutions made in 0.1 µm-pore-filtered deionized water), 32 aliquots of 50 µL were 

dispensed into PCR trays (OPTIMUM ULTRA, Life Science Products) in a laminar flow 

hood and placed into the cooling blocks. These and a headspace N2 purge flow were cooled 

at 0.33 °C/min using a recirculating low temperature bath, and the freezing of wells 

recorded. Freezing fraction results were corrected for INPs in the deionized water used for 

dilutions, and INP temperature spectra were obtained by converting the number of frozen 

wells at each temperature to the number of INPs mL-1 using Eq. 13 in Vali (1971) 234. 

Freezing temperatures of undiluted bulk seawater and SSML were adjusted by +2°C to 

correct for freezing point depression. Ninety-five percent confidence intervals were 

obtained from Eq. 2 in Agresti and Coull (1998) 277.  

Tests were performed to estimate heat-labile (e.g., proteins) and total organic INPs. 

For the former, 2 mL of SSML were heated to 95°C for 20 min and the sample re-analyzed 

to measure the reduction in INPs. To quantify organic INPs, 1 mL of 30% H2O2 (Sigma) 

was mixed with 2 mL of sample and digested at 95°C for 20 min under UV-B. This and 

the decomposition of residual H2O2 are detailed in Suski et al. (2018)210. The sample was 

then re-analyzed in the IS to measure the reduction after the removal of organic INPs. 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Microfluidic IN spectra 
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Figure 5-6: IN spectra measured using the microfluidic device from bulk and SSML of 07-26-2019. 

(a) Frozen fraction as a function of temperature, calculated from the fraction of wells frozen out of 

all wells in the view of the camera at any given temperature. The gray line represents the 

background pure water spectra. The background was collected after loading the device with a 

syringe of deionized water fitted with a 0.1um PTFE syringe filter. (b) The bulk and SSML samples 

were loaded with syringes without any filters attached. Vertical error bars indicate 95% confidence 

interval. Horizontal error bars indicate uncertainty of 0.69°C in temperature measurement from 

thermocouples. 

IN data of the bulk and SSML from 07-26-2019 collected with the microfluidic 

device are shown in Figure 5-6. The horizontal error bars represent uncertainty in 

temperature measurement from the thermocouples. The pure water ice nucleation 

background spectra is plotted in Figure 5-6a and shows a freezing curve spanning around 

10°C (between -21 and -31°C) with a steep rise below -30°C. The median freezing 

temperature for ultrapure water in this device is -30.3°C. This curve has  a similar shape 

and freezing temperature range to other droplet based IN counters 73,76,278. While the wide 

range of freezing observed at temperatures warmer than -30°C indicates heterogeneous 
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nucleation, either from contaminants in the water or from contact with particles and/or the 

surfaces already present inside the device, this background freezing is still sufficiently less 

IN active than the sample spectra.  

A prominent feature of these graphs is that the gap in INP concentrations (Figure 

5-6b) between the bulk and the SSML is about an order of magnitude at temperatures >-

26°C. This enrichment in INPs in the SSML may also indicate a compositional difference, 

and to explore this, the droplets were dried after the IN spectra measurement to investigate 

any overall trends in the efflorescent particle morphologies. The microfluidic device allows 

droplet dehydration directly after IN spectra measurement, without having to transport the 

droplets to a new device. The connection between the freezing temperatures of the 

individual droplets and the effloresced particle morphologies was investigated as explained 

in the following section.  

5.3.2 Effloresced particle morphology 
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Figure 5-7: (a-f) Droplet morphologies observed in a bulk seawater droplet from 07-26-2019 

dehydrating inside a microfluidic well. The arrow indicates the progression of the experiment. A 

particle nucleates in panel b and its size remains relatively constant throughout the rest of the 

dehydration process. The refractive index of the droplet matches the surrounding silicone oil in 

panel c. A new salt crystal, possibly NaCl, nucleates in panel d and keeps growing into a larger 

cubic crystal until panel f where a translucent coating forms over the whole dry particle. Scale bars 

in the images represents 100µm. 

The droplet dehydration process is shown in Figure 5-7. Note that the reflection of 

the droplet from the mirror surface below can be seen as a faint image in the background 

of Figure 5-7(a-f). The fresh, or just-loaded, droplet in Figure 5-7a is relatively large and 

slowly dehydrates until it reaches the state shown in Figure 5-7b. At this point, a small 

darker particle emerges from the liquid, and the whole droplet keeps shrinking as it 

evaporates until it reaches the state in Figure 5-7c. Here, the droplet disappears from view 

due to the refractive index of the liquid in the droplet becoming equal to the refractive 

index of the surrounding oil. Following this, the droplet continues to shrink and reappears 

into view as a second particle emerges from a different spot in Figure 5-7d. The second 

particle grows and forms a transparent cubic shape as seen in Figure 5-7e. This is an NaCl 

crystal and has a cubic crystalline structure. Near the very end of the dehydration process, 

a translucent coating appears to form and cover the whole dry particle as shown in Figure 

5-7f. The main part of the dehydration process from Figure 5-7a to b takes about 24 hours, 

and the remaining part from b to f takes around an hour. 
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Figure 5-8: (a-d) Typical effloresced droplet morphologies observed in microfluidic wells after 

complete droplet dehydration. Scale bars in the images represent 50 μm. (e) Droplet morphologies 

represented as a fraction of total droplet count observed in each sample. The samples contained 173 

and 178 total droplets respectively.  

Figure 5-8(a-d) shows the types of particle morphologies observed after an 

efflorescence experiment. The single crystal morphology has a single large cubic crystal 

of NaCl surrounded by a more amorphous coating or other much smaller crystals, as 

evident from the transitions shown in Figure 5-7. The fractal crystal morphology has 

multiple medium sized crystals growing in different orientations in a jagged geometric 

repeating pattern, possibly indicating nucleation from multiple sources through smaller 

particles present in the droplets. The aggregate particle morphology has almost a circular 

shape with many small crystals, forming the outer surface of the particle. The amorphous 

morphology is assigned to particles that have no discernible crystalline shape on the 
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outside, which possibly indicates a larger amount of detritus or organics in the initial 

droplet. These form a thicker or more irregular coating on the outside of salt crystals inside 

the particle, thus concealing them. The distribution of different particle types formed after 

efflorescence is shown in Figure 5-8e. The bulk sample has a slightly larger fraction of 

single and fractal crystal particle types when compared to the aggregate and amorphous 

particles.  

 

Figure 5-9: Effloresced particle morphology data collected in the microfluidic device (a) during 

chlorophyll peak during a bloom and (b) post the chlorophyll peak. 

Figure 5-9a,b shows particle morphology data of bulk and SSML collected for two 

additional days during the phytoplankton bloom. Out of these, 08-02-2019 was during and 

08-06-2019 was after a peak in the chlorophyll count during the bloom. Both these datasets 

show a similar trend to the samples reported in Figure 5-8, i.e. the SSML sample has higher 

amounts of aggregates and amorphous particles than the bulk samples regardless of 
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collection date. In samples from all days, SSML contains more aggregate and amorphous 

samples, while the bulk contains more crystal structures. 

 

Figure 5-10: Frozen fraction curves of each droplet morphology for a given sample. a) 07-26-2019 

bulk, b) 07-26-2019 SSML. 

The freezing temperatures of the droplets in each of the wells were connected to 

the effloresced particle morphology and the resulting frozen fraction curves for each 

particle type are plotted in Figure 5-10a,b. From the subpanels it is apparent that there is 

no significant difference in the IN temperatures of the single crystal vs. the fractal crystal 

types in both bulk and SSML. However, taking a closer look at the aggregates and the 

amorphous category curves reveals that these droplets start freezing at a warmer 

temperature than the single or fractal crystal droplets across the two samples. They also 

generally have different freezing curves with more gradual slopes, leading to freezing over 

a broader temperature range compared to the single and fractal crystal particles. This 

perhaps indicates that the liquid droplets in these wells contained a more heterogeneous 
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mix of contents contributing a diverse freezing range of INPs, requiring further chemical 

identification as described in the next section. 

5.3.3 Chemical signatures of particles 

 

Figure 5-11: Results from representative (a) spectra and corresponding (b) optical images from 

dried SSML and bulk single particles. Different color bands highlight the significant spectral 

regions and peaks that correspond with literature values of sulfate (orange), carotenoids (purple), 

other organic compounds (green), possibly sialic acid (5), and water (blue). Green dots on the 

optical images indicate the location spectra were collected1. 

 

1 Data collected by Liora Mael from the Grassian research group, University of California San Diego 
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Representative Raman spectral and optical data for dried droplets from SSML and 

bulk seawater were collected.  This was done for samples collected throughout the 

phytoplankton bloom (07-26-19, 08-02-19, and 08-06-19). These data are shown in Figure 

5-11. All of the representative micro-Raman spectra shown in Figure 5-11 were found 

throughout the bloom in both the bulk and SSML samples. Many particles (spectra 1-7) 

contain sulfate. These are identified by the sulfate symmetric stretch ranging from 950 to 

1100 cm-1 (highlighted in orange). The exact frequency of this vibrational mode depends 

on several factors including the coordinating cation (Na+, Ca2+ and Mg2+) and hydration 

state279,280. In addition to sulfate, particles corresponding to spectra 3 and 5 showed the 

presence of carotenoids as indicated by the two peaks at 1522 and 1154 cm-1 (highlighted 

in purple)281. Several particles exhibit vibrational peaks indicative of organic compounds 

(shown in spectra labeled 4, 5, 7) in addition to sulfate (highlighted in green). The amount 

of organics present in the spectrum labeled “5” is much higher than in other spectra.  This 

has been identified as sialic acid as discussed in previous studies 280,282. Many particles 

found across the bloom were identified as sodium chloride (spectrum 8). These particles 

were identified because they have no Raman bands in the region investigated, and in many 

cases, clear salt crystal habits were observed in the optical image. All particle spectra 

identified (1-8) most likely contain various amounts of NaCl, but due to the lack of spectral 

signature this cannot be quantified.  

Table 5-3: Raman spectra assignment for the bulk and SSML samples 

Wavenumber (cm-1) Peak assignment Reference 
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985, 1010, 1043 

Sulfate 

n(S-O) 

279,280 

 

1154, 

1522 

Carotenoids 

n(C-C) 

n(C=C): 

281 

 

1463 

2905, 2955, 2988, 3005 

Organics 

𝛿(C-H) 

v(C-H) 

280,282 

 

1646, 

3427 

Water 

𝛿(O-H) 

v(O-H): 

280 

 

5.3.4 Heat treatment and H2O2 oxidation results 

 

Figure 5-12: INP counts in SSML and bulk seawater for nominal, 95°C heat-treated and H2O2 

digested sample from 07-26-2019. The data was collected with the automated ice spectrometer 
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using a 96 well plate. The curves have been corrected for freezing point depression. The error bars 

represent 95% confidence intervals2. 

Figure 5-12 shows the INP counts in bulk and SSML samples from 07-26-2019 

measured with the IS using 50 µL aliquots. In the regions of overlap between the 

microfluidic and IS spectra (from around -15 to -28°C) there was very close agreement in 

both INP concentrations and spectral curvature for both bulk and SSML samples. As seen 

with the microfluidics measurements, there is a significant enrichment of INPs in the 

SSML. Also shown are the INP counts after treatment of the SSML samples by heating at 

95°C and after peroxide digestion. Specifically, INPs that were active above -22°C in the 

SSML were moderately heat sensitive, while >98% of INPs at all temperatures were 

eliminated by H2O2 oxidation (i.e, the population was almost entirely organic). 

 

 

2 Data collected by Tom Hill from the Demott research group, Colorado State University 
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Figure 5-13: (a, b) INP counts in SSML and bulk seawater for nominal, 95°C heat-treated and H2O2 

digested samples. Sample days are indicated on the graphs. The curves have been corrected for 

freezing point depression. The error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. (c) Waveflume at 11 

am on 08-06-2019, after cleaning of inner walls with wipers. This picture was taken before 

collecting the sample of 08-06-2019.  The sample from 08-02-2019 was collected at peak-bloom 

after addition of nutrients; and 08-06-2019 was collected at post-bloom as indicated by the peak of 

the chlorophyll count of sampled water3. 

 

3 Data collected by Tom Hill from the Demott research group, Colorado State University 
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Shown in Figure 5-13a,b are IS data from two additional days. In the 08-02-2019 

SSML sample, collected during increased chlorophyll concentration in the water during a 

bloom, the concentration of INPs in both the SSML and bulk water had significantly 

decreased compared with the sample taken seven days previously, especially for those 

activating above -25°C. Because the reduction was more pronounced in the SSML, the 

surface enrichment of INPs also declined, with none evident for INPs active >-19°C and 

only a minor level of enrichment below -24°C. The SSML INPs were also now heat 

insensitive. The effect of H2O2 digestion varied by temperature range and was generally 

was much less pronounced. Compared with 07-26-2019, the concentration of inorganic 

INPs in the SSML was the same above -22°C, but had increased for those active at colder 

temperatures, matching that of the underlying water, and perhaps indicating that the SSML 

was now so diminished that it was more akin to the bulk water in its composition. In this 

sample, we also observed an unusual effect of dilution upon IN activity: INPs in samples 

diluted 121-fold in DI water were more active (upper series of green dots spanning from -

18 to -23°C) than those in either the 11- and 1331-fold dilutions, which corresponded with 

each other. The test was repeated and identical results were obtained. The sample from 08-

06-2019, taken after biofilms on the glass walls and sediments on the base had been 

dislodged using scrapers the previous day (Figure 5-13c), simulates the resuspension of 

material in coastal waters following a storm. Hence, there was an increase in bulk water 

INP concentrations in this sample compared with 08-02-2019.  Interestingly, this pulsed 

release of biological material into the water column did not lead to a pronounced INP 

enrichment in the SSML. The INPs were, however, heat sensitive and, above -23°C, 
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organic. Given the lack of SSML enrichment, the biological and organic characteristics of 

this sample may, like with the previous sample, reflect those of the INPs in the bulk water. 

5.3.5 Contamination of samples through use of a filter 

Droplet loading in the microfluidic device must be done exceptionally carefully so 

as to not introduce any extra sources of contamination in the sample. An instance of 

contamination was observed in the initial IN measurements of the SeaSCAPE samples. The 

following protocol was the culprit: frozen samples in 50 mL centrifuge tubes were thawed 

and loaded onto a sterile disposable 3mL syringe. Then a 10 μm syringe filter (Kinesis, 

Cole Parmer) was used to filter out any large particulate matter that might be present in the 

sample. Ice spectra recorded with this loading protocol are shown in Figure 5-14. 

Some of the trends observed in Figure 5-7 can be seen here as well. For instance, 

the order of magnitude difference in bulk and SSML INPs, reflected in both the frozen 

fraction as well as the INP concentration figures are consistent between the data. Also, 

when compared with Figure 5-6, the actual INP count data lines up with the IS 

measurements below -20°C in all samples. However, there is a specific trend of about 10% 

of the wells freezing before -15°C in all the samples. This translates to more than 103 INPs 

above -15°C. This early freezing behavior stops and picks up again around -20°C. This 

“two region” freezing behavior indicates the presence of highly efficient biological INPs 

in the samples such as bacteria. But also, from Figure 5-6, no such INP population existed 

in the samples. And indeed, it would be quite impossible for all the samples to show similar 
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kind of biological INP presence given that the samples were collected during different days 

of a phytoplankton bloom. 

It was suspected that the microfluidic samples were contaminated during handling, 

possibly due to the additional filtering with the 10 μm filter. To test this hypothesis, 

samples of synthetic seawater (SSW) and ultrapure water was run in the device, with and 

without the 10 μm filter being used during loading. Results are presented in Figure 5-15. 

When either frozen fraction or the INP concentration count of the SSW sample with 

and without the filter is compared, it becomes apparent that there was some contamination 

that was present in the filter that made its way into the droplets inside the microfluidic 

device. Curiously, the same behavior was not observed with ultrapure water. i.e. the 

filtering step did not introduce early freezing behavior in the ultrapure water sample. This 

puzzling behavior can perhaps be attributed to the differences in the ability of the SSW and 

the fresh water to dislodge the biomaterial contaminant from the filter membrane. Salt is 

well known to induce osmotic pressure related injury to biomaterials283. It is possible that 

the salt in SSW destroys and dislodges the IN active bacteria or biomaterial much more 

effectively than is possible by the ultrapure water. A more detailed study is necessary to 

quantify this specific behavior for future filter usage. 
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Figure 5-14: Contaminated ice spectra of SeaSCAPE samples recorded after loading the device 

with a 10 micron filter. (a,c,e) Frozen fraction data of three different days. (b,d,f) INP per mL 

sample from the three days. The collection dates are indicated in each legend. 
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Figure 5-15: Results comparing contaminated samples. (a) Frozen fraction of all SeaSCAPE 

samples and SSW and pure water. The SSW and pure water samples were used both with and 

without the 10 μm filter. (b) The corresponding INP counts per mL of sample. 

5.4 Discussion 

Previous studies on the ice nucleating properties of SSML and bulk seawater on 

field or lab-generated samples show that there is usually large variability in the ice 

nucleation temperature even in a single study 246,248,255–257,284. The variations arise from 

different conditions at the sampling locations such as the water chemistry, local biological 

activity, SSML composition, and the sampling method employed. In particular, results in 

SSA and seawater (both bulk and SSML) collected from waveflumes257,258 have shown 

significant variability in the IN properties before, during and after a phytoplankton bloom. 

The bulk and SSML INP counts reported with both the IS and the microfluidic device 

reported here are within the range reported in previous studies on bulk seawater 

246,248,250,251,255,256,258 as well as SSML 247,255–258,284.    
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The microfluidic ice nucleation results show clear differences in the INP 

concentration between the bulk and SSML samples, indicating significant enrichment 

compared to the bulk. Similar results have been reported previously 284. Marine biological 

entities such as heterotrophic bacteria 285, phytoplankton 254,286, surface active organics 247 

and gels are enriched in the SSML. 

The morphologies of effloresced particles observed in the microfluidic wells are 

broadly equivalent to the particle types observed in previous studies on SSA impacted onto 

substrates and imaged with atomic force microscopy 269 or scanning electron microscopy 

258, i.e. crystalline, aggregates and amorphous entities. Due to the high salt content of sea 

water, the microfluidic results show aggregate and amorphous morphology particle counts 

that are much smaller in number compared to the single and fractal crystal morphologies, 

the latter making up 81% and 74% of the particles in the bulk and SSML samples, 

respectively. IN temperatures of the aggregate and amorphous morphologies are spread 

over a wider range of temperatures than the single and fractal crystals. Similarly, both the 

amorphous and aggregates morphologies have a several degree warmer onset temperatures 

of freezing than the other types. 

The differences in morphology signify an excess amount of organic material 

present in the droplets that effloresced into aggregate and amorphous particles, perhaps 

related to an inhomogeneity present in the specific well or departure from the overall 

average composition of the sample as a whole. This may indicate the presence of larger 

gels. The single and fractal crystal particle freezing curves in both bulk and SSML samples 

have similar slopes and overall nucleate at colder temperatures and with a smaller spread, 
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indicating more homogeneous and perhaps inorganic salt contents in the droplets. Further 

investigation of the chemical composition was determined with environmental micro-

Raman spectroscopy on effloresced residual particles formed from microliter droplets. The 

Raman spectra show NaCl, sulfate, carotenoids, and other organic compounds in particles 

from both the bulk and the SSML collected from the same day as those used in the 

microfluidic experiments. These samples also included residual particles containing some 

unique signatures of sulfate hydrate salts with organics with peaks in the region 2905-3005 

cm-1. Some of these particles included sialic acid which was not present in the bulk. Sialic 

acid has been identified as an algae synthesized product 287, and hence its presence in the 

samples is not surprising for these seawater-based samples.  

Finally, heat and peroxide treatments further differentiated the heat-labile (i.e., 

biological) and total organic components of the INP populations. There was a moderate 

reduction of INPs after heat treatment but a further very large decrease after peroxide 

digestion. This indicated that the INP population in the SSML consisted a mix of heat-

labile biological entities and heat-stable organic INPs (only 0.5-2% of INPs were 

inorganic). Interestingly, the peroxide treatment also reduced the INP count below that of 

the bulk seawater, suggesting that the bulk also contained a significant amount of organic 

INPs. This generally agrees with previously observed trends of larger amounts of biological 

and organic INPs present in SSML samples compared to bulk samples 246,247,258, which also 

deactivated with heat 246–248,258. The sample analyzed here (07-26-2019) is from relatively 

fresh seawater, sampled three days after the filling of the waveflume. A significant heat 

sensitive INP population in the was found in the SSML at >-20°C, which is also the 
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temperature range where the amorphous and aggregate residual particles start freezing 

earlier than the single and fractal crystal particles in the microfluidic device. This result is 

indicative of higher amounts of the warmer INPs in the former morphologies. 

5.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter, the IN characteristics were connected to particle morphology and 

composition of bulk seawater and SSML from the SeaSCAPE campaign, using a 

microfluidic method complemented by ice spectrometry and micro-Raman spectroscopy 

measurements.  

For the microfluidic method, a grid of microfluidic wells was used in a PDMS-

based device to create nanoliter-sized droplets and study their ice nucleation temperature. 

The grid allowed the correlation of the temperature at which ice nucleated with the 

morphology of the particle. Upon drying, bulk and SSML samples from the same day 

showed broadly four different morphologies: single crystal, fractal crystal, aggregates and 

amorphous. The single crystal and fractal crystal types were present in a larger fraction of 

the particles in the bulk sample compared to the SSML sample. When the ice spectra of 

the samples were analyzed according to particle type, it was found that droplets which 

effloresced into aggregate and amorphous particles started freezing at a warmer 

temperature compared to the other two types. This is an indication perhaps of some unique 

organic material or contaminants present in the droplets or some other sources of 

inhomogeneity in the drops forming the aggregate and amorphous particles compared to 
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the largest fraction of drops, which effloresced into the single and fractal crystal 

morphologies. 

Micro-Raman spectroscopy of dried microliter droplets of SSML and bulk seawater 

showed the presence of sulfates, organic compounds identified in some cases as 

carotenoids and sialic acid, and sodium chloride. Pure sodium chloride crystals were 

identified as well. These different chemical signatures were present in the bulk and SSML. 

Ice nucleation was also measured with a 96 well plate-based ice spectrometer for both bulk 

and SSML. The nominal INP counts had good correspondence with the microfluidic IN 

results, serving as a validation of the microfluidic method. The SSML sample was 

additionally measured after heat treatment at 95°C and H2O2 digestion to isolate any heat-

labile biological INPs and organic matter respectively. The samples showed vastly 

different amounts of enrichment of heat sensitive and heat insensitive biological and 

organic species present in the bulk and SSML. This indicates the immense diversity and 

spatio-temporal variability in the INP concentration present in the samples. 

This study, for the first time, utilizes a microfluidic device to investigate both phase 

transitions and ice nucleation characteristics of aqueous droplets, and provides a platform 

to correlate effloresced particle morphology to droplet ice nucleation temperature. The 

microfluidic device results were complemented with ice spectrometer results, with heat 

treatment and oxidation of the bulk and SSML samples, to isolate contribution of heat-

labile and insensitive organic INPs to the samples. Environmental cell Raman microscopy 

was performed to identify the chemical makeup of the effloresced particles. In future 

studies, the microfluidic device can be modified with only minor changes to integrate both 
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heating and Raman spectroscopy in a combined single setup. This will increase ease of use 

and reduce variability among samples and measurement methods. The microfluidic 

platform shown here has the potential to perform these studies with an order of magnitude 

reduction in sample volume and experimental time compared to microliter sized droplet-

based methods. Ultimately, it can contribute significantly to the field of atmospheric 

chemistry by providing a simpler and cost-effective alternative to traditional aerosol 

instrumentation. 
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Chapter 6  

Future directions and conclusions 

6.1 Future directions 

6.1.1 Droplet efflorescence and deliquescence study with ice nucleation 

Real-world samples can be made up of many different components and do not 

always have a single efflorescence relative humidity i.e. not all components solidify at a 

single point in time during dehydration, if at all. This effect was seen in the marine samples 

in Chapter 5. Efflorescence typical implies that a solute is going into supersaturation and 

hence can happen at different water activity depending on the amount of supersaturation 

and the presence of other solutes. This provides an opportunity to perform an efflorescence-

deliquescence cycle on droplets comprised of many solutes and use the order of appearance 

of these transitions as a kind of indicator of the solid particle’s chemical identity. In 

addition to identifying compounds, being able to measure the ERH and DRH of complex 

solutions in our device is useful for more fundamental studies where parameters for 

thermodynamic models are calculated. 
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Figure 6-1: Initial stages of relative humidity control. Currently the dry and wet air lines are 

operated manually, and the relative humidity is read using the hygrometer. Future plan includes 

making a LabVIEW code for feedback control of the RH inside the chamber by automating the wet 

and dry air mass flow controllers. 

Building of a relative humidity control setup was started with the help of colleague 

Margaret House. A preliminary study was performed by manually using dry air for 

efflorescence, followed by wet air flow by flowing air through a water bubbler for 

deliquescence. The schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 6-1. A 

preliminary study was performed with this setup on a SeaSCAPE SSML sample (details 

on sample collection given in Chapter 5). Figure 6-2a shows, during efflorescence, two 

distinct crystallization events were observed. First, a small dark crystal appeared early 

during dehydration which did not grow much in size as the droplet kept reducing in size, 

then a second crystal appeared which grew much larger in size before the droplet 

completely dehydrated. During efflorescence, the reverse happened, i.e. the larger crystal 
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started to grow smaller and disappeared first before the smaller crystal dissolved. It was 

possible to distinguish between them because the crystals did not move around between 

efflorescence and deliquescence, highlighting another advantage of the static trap method. 

 

Figure 6-2: SSML efflorescence and deliquescence experiment. (a) A single droplet efflorescing 

and deliquescing during the experiment. (b) The frozen fraction curves obtained with the droplets 

initially loaded into the device, and after deliquescence. Curves shown with filled squares have 

been corrected for freezing point depression due to different amounts of solutes present in the drops 

at the points where the IN experiment was performed. Also shown with open squares is the 

uncorrected frozen fraction curve for the droplets after deliquescence. The arrow shows the 

direction of the correction. 

IN measurement was also performed on the droplets, the results are shown in Figure 

6-2b. Please note that this sample was loaded with the contaminated 10µm filter as 

discussed in Chapter 5. In the initial spectra shown in red, we note a fraction of droplets 
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freeze before -15°C which is attributable to the contamination. However, after 

efflorescence and deliquescence, this fraction disappears. The second IN curve has been 

corrected for freezing point depression due to reduced water activity and shifted for ease 

of comparison with the initial curve. This poses an interesting question about the freeze- 

thaw behavior of biological INPs in salty water, and future studies will be performed to 

investigate this peculiar behavior. 

6.1.2 Marine organic dissolved matter phase and chemical characterization 

 

Figure 6-3: (a) Marine dissolved organic matter (mDOM) generation pathways. (b) Solid phase 

extraction of mDOM samples from SeaSCAPE water. (c) Eluted and dried mDOM. Images 

courtesy of Michael Alves, University of California San Diego. 

Dissolved organic matter (DOM) is a common component of marine ecosystem 

structure and function and consists of many(millions) organic carbon, nitrogen and 

phosphorus rich compounds created due to the interaction of hydrologic cycle with the 

biological life forms in oceans, rivers, groundwater and rain (Figure 6-3a). Samples of 

marine DOM (mDOM) was collected from the water in the waveflume from SeaSCAPE 
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using solid phase extraction cartridges (Figure 6-3b) and stored dried. There is an increased 

interest in complete characterization of these samples from many different instruments and 

methods. Our group has focused on visible phase transitions during dehydration, and 

chemical characterization in situ. 

Preliminary studies with Raman spectroscope by our collaborators at UC San Diego 

showed considerable fluorescence which means that Raman cannot be used to identify the 

components in these drops. As an alternative, FTIR can be used to identify the compounds. 

However, FTIR in situ is not simple to perform in a microfluidic well. The reason is that 

the usual glass and PDMS materials used are not transparent to IR in the spectra range of 

interest. There has been a few attempts at using PDMS devices for FTIR 288–290. These 

devices still place a thin layer of PDMS in the optical path and hence has high background 

noise. IR transparent materials like sapphire or CaF2 can be used instead. However, 

fabricating devices entirely out of these devices is not a trivial task. Fabrication has to be 

done either through some kind of dry or wet etching process, machining or by clever design 

of soft layers which can still be molded but does not block the IR light 288. A preliminary 

design and machined mockup of a phase design for this experiment was done and shown 

in Figure 6-4. The mockup was machined in poly-methylmethacrylate (PMMA). The two 

halves of the device can be sealed with heat and pressure or with PMMA glue. 
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Figure 6-4: (a) Cross-section of the proposed microfluidic device. (b) Design of the microfluidic 

device. (c) Desktop milling machine used for making a mockup device. (d) The mockup device 

machined in PMMA. 

6.1.3 Thermocouple-based flow-through device 

An alternative design for droplet temperature measurement in the flow-through 

droplet freezing device described in Chapter 3 was designed. The design and temperature 

measurement method are shown in Figure 6-5. The design is based on a recent research by 

Stan et al. 74,75 where a similar microfluidic device was used with thermocouples to measure 
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droplet temperature for counting INPs. In this design, there are two parallel channels on 

the same microfluidic chip fabricated close to each other. The main flow channel is where 

the sample droplets are carried in a flow of oil. The secondary flow channel is only meant 

for oil flow and is a reference or proxy for measuring the temperature in the main channel. 

The idea being that thermocouple(s) can be inserted into this reference channel and 

measure the temperature of the flowing liquid with the assumption that the temperatures in 

the same axial location in both channels are identical or very close. Any differences can be 

characterized through calibration. The reason the reference channel is required is because 

to measure the fluid temperature, the thermocouple tip must be immersed in the flow and 

that would cause issues with droplet flow through the actual sample channel. 

In the design shown here, provision for multiple thermocouples was created since 

the underlying temperature controlled platform is able to create temperature gradients and 

hence there is an opportunity to measure a range of IN temperatures at the same time using 

different thermocouples, thus reducing the sampling requirements and experimental time. 
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Figure 6-5: Flow-through device design with thermocouples replacing the platinum thin film 

temperature sensors shown in Chapter 5. (a) The design of the device. There are two flow channels 

designed to provide similar flow rates and pressure drops. (b) The vinyl photomask with a few 

additional designs. (c) Thermocouples plugged into the device for calibration. 

6.2 Final conclusions 

In this thesis, three distinct droplet microfluidic setups for studying different 

aspects of atmospheric aerosols have been developed, and temperature dependent phase 

transitions such as LLPS, efflorescence and ice nucleation in droplets were studied. In 

Chapter 2, the smaller static trap-based system was used for studying the temperature 

dependence of phase separation and efflorescence in ternary aqueous droplet mimic 

systems comprising of ammonium sulfate or sodium chloride in solution with various 

organics including 3-methylglutaric acid (3-MGA), a common constituent in aerosols. This 
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study showed that the microfluidic setup could be used for studying the relative humidity 

of phase separation and it was a function of temperature. In Chapter 3, the flow-through 

setup was constructed and automation algorithms using machine learning were created to 

detect high-throughput freezing. In Chapter 4, the flow-through setup and detection 

algorithms were used to study IN characteristics of Snomax, a highly efficient biological 

ice nucleating particle. Its molecular structure responsible for ice nucleating ability was 

also investigated using an FTIR. This study showed the feasibility for an automated high 

throughput ice nucleation counter and is the foundation for future microfluidic devices on 

the same platform augmenting the abilities of the current device. In Chapter 5, the large 

static trap array was used to investigate IN property and residual dry particle morphology 

of samples collected from a marine source. This device performed on par with an 

established ice spectrometer and had the additional advantage of allowing phase transition 

studies on the same droplets. It showed that sea surface microlayer samples have different 

dry particle morphology compared to bulk sweater and that the former has a warmer ice 

nucleation spectrum. 

These devices and the initial studies performed show great potential to be used with 

more real-world samples and can be easily modified to meet the need for custom sampling 

and experimental protocols. The advantage of good temperature and relative humidity 

control combined with high throughput and low sample volume requirements make the 

methods described in this thesis ideal for aerosol science and the benchmarking against 

existing instrumentation shows the viability of these methods. There is a huge need in the 

atmospheric chemistry literature for data on temperature dependence of atmospheric 
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aerosols in terms of their phase state and heterogeneous chemistry. These methods will 

allow for creation of large datasets on highly relevant chemical systems relatively quickly 

and inexpensively. Eventually, the data could be used to enrich climate modeling and hence 

our understanding of our planet.  
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Appendix A  

Static trap temperature simulations 

using COMSOL Multiphysics 

A.1  Temperature of device for internal ambient temperature -10°C 

 

Figure A-1: Device temperature for cold plate temperature of -20°C and ambient air temperature 

of -10°C. (a) Device surface temperatures are well below -18.5°C throughout the region directly 
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above the cold plate. (b) The droplet wells are shown in a cross section. Note the different color 

legends. 

 

Figure A-2 Droplet temperature for cold plate temperature of 20°C and ambient air temperature of 

-10°C. (a) Side view. (b) Top view. Note that the droplet temperature variation is within 0.1°C from 

top to bottom. 
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Figure A-3: Droplet temperatures for different contact gaps between the glass substrate of the 

device and the cold plate. The cold plate temperature is -20°C and the ambient air temperature is 

+20°C. (a) A schematic showing the region where contact gap was applied. (b) Droplet temperature 

for contact gap of 0μm. (c) Contact gap 1μm. (d) Contact gap 10μm. The 10μm value is typical for 

two mating metallic flat surfaces. 
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Appendix B  

Droplet relative humidity calculation 

using thermodynamic models 

B.1 Relative humidity calculation using E-AIM 

For the RH calculation, 3-MGA was created as new a compound in E-AIM 

(http://www.aim.env.uea.ac.uk/aim/aim.php) model II for ammonium sulfate (AS) + 3-

methylglutaric acid (3-MGA) systems with activity equations defined using the group 

contribution method from UNIFAC. Partitioning of all trace gases and formation of solid 

phases was disabled to allow the solution to reach supersaturation. 3-MGA was already 

available as a predefined compound in the AIOMFAC-web library of organics. The ternary 

solution density from the E-AIM output was used to convert the solution molarity 

concentration from Equation 2-2 to molality at the phase transition point. The relative 

humidity at this point was also recorded from the E-AIM output. The mass fractions of 

solutes were calculated from the solution density based on E-AIM output. Similar 

methodology was followed for the other systems described in Chapter 2. A step by step 

process is described below: 

1. Use E-AIM density calculator to calculate the molar volume of pure liquid organic 

compound in cm3/mol at 298.15 K. 
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(http://www.aim.env.uea.ac.uk/aim/density/density.php) 

2. Recreate the same organic compound in the E-AIM library with UNIFAC activity 

equation selected and enter the functional groups according to the instructions 

there. Enter the molar volume from step 1 to allow solution density calculation later.  

(http://www.aim.env.uea.ac.uk/aim/phpmain/edit_compound.php?CreateCompou

nd=) 

3. Go to the organics page and add the newly created organic from step 2 into the 

current calculation. 

(http://www.aim.env.uea.ac.uk/aim/phpmain/select_compounds.php) 

4. Select the model you want to use (I, II, III or IV) and select “Parametrically varying 

relative humidity or total water”. Then select column output. Enter the range of RH 

you want to calculate. 

5. Enter moles/m3 of each solute (including organics) in correct OIR for 1 m3 of total 

sample volume. 

6. Suppress partitioning of trace gases into vapor phase and formation of all solid 

phases by using the checkboxes. Then click Run. 

7. You will notice among the rows, moles of all solutes remain constant, but moles of 

water changes, as does the relative humidity. 

http://www.aim.env.uea.ac.uk/aim/density/density.php
http://www.aim.env.uea.ac.uk/aim/phpmain/edit_compound.php?CreateCompound=
http://www.aim.env.uea.ac.uk/aim/phpmain/edit_compound.php?CreateCompound=
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8. Calculate the molarity of all rows using the equation 
𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑔𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑐

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒
 which is equal to 

𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑔𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑐
∑𝑀𝑊×𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠

𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦

. In the second equation, the density is an E-AIM model output and 

provided in a column. Here 𝑀𝑊 refers to molecular weight. The density calculation 

is an approximation based on data from inorganic salt solutions and assuming that 

the apparent molar volumes of organic compounds, at all concentrations and 

temperatures, are equal to the molar volumes (at 298.15 K) input by the user.  

9. Calculate the initial molarity of the organic in the solution by using the solution 

volume and the mass of dissolved organic used while preaparing the solution. 

10. Get the final molarity of the organic at the LLPS point using the 𝑀𝑉 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 

method. 

11. Find the rows from the E-AIM output that matches molarity values from steps 9 

and 10. These are the initial and final RH values of the droplet. 

12. Also calculate the mass fraction of the organic using the equation 

𝑀𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑔𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑐×𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑔𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑐

∑𝑀𝑊×𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠
. This can be used for calculating the RH from AIOMFAC. 
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Figure B-1: Relative humidities of phase transition at different organic inorganic ratios and at 

different temperatures for (a) AS+3-MGA droplets and (b) NaCl+3-MGA calculated with 

AIOMFAC. For the OIR 1:10 and 1:1 phase transition refers to LLPS and for OIR 10:1 phase 

transition refers to efflorescence by nucleation of solid coating as there is no LLPS. 

B.2 Relative humidity calculation using AIOMFAC 

For the AIOMFAC calculations, mass fractions of the salt and the organic reported 

by E-AIM at phase transition points were given as inputs at the corresponding temperatures 

to AIOMFAC-web (https://aiomfac.lab.mcgill.ca/model.html). The results from the two 

models could be used to compare the supersaturated droplet equilibrium relative humidity 

at the phase transition point. We found that the model differences were on average 

anywhere between 2 to 5% RH for both the AS + 3-MGA and AS + NaCl droplets studied. 

This discrepancy is well within the margin of uncertainty of our experimental methods 

described in the main paper as well as the uncertainties within the models themselves 

related to the activity of group contribution, temperature dependence of activity 
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coefficients and the temperature dependence of the density of the ternary solutions. 

However, we note that both models show a comparable trend in the transition RH values 

as a function of temperature. 

B.3 AIOMFAC model results for AS + 3-MGA and NaCl + 3-MGA droplets 

 

Figure B-2: Relative humidities of phase transition at different organic inorganic ratios and at 

different temperatures for (a) AS+3-MGA droplets and (b) NaCl+3-MGA calculated with 

AIOMFAC. For the OIR 1:10 and 1:1 phase transition refers to LLPS and for OIR 10:1 phase 

transition refers to efflorescence by nucleation of solid coating as there is no LLPS. 

B.4 Transition RH values for all systems studied as a function of 

temperature 

Table B-1 lists the RH values at phase transition for the AS + 3MGA systems 

calculated using both E-AIM and AIOMFAC models. The listed errors are the standard 

deviations of the measurements from 3 to 9 droplets across all conditions. 
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Table B-1: Transition RH values for all systems studied as a function of temperature 

 Transition RH (E-AIM) Transition RH 

(AIOMFAC) 

System OIR Type of 

transition 

25°C 5°C -10°C -20°C 25°C 5°C -10°C -20°C 

Ammoniu

m sulfate + 

3-MGA 

1:10 LLPS 

77.7% 

± 

7.6% 

78.9% 

± 

6.4% 

85.6% 

± 

4.1% 

86.5% 

± 

4.8% 

76.3% 

± 

7.5% 

77.1% 

± 

6.3% 

84.2% 

± 

3.9% 

84.0% 

± 

4.7% 

Ammoniu

m sulfate + 

3-MGA 

1:1 LLPS 

76.6% 

± 

6.8% 

80.7% 

± 

5.7% 

80.0% 

± 

5.8% 

85.3% 

± 

5.7% 

73.0% 

± 

6.8% 

77.5% 

± 

5.6% 

77.8% 

± 

5.8% 

82.4% 

± 

5.6% 

Ammoniu

m sulfate + 

3-MGA 

10:1 

Efflorescence 

(Coating 

formation) 

39.4% 

± 

8.9% 

43.6% 

± 

8.3% 

51.7% 

± 

8.9% 

53.1% 

± 

9.1% 

44.6% 

± 

8.9% 

47.8% 

± 

8.3% 

54.1% 

± 

8.8% 

53.1% 

± 

9.0% 

NaCl + 3-

MGA 
1:10 

Efflorescence 

(Single 

crystal) 

57.9% 

± 

7.2% 

- - 

67.2% 

± 

6.3% 

56.8% 

± 

7.1% 

- - 

66.3% 

± 

6.3% 

NaCl + 3-

MGA 
1:1 

Efflorescence 

(Single 

crystal) 

62.1% 

± 

4.5% 

- - 

67.3% 

± 

8.9% 

60.0% 

± 

4.4% 

- - 

64.6% 

± 

4.7% 

NaCl + 3-

MGA 
10:1 

Efflorescence 

(Multiple 

crystals) 

69.0% 

± 

5.4% 

- - 

71.5% 

± 

4.8% 

70.3% 

± 

5.4% 

- - 

72.8% 

± 

4.9% 
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Appendix C  

PRTD fabrication protocol and 

operational LabVIEW codes 

C.1 PRTD fabrication protocol 

C.1.1 Photoresist coating 

Glass slide cleaning (Keller cleanroom) 

1.   Piranha clean glass slides or wafers. 5:1 H2SO4:H2O2 bath @ 120C. For slides, 

use Keller bay 3 wet bench. For wafers use Keller Bay 1 Piranha clean bench. Bay 

3 drains can be used for dumping liquid, Bay 1 just leave the bath as it is (follow 

instructions on bench to prepare the bath in bay 1, i.e. fill H2SO4 in the bath upto 

the mark indicated, then add 20ml of H2O2. In Bay 1 start heating up the bath to 

120C. In Bay 3 set the hotplate to 120C. After a few minutes when the temperature 

reaches close to 120C, put wafers/slides into boats with attached handle and slowly 

lower into the baths. Keep in the bath for 10-15 minutes. 

2.   Use SRD1 in Bay 1 to clean wafers. Use water rinse and blow dry with N2 for 

Bay 3 glass slides. Bring cleaned slides/wafers to Bay 2. Use hot plate at 120C for 

5 minutes to dry completely. 
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Spin coat positive photoresist  

1.   Soak in Bay 2 HMDS vapor chamber for 3 minutes. 

2.   Spin AZ1518 3300 rpm for 30 seconds at 3000 rpm/s ramp to get 2um coating 

thickness. 

Pre-bake 

1.   Use hotplate to bake at 100C for 50 seconds for AZ1518. 

Exposure 

1.    Use MA6 mask aligner in Bay 2. 

2.   Hard Ct – contact mode. 9 seconds exposure on MA6-P mask aligner. 

Develop 

1.   Use Microposit 351 for 40 seconds to develop. 

2.   Rinse with DI water and blow dry with N2 gun. 

Post Bake 

1.   115C for 50 seconds on hotplate. 

C.1.2 Metal coating 

AJA I sputterer in Keller Bay 3 
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1.   Enable AJA I and also the Keller Chase 2 AJA I Gold Target. Get the Platinum 

target from the gold target box in chase 2. Measure weight and log it. 

2.   Go to Bay 3 AJA I and login with username apex. Use PIN 0554 (Priyatanu). 

USE SOP FOR DETERMINING WHEN VENTING IS DONE. 

3.   Check if Ti is in Gun 4. If not, retrieve the Ti target and replace it in the gun. 

4.   Raise hoist and lock in place. Unscrew the gun chimney. Unscrew the target. 

Replace with Pt. This is most likely needed for Gun 2. 

5.   Unlock the hoist. Load samples into the plate inside the main chamber. If plate 

is not into main chamber, push in prongs from the side chamber. Lower hoist down 

onto seal. 

6.   Pumpdown the system. Use SOP to tell when pumpdown is completed. 

7.   Use the motor controls to move the plate to down position. Use dial to move 

from Jog to Run, set speed 40. 

8.   Use the program Gun_42_Ti_Pt_40_600sec to start the process. 

C.1.3 Lift Off Lithography 

Soak in acetone in a beaker overnight in the CFMF lab. Next day use acetone loaded 

spray can to spray flecks off. Rub with acetone soaked kimwipe to get rid of the 

rest of the photoresist coated metal.  
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C.1.4 Anneal PRTD arrays (Next day in Keller cleanroom) 

1.   Set flow of purge N2 to 30 sccm. 

2.   Set temperature to 500°C, leave samples in for 12 hours. 

C.2 PRTD resistance measurement LabVIEW code 

 

Figure C-1: The front panel of the LabVIEW code for collecting data from all 20 channels of the 

digital multimeter (DMM) at the same time. 

The LabVIEW VI front panel created to collect data from all 19 PRTDs in the array 

as well as the extra reference resistor is shown in Figure C-1: The front panel of the 

LabVIEW code for collecting data from all 20 channels of the digital multimeter (DMM) 

at the same time. The IP address of the DMM has to be set using its buttons. The same IP 

address must be entered. For the channel list, 101 to 120 should be entered and the 
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measurement will be taken with DC voltage. Two separate plots can be used to monitor 

real time measurements of any number of channels, selected using the checkboxes.  
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Figure C-2: Left half of the code, shows the instrument settings and initialization part, using the 

Keithley supplied LabVIEW drivers for the digital multimeter. 
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Figure C-3: Right half of the code. This shows a while loop with the necessary wiring to parse the 

data from all 40 channels into a coherent time series which is both plotted to a graph at runtime and 

written to an Excel file upon termination of the program. 

The block diagram of the VI is provided in Figure C-2: Left half of the code, shows 

the instrument settings and initialization part, using the Keithley supplied LabVIEW 

drivers for the digital multimeter and Figure C-3: Right half of the code. This shows a while 

loop with the necessary wiring to parse the data from all 40 channels into a coherent time 

series which is both plotted to a graph at runtime and written to an Excel file upon 

termination of the program. The code was too wide to fit into a single figure, it has been 

broken up into a left half and a right half. This VI essentially opens a communication 

session with the multimeter using the IP address provided by the user. Then it proceeds to 

initializing its memory and preparing to read the data before moving into the while loop. 

Here it loops through and records data from its buffer, then parses it into different chunks 

and stores them in memory during the while loop execution i.e. the running of the program. 

When the user clicks the stop button, it dumps the contents of its parsed memory into an 

excel file with alternate columns of time and voltage data. i.e. two columns for each 

measurement channel. 
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Appendix D  

MATLAB code for droplet freezing 

detection with polarized light 

D.1 Polarized freezing detection code usage instructions 

 

Figure D-1: Front end user interface for the polarized droplet freezing detection code. 
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The MATLAB app for the polarized freezing detection code is included in this 

appendix. 

D.1.1 Instructions 

1. Click the “Load Video” button and select your video. Be sure the file is in AVI 

format. 

2. Click the “Select Line of Analysis” button. A figure will pop up showing the first 

frame of your video. Click once where you would like your Y axis line of analysis 

to begin and click again were you would like it to end. The tool will not stop 

drawing a line after this. Press enter to confirm your line selection and exit the 

figure. 

3. Under “Select set of frames that represent background”, choose a range of at least 

20 consecutive frames in which the only the background is in the line of analysis. 

Type in the number of the first frame under “Background Start” and the number of 

the last frame under “Background End”. 

4. Under “For the first 1000 frames of the video”, type in the number of frozen 

droplets that pass through the line of analysis completely in the first 1000 frames 

of the video and the total number of droplets that pass through the line of analysis 

completely in the first 1000 frames of the video. 

5. Under “Give a droplet in the first 1000 frames with a KNOWN condition”, choose 

a droplet in the first 1000 frames of the video that you know to be either a liquid 
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droplet or a bright frozen droplet. Type in the number of this droplet as it appears 

in the video and select its state from the drop-down menu. For example, if the third 

droplet in the video is liquid, type “3” into “Droplet Number” and choose “Liquid” 

from the drop-down menu. 

6. For a video taken at or close to 60° polarizer angle, click “Begin Calculation 60d”. 

For a video taken at or close to 85° polarizer angle, click “Begin Calculation 85d”. 

7. Observe the “Code Status” bar for updates. You will see “Edge Parameter” change 

first, and then “Intensity Parameter”, before the code finishes. If this step takes 

longer than 10min, try repeating steps 1 – 6 with a slightly different line of analysis. 

8. Once the “Code Status” bar reads “Finished”, click “Analyze Full Video 60d” for 

a 60° video or click “Analyze Full Video 85d” for an 85° video. The number of 

total droplets will populate first in “Total”, followed by the number of frozen 

droplets in “Frozen”. The code is finished when neither number changes for a 

period of 1min. 

D.2 Polarized detection code 

classdef parameter_calculator < matlab.apps.AppBase 

 

% Properties that correspond to app components 

properties (Access = public) 

UIFigure matlab.ui.Figure 

AnalyzeFullVideo90dButton matlab.ui.control.Button 

BeginCalculation90dButton matlab.ui.control.Button 

TotalEditField matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 

TotalEditFieldLabel matlab.ui.control.Label 

FrozenEditField matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
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FrozenEditFieldLabel matlab.ui.control.Label 

AnalyzeFullVideo60dButton matlab.ui.control.Button 

Giveadropletinthefirst1000frameswithaKNOWNconditionLabel 

matlab.ui.control.Label 

DropletNumberEditField matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 

DropletNumberEditFieldLabel matlab.ui.control.Label 

CodeStatusEditField matlab.ui.control.EditField 

CodeStatusEditFieldLabel matlab.ui.control.Label 

IntensityParameterEditField_2 matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 

IntensityParameterEditField_2Label matlab.ui.control.Label 

EdgeParameterEditField matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 

EdgeParameterEditFieldLabel matlab.ui.control.Label 

BeginCalculation60dButton matlab.ui.control.Button 

EnsureyouhaveenteredALLinfoLabel matlab.ui.control.Label 

NumberofFrozenDropletsEditField matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 

NumberofFrozenDropletsEditFieldLabel matlab.ui.control.Label 

Forthefirst1000framesofthevideoLabel matlab.ui.control.Label 

TotalNumberofDropletsEditField matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 

TotalNumberofDropletsEditFieldLabel matlab.ui.control.Label 

HasConditionDropDown matlab.ui.control.DropDown 

HasConditionDropDownLabel matlab.ui.control.Label 

BackgroundEndEditField matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 

BackgroundEndEditFieldLabel matlab.ui.control.Label 

SelectsetofframesthatrepresentbackgroundLabel matlab.ui.control.Label 

BackgroundStartEditField matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 

BackgroundStartEditFieldLabel matlab.ui.control.Label 

SelectLineofAnalysisButton matlab.ui.control.Button 

LoadVideoButton matlab.ui.control.Button 

videoLabel matlab.ui.control.Label 

andintensityparametersforyourINLabel matlab.ui.control.Label 

ThisprogramcalculatestheedgeLabel matlab.ui.control.Label 

ParameterCalculatorLabel matlab.ui.control.Label 

FrameSpinner matlab.ui.control.Spinner 

FrameSpinnerLabel matlab.ui.control.Label 

FrameSlider matlab.ui.control.Slider 

FrameSliderLabel matlab.ui.control.Label 

UIAxes matlab.ui.control.UIAxes 

end 

 

properties (Access = private) 

v; % Global variable to load the video file into 

framenumber; 

setdrop; 

setfro; 

initialguess; 
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noise; 

beg; 

last; 

numFrames; 

grayImage; 

cx; 

cy; 

c; 

xi2; 

yi2; 

liqdrop; 

frodrop; 

totdrop; 

ar; 

dropcase; 

knowndrop; 

intvar; 

counter; 

end 

methods (Access = private) 

function loadvideofun(app,videofile) 

app.v = VideoReader(videofile); 

% Count total number of frames in video 

%numFrames = ceil(app.v.FrameRate*app.v.Duration*0.9); 

%app.TotalFramesEditField.Value = numFrames; 

app.numFrames = app.v.NumberOfFrames; 

app.FrameSlider.Limits = [1 app.numFrames]; 

% Load 1st frame of the video as a grayimage 

app.grayImage = read(app.v,1); 

% Show current frame in UIAxes object 

imshow(app.grayImage,'Parent', app.UIAxes); 

end 

function updateVideoframe(app,currentframe) 

% Load 1st frame of the video as a grayimage 

app.grayImage = read(app.v,currentframe); 

% Show current frame in UIAxes object 

imshow(app.grayImage,'Parent',app.UIAxes); 

end 

end 

 

% Callbacks that handle component events 

methods (Access = private) 

 

% Button pushed function: LoadVideoButton 

function LoadVideoButtonPushed(app, event) 
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% Select only avi and mp4 files 

filterspec = {'*.avi;*.mp4;'}; 

% Show dialog box for loading file and load into variable 

[vload, pload] = uigetfile(filterspec); 

figure(app.UIFigure) 

% Make sure user didn't cancel uigetfile dialog 

if (ischar(pload)) 

fname = [pload vload]; 

loadvideofun(app, fname); 

end 

end 

 

% Value changed function: FrameSlider 

function FrameSliderValueChanged(app, event) 

app.framenumber = round(app.FrameSlider.Value); 

updateVideoframe(app,app.framenumber); 

app.FrameSpinner.Value=app.framenumber; 

end 

 

% Value changed function: FrameSpinner 

function FrameSpinnerValueChanged(app, event) 

app.framenumber = round(app.FrameSpinner.Value); 

updateVideoframe(app,app.framenumber); 

app.FrameSlider.Value=app.framenumber; 

end 

 

% Button pushed function: SelectLineofAnalysisButton 

function SelectLineofAnalysisButtonPushed(app, event) 

app.grayImage = read(app.v,1); 

if app.v.Width>1 

figure(1) 

imshow(app.grayImage) 

[app.cx,app.cy,app.c,app.xi2,app.yi2] = improfile; 

else 

app.MessagesEditField.Value='Error: Video frame contains only 1 pixel'; 

end 

end 

 

% Value changed function: TotalNumberofDropletsEditField 

function TotalNumberofDropletsEditFieldValueChanged(app, event) 

app.setdrop= app.TotalNumberofDropletsEditField.Value; 

end 

 

% Value changed function: NumberofFrozenDropletsEditField 

function NumberofFrozenDropletsEditFieldValueChanged(app, event) 
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app.setfro = app.NumberofFrozenDropletsEditField.Value; 

end 

 

% Value changed function: HasConditionDropDown 

function HasConditionDropDownValueChanged(app, event) 

if strcmpi(app.HasConditionDropDown.Value, 'Liquid') 

app.dropcase=1; 

app.intvar=2; 

elseif strcmpi(app.HasConditionDropDown.Value,'Frozen (Bright)') 

app.dropcase=2; 

app.intvar=2; 

end 

end 

 

% Value changed function: BackgroundStartEditField 

function BackgroundStartEditFieldValueChanged(app, event) 

app.beg = app.BackgroundStartEditField.Value; 

end 

 

% Value changed function: BackgroundEndEditField 

function BackgroundEndEditFieldValueChanged(app, event) 

app.last = app.BackgroundEndEditField.Value; 

end 

 

% Button pushed function: BeginCalculation60dButton 

function BeginCalculation60dButtonPushed(app, event) 

 

i=app.beg; 

while i<=app.last 

frame1=read(app.v,i); 

frameIa(i,:)=frame1(round(app.xi2(1)),round (app.yi2(1)):round (app.yi2(2))); 

i=i+1; 

end 

avg=mean(frameIa); 

app.noise=-min(avg); 

a=1; 

while a==1 

i=1; 

app.counter=1; 

app.ar=[0 0]; 

app.totdrop=0; 

while i<=1000 

frame2=read(app.v,i); 

frameI(i,:)=double(frame2(round(app.xi2(1)),round (app.yi2(1)):round 

(app.yi2(2))))-avg; 
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minI(i)=min(frameI(i,:)); 

if minI(i)< -app.noise 

dro=zeros(5,length(frameI(i,:))); 

dro(:,:)=-Inf; 

app.ar(app.counter,1)=i; 

while min(dro')<-app.noise &i<1000 

for g=1:5 

frame2=read(app.v,i+g); 

dro(g,:)=double(frame2(round(app.xi2(1)),round (app.yi2(1)):round 

(app.yi2(2))))-avg; 

end 

i=i+1; 

app.ar(app.counter,2)=i; 

end 

if app.ar(app.counter,2)-app.ar(app.counter,1)>20 

app.totdrop=app.totdrop+1; 

app.counter=app.counter+1; 

else 

end 

elseif minI(i)> 2*-app.noise 

app.totdrop=app.totdrop+1; 

app.counter=app.counter+1; 

end 

i=i+1; 

end 

if app.totdrop<app.setdrop 

app.noise=app.noise-0.001*(app.setdrop-app.totdrop); 

app.CodeStatusEditField.Value = 'Undercounted, trying again'; 

app.EdgeParameterEditField.Value=app.noise; 

elseif app.totdrop>app.setdrop 

app.noise=app.noise+0.003*(app.totdrop-app.setdrop); 

app.CodeStatusEditField.Value = 'Overcounted, trying again'; 

app.EdgeParameterEditField.Value=app.noise; 

else 

a=2; 

end 

end 

app.EdgeParameterEditField.Value=app.noise; 

app.CodeStatusEditField.Value = 'Finished Edge Parameter'; 

a=1; 

while a==1 

app.CodeStatusEditField.Value = 'Calculating intensity parameter'; 

app.frodrop=0; 

top=app.ar(app.knowndrop,1); 

bot=app.ar(app.knowndrop,2); 
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m=1; 

for h=top:bot 

frame3=read(app.v,h); 

anaframe(m)=-(double(frame3(72,round(app.xi2(1))))-avg(72)); 

m=m+1; 

end 

[maxana,maxind]=max(anaframe); 

maxloc=bot-maxind; 

miniana=anaframe(round(maxind+5):length(anaframe)); 

[tr,endvarana]=(max(miniana)); 

if app.dropcase==1 

for j=1:app.totdrop 

for k=app.ar(j,1):app.ar(j,2) 

frame4=read(app.v,k); 

dropframe(j,k)=-(double(frame4(72,round(app.xi2(1))))-avg(72)); 

end 

[maxdro,maxdroind]=max(dropframe(j,:)); 

mini=dropframe(j,round(maxdroind+5):app.ar(j,2)); 

[tr,endvar]=(max(mini)); 

if min(dropframe(j,maxdroind:app.ar(j,2)-

10))>min(anaframe(maxind:length(anaframe)-10))+app.intvar 

app.frodrop=app.frodrop+1; 

elseif min(dropframe(j,maxdroind:app.ar(j,2)-

10))<min(anaframe(maxind:length(anaframe)-10))-app.intvar 

app.frodrop=app.frodrop+1; 

else 

end 

end 

elseif app.dropcase==2 

for j=1:app.totdrop 

for k=app.ar(j,1):app.ar(j,2) 

frame4=read(app.v,k); 

dropframe(j,k)=-(double(frame4(72,round(app.xi2(1))))-avg(72)); 

end 

[maxdro,maxdroind]=max(dropframe(j,:)); 

mini=dropframe(j,round(maxdroind+5):app.ar(j,2)); 

[tr,endvar]=(max(mini)); 

if min(dropframe(j,maxdroind:app.ar(j,2)-(length(mini)-

endvar)))>min(anaframe(maxind:length(anaframe)-(length(miniana)-

endvarana)))+app.intvar 

elseif min(dropframe(j, maxdroind:app.ar(j,2)-(length(mini)-

endvar)))>min(anaframe(maxind:length(anaframe)-(length(miniana)-

endvarana)))+2*app.intvar 

app.frodrop=app.frodrop+1; 

else 
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app.frodrop=app.frodrop+1; 

end 

end 

end 

if app.frodrop>app.setfro 

app.intvar=app.intvar+0.04*abs(app.setfro-app.frodrop); 

app.CodeStatusEditField.Value ='Overcounted frozen, trying again'; 

app.IntensityParameterEditField_2.Value=app.intvar; 

elseif app.frodrop<app.setfro 

app.intvar=app.intvar-0.05*abs(app.setfro-app.frodrop); 

app.CodeStatusEditField.Value ='Undercounted frozen, trying again'; 

app.IntensityParameterEditField_2.Value=app.intvar; 

else 

a=2; 

end 

end 

app.IntensityParameterEditField_2.Value=app.intvar; 

app.CodeStatusEditField.Value ='Finished'; 

end 

 

% Value changed function: DropletNumberEditField 

function DropletNumberEditFieldValueChanged(app, event) 

app.knowndrop=app.DropletNumberEditField.Value; 

end 

 

% Button pushed function: AnalyzeFullVideo60dButton 

function AnalyzeFullVideo60dButtonPushed(app, event) 

i=app.beg; 

d=app.v.Duration; 

f=app.v.FrameRate;  

while i<=app.last 

frame1=read(app.v,i); 

frameIa(i,:)=frame1(round(app.xi2(1)),round (app.yi2(1)):round (app.yi2(2))); 

i=i+1; 

end 

avg=mean(frameIa); 

i=1; 

app.counter=1; 

app.ar=[0 0]; 

app.totdrop=0; 

while i<=100000 

frame2=read(app.v,i); 

frameI(i,:)=double(frame2(round(app.xi2(1)),round (app.yi2(1)):round 

(app.yi2(2))))-avg; 

minI(i)=min(frameI(i,:)); 
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if minI(i)< -app.noise 

dro=zeros(5,length(frameI(i,:))); 

dro(:,:)=-Inf; 

app.ar(app.counter,1)=i; 

while min(dro')<-app.noise  

for g=1:5 

frame2=read(app.v,i+g); 

dro(g,:)=double(frame2(round(app.xi2(1)),round (app.yi2(1)):round 

(app.yi2(2))))-avg; 

end 

i=i+1; 

app.ar(app.counter,2)=i; 

end 

if app.ar(app.counter,2)-app.ar(app.counter,1)>20 

app.totdrop=app.totdrop+1; 

app.TotalEditField.Value=app.totdrop; 

app.counter=app.counter+1; 

else 

end 

else 

end 

i=i+1; 

end 

app.frodrop=0; 

top=app.ar(app.knowndrop,1); 

bot=app.ar(app.knowndrop,2); 

m=1; 

for h=top:bot 

frame3=read(app.v,h); 

anaframe(m)=-(double(frame3(72,round(app.xi2(1))))-avg(72)); 

m=m+1; 

end 

[maxana,maxind]=max(anaframe); 

maxloc=bot-maxind; 

miniana=anaframe(round(maxind+5):length(anaframe)); 

[tr,endvarana]=(max(miniana)); 

if app.dropcase==1 

for j=1:app.totdrop 

for k=app.ar(j,1):app.ar(j,2) 

frame4=read(app.v,k); 

dropframe(j,k)=-(double(frame4(72,round(app.xi2(1))))-avg(72)); 

end 

[maxdro,maxdroind]=max(dropframe(j,:)); 

mini=dropframe(j,round(maxdroind+5):app.ar(j,2)); 

[tr,endvar]=(max(mini)); 
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if min(dropframe(j,maxdroind:app.ar(j,2)-

10))>min(anaframe(maxind:length(anaframe)-10))+app.intvar 

app.frodrop=app.frodrop+1; 

app.FrozenEditField.Value=app.frodrop; 

elseif min(dropframe(j,maxdroind:app.ar(j,2)-

10))<min(anaframe(maxind:length(anaframe)-10))-app.intvar 

app.frodrop=app.frodrop+1; 

app.FrozenEditField.Value=app.frodrop; 

else 

end 

end 

elseif app.dropcase==2 

for j=1:app.totdrop 

for k=app.ar(j,1):app.ar(j,2) 

frame4=read(app.v,k); 

dropframe(j,k)=-(double(frame4(72,round(app.xi2(1))))-avg(72)); 

end 

[maxdro,maxdroind]=max(dropframe(j,:)); 

mini=dropframe(j,round(maxdroind+5):app.ar(j,2)); 

[tr,endvar]=(max(mini)); 

if min(dropframe(j,maxdroind:app.ar(j,2)-(length(mini)-

endvar)))>min(anaframe(maxind:length(anaframe)-(length(miniana)-

endvarana)))+app.intvar 

elseif min(dropframe(j,maxdroind:app.ar(j,2)-(length(mini)-

endvar)))>min(anaframe(maxind:length(anaframe)-(length(miniana)-

endvarana)))+2*app.intvar 

app.frodrop=app.frodrop+1; 

app.FrozenEditField.Value=app.frodrop; 

else 

app.frodrop=app.frodrop+1; 

app.FrozenEditField.Value=app.frodrop; 

end 

end 

end 

end 

 

% Button pushed function: BeginCalculation90dButton 

function BeginCalculation90dButtonPushed(app, event) 

i=app.beg; 

while i<=app.last 

frame1=read(app.v,i); 

frameIa(i,:)=frame1(round(app.xi2(1)),round (app.yi2(1)):round (app.yi2(2))); 

i=i+1; 

end 

avg=mean(frameIa); 
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app.noise=2; 

a=1; 

while a==1 

i=1; 

app.counter=1; 

app.ar=[0 0]; 

app.totdrop=0; 

while i<=1000 

frame2=read(app.v,i); 

frameI(i,:)=-(double(frame2(72,round(app.xi2(1))))-avg(72)); 

if frameI(i)>app.noise 

app.ar(app.counter,1)=i; 

app.ar(app.counter,2)=i+20; 

app.totdrop=app.totdrop+1; 

i=i+50; 

app.counter=app.counter+1; 

else 

end 

i=i+1; 

end 

if app.totdrop<app.setdrop 

app.noise=app.noise-0.01*(app.setdrop-app.totdrop); 

app.CodeStatusEditField.Value = 'Undercounted, trying again'; 

app.EdgeParameterEditField.Value=app.noise; 

elseif app.totdrop>app.setdrop 

app.noise=app.noise+0.03*(app.totdrop-app.setdrop); 

app.CodeStatusEditField.Value = 'Overcounted, trying again'; 

app.EdgeParameterEditField.Value=app.noise; 

else 

a=2; 

end 

end 

app.EdgeParameterEditField.Value=app.noise; 

app.CodeStatusEditField.Value = 'Finished Edge Parameter'; 

a=1; 

while a==1 

app.CodeStatusEditField.Value ='Calculating intensity parameter'; 

app.frodrop=0; 

top=app.ar(app.knowndrop,1); 

bot=app.ar(app.knowndrop,2); 

m=1; 

for h=top:bot 

frame3=read(app.v,h); 

anaframe(m)=-(double(frame3(72,round(app.xi2(1))))-avg(72)); 

m=m+1; 
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end 

[maxana,maxind]=max(anaframe); 

maxloc=bot-maxind; 

miniana=anaframe(round(maxind+5):length(anaframe)); 

[tr,endvarana]=(max(miniana)); 

if app.dropcase==1 

for j=1:app.totdrop 

for k=app.ar(j,1):app.ar(j,2) 

frame4=read(app.v,k); 

dropframe(j,k)=-(double(frame4(72,round(app.xi2(1))))-avg(72)); 

end 

[maxdro,maxdroind]=max(dropframe(j,:)); 

mini=dropframe(j,round(maxdroind+5):app.ar(j,2)); 

[tr,endvar]=(max(mini)); 

if min(dropframe(j,maxdroind:app.ar(j,2)-

10))>min(anaframe(maxind:length(anaframe)-10))+app.intvar 

app.frodrop=app.frodrop+1; 

elseif min(dropframe(j,maxdroind:app.ar(j,2)-

10))<min(anaframe(maxind:length(anaframe)-10))-app.intvar 

app.frodrop=app.frodrop+1; 

else 

end 

end 

elseif app.dropcase==2 

for j=1:app.totdrop 

for k=app.ar(j,1):app.ar(j,2) 

frame4=read(app.v,k); 

dropframe(j,k)=-(double(frame4(72,round(app.xi2(1))))-avg(72)); 

end 

[maxdro,maxdroind]=max(dropframe(j,:)); 

mini=dropframe(j,round(maxdroind+5):app.ar(j,2)); 

[tr,endvar]=(max(mini)); 

if min(dropframe(j,maxdroind:app.ar(j,2)-(length(mini)-

endvar)))>min(anaframe(maxind:length(anaframe)-(length(miniana)-

endvarana)))+app.intvar 

elseif min(dropframe(j, maxdroind:app.ar(j,2)-(length(mini)-

endvar)))>min(anaframe(maxind:length(anaframe)-(length(miniana)-

endvarana)))+2*app.intvar 

app.frodrop=app.frodrop+1; 

else 

app.frodrop=app.frodrop+1; 

end 

end 

end 

if app.frodrop+3<app.setfro 
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app.intvar=app.intvar-0.05*abs(app.setfro-app.frodrop); 

app.CodeStatusEditField.Value ='Undercounted frozen, trying again'; 

app.IntensityParameterEditField_2.Value=app.intvar; 

elseif app.frodrop>app.setfro 

app.intvar=app.intvar+0.0004*abs(app.setfro-app.frodrop); 

app.CodeStatusEditField.Value ='Overcounted frozen, trying again'; 

app.IntensityParameterEditField_2.Value=app.intvar; 

elseif app.frodrop<app.setfro 

app.intvar=app.intvar-0.0005*abs(app.setfro-app.frodrop); 

app.CodeStatusEditField.Value ='Undercounted frozen, trying again'; 

app.IntensityParameterEditField_2.Value=app.intvar; 

else 

a=2; 

end 

end 

app.IntensityParameterEditField_2.Value=app.intvar; 

app.CodeStatusEditField.Value ='Finished'; 

end 

 

% Button pushed function: AnalyzeFullVideo90dButton 

function AnalyzeFullVideo90dButtonPushed(app, event) 

i=app.beg; 

while i<=app.last 

frame1=read(app.v,i); 

frameIa(i,:)=frame1(round(app.xi2(1)),round (app.yi2(1)):round (app.yi2(2))); 

i=i+1; 

end 

avg=mean(frameIa); 

i=1; 

app.counter=1; 

app.ar=[0 0]; 

app.totdrop=0; 

while i<=100000 

frame2=read(app.v,i); 

frameI(i,:)=-(double(frame2(72,round(app.xi2(1))))-avg(72)); 

if frameI(i)>app.noise 

app.ar(app.counter,1)=i; 

app.ar(app.counter,2)=i+20; 

app.totdrop=app.totdrop+1; 

app.TotalEditField.Value= app.totdrop; 

i=i+50; 

app.counter=app.counter+1; 

else 

end 

i=i+1; 
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end 

app.frodrop=0; 

top=app.ar(app.knowndrop,1); 

bot=app.ar(app.knowndrop,2); 

m=1; 

for h=top:bot 

frame3=read(app.v,h); 

anaframe(m)=-(double(frame3(72,round(app.xi2(1))))-avg(72)); 

m=m+1; 

end 

[maxana,maxind]=max(anaframe); 

maxloc=bot-maxind; 

miniana=anaframe(round(maxind+5):length(anaframe)); 

[tr,endvarana]=(max(miniana)); 

if app.dropcase==1 

for j=1:app.totdrop 

for k=app.ar(j,1):app.ar(j,2) 

frame4=read(app.v,k); 

dropframe(j,k)=-(double(frame4(72,round(app.xi2(1))))-avg(72)); 

end 

[maxdro,maxdroind]=max(dropframe(j,:)); 

mini=dropframe(j,round(maxdroind+5):app.ar(j,2)); 

[tr,endvar]=(max(mini)); 

if min(dropframe(j,maxdroind:app.ar(j,2)-

10))>min(anaframe(maxind:length(anaframe)-10))+app.intvar 

app.frodrop=app.frodrop+1; 

app.FrozenEditField.Value=app.frodrop; 

elseif min(dropframe(j,maxdroind:app.ar(j,2)-

10))<min(anaframe(maxind:length(anaframe)-10))-app.intvar 

app.frodrop=app.frodrop+1; 

app.FrozenEditField.Value=app.frodrop; 

else 

end 

end 

elseif app.dropcase==2 

for j=1:app.totdrop 

for k=app.ar(j,1):app.ar(j,2) 

frame4=read(app.v,k); 

dropframe(j,k)=-(double(frame4(72,round(app.xi2(1))))-avg(72)); 

end 

[maxdro,maxdroind]=max(dropframe(j,:)); 

mini=dropframe(j,round(maxdroind+5):app.ar(j,2)); 

[tr,endvar]=(max(mini)); 
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if min(dropframe(j,maxdroind:app.ar(j,2)-(length(mini)-

endvar)))>min(anaframe(maxind:length(anaframe)-(length(miniana)-

endvarana)))+app.intvar 

elseif min(dropframe(j, maxdroind:app.ar(j,2)-(length(mini)-

endvar)))>min(anaframe(maxind:length(anaframe)-(length(miniana)-

endvarana)))+2*app.intvar 

app.frodrop=app.frodrop+1; 

app.FrozenEditField.Value=app.frodrop; 

else 

app.frodrop=app.frodrop+1; 

app.FrozenEditField.Value=app.frodrop; 

end 

end 

end  

end 

end 

 

% Component initialization 

methods (Access = private) 

 

% Create UIFigure and components 

function createComponents(app) 

 

% Create UIFigure and hide until all components are created 

app.UIFigure = uifigure('Visible', 'off'); 

app.UIFigure.Position = [100 100 640 480]; 

app.UIFigure.Name = 'UI Figure'; 

 

% Create UIAxes 

app.UIAxes = uiaxes(app.UIFigure); 

title(app.UIAxes, 'Title') 

xlabel(app.UIAxes, 'X') 

ylabel(app.UIAxes, 'Y') 

app.UIAxes.PlotBoxAspectRatio = [2.51785714285714 1 1]; 

app.UIAxes.Position = [295 284 330 168]; 

 

% Create FrameSliderLabel 

app.FrameSliderLabel = uilabel(app.UIFigure); 

app.FrameSliderLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

app.FrameSliderLabel.Position = [295 262 74 22]; 

app.FrameSliderLabel.Text = 'Frame Slider'; 

 

% Create FrameSlider 

app.FrameSlider = uislider(app.UIFigure); 
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app.FrameSlider.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 

@FrameSliderValueChanged, true); 

app.FrameSlider.Position = [390 271 227 3]; 

 

% Create FrameSpinnerLabel 

app.FrameSpinnerLabel = uilabel(app.UIFigure); 

app.FrameSpinnerLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

app.FrameSpinnerLabel.Position = [408 201 40 22]; 

app.FrameSpinnerLabel.Text = 'Frame'; 

 

% Create FrameSpinner 

app.FrameSpinner = uispinner(app.UIFigure); 

app.FrameSpinner.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 

@FrameSpinnerValueChanged, true); 

app.FrameSpinner.Position = [463 201 100 22]; 

 

% Create ParameterCalculatorLabel 

app.ParameterCalculatorLabel = uilabel(app.UIFigure); 

app.ParameterCalculatorLabel.FontSize = 18; 

app.ParameterCalculatorLabel.Position = [34 440 176 22]; 

app.ParameterCalculatorLabel.Text = 'Parameter Calculator'; 

 

% Create ThisprogramcalculatestheedgeLabel 

app.ThisprogramcalculatestheedgeLabel = uilabel(app.UIFigure); 

app.ThisprogramcalculatestheedgeLabel.Position = [15 419 305 22]; 

app.ThisprogramcalculatestheedgeLabel.Text = 'This program calculates the 

"edge"'; 

 

% Create andintensityparametersforyourINLabel 

app.andintensityparametersforyourINLabel = uilabel(app.UIFigure); 

app.andintensityparametersforyourINLabel.Position = [15 398 205 22]; 

app.andintensityparametersforyourINLabel.Text = 'and "intensity" parameters for 

your IN'; 

 

% Create videoLabel 

app.videoLabel = uilabel(app.UIFigure); 

app.videoLabel.Position = [15 377 44 22]; 

app.videoLabel.Text = 'video. '; 

 

% Create LoadVideoButton 

app.LoadVideoButton = uibutton(app.UIFigure, 'push'); 

app.LoadVideoButton.ButtonPushedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 

@LoadVideoButtonPushed, true); 

app.LoadVideoButton.Position = [58 347 100 22]; 

app.LoadVideoButton.Text = 'Load Video'; 
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% Create SelectLineofAnalysisButton 

app.SelectLineofAnalysisButton = uibutton(app.UIFigure, 'push'); 

app.SelectLineofAnalysisButton.ButtonPushedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 

@SelectLineofAnalysisButtonPushed, true); 

app.SelectLineofAnalysisButton.Position = [40 316 136 22]; 

app.SelectLineofAnalysisButton.Text = 'Select Line of Analysis'; 

 

% Create BackgroundStartEditFieldLabel 

app.BackgroundStartEditFieldLabel = uilabel(app.UIFigure); 

app.BackgroundStartEditFieldLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

app.BackgroundStartEditFieldLabel.Position = [22 261 98 22]; 

app.BackgroundStartEditFieldLabel.Text = 'Background Start'; 

 

% Create BackgroundStartEditField 

app.BackgroundStartEditField = uieditfield(app.UIFigure, 'numeric'); 

app.BackgroundStartEditField.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 

@BackgroundStartEditFieldValueChanged, true); 

app.BackgroundStartEditField.Position = [135 261 27 22]; 

 

% Create SelectsetofframesthatrepresentbackgroundLabel 

app.SelectsetofframesthatrepresentbackgroundLabel = uilabel(app.UIFigure); 

app.SelectsetofframesthatrepresentbackgroundLabel.Position = [15 283 258 22]; 

app.SelectsetofframesthatrepresentbackgroundLabel.Text = 'Select set of frames 

that represent background'; 

 

% Create BackgroundEndEditFieldLabel 

app.BackgroundEndEditFieldLabel = uilabel(app.UIFigure); 

app.BackgroundEndEditFieldLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

app.BackgroundEndEditFieldLabel.Position = [24 230 94 22]; 

app.BackgroundEndEditFieldLabel.Text = 'Background End'; 

 

% Create BackgroundEndEditField 

app.BackgroundEndEditField = uieditfield(app.UIFigure, 'numeric'); 

app.BackgroundEndEditField.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 

@BackgroundEndEditFieldValueChanged, true); 

app.BackgroundEndEditField.Position = [133 230 27 22]; 

 

% Create HasConditionDropDownLabel 

app.HasConditionDropDownLabel = uilabel(app.UIFigure); 

app.HasConditionDropDownLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

app.HasConditionDropDownLabel.Position = [142 81 84 22]; 

app.HasConditionDropDownLabel.Text = 'Has Condition:'; 

 

% Create HasConditionDropDown 
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app.HasConditionDropDown = uidropdown(app.UIFigure); 

app.HasConditionDropDown.Items = {'Choose', 'Liquid', 'Frozen (Bright)', ''}; 

app.HasConditionDropDown.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 

@HasConditionDropDownValueChanged, true); 

app.HasConditionDropDown.Position = [241 81 100 22]; 

app.HasConditionDropDown.Value = 'Choose'; 

 

% Create TotalNumberofDropletsEditFieldLabel 

app.TotalNumberofDropletsEditFieldLabel = uilabel(app.UIFigure); 

app.TotalNumberofDropletsEditFieldLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

app.TotalNumberofDropletsEditFieldLabel.Position = [33 143 138 22]; 

app.TotalNumberofDropletsEditFieldLabel.Text = 'Total Number of Droplets'; 

 

% Create TotalNumberofDropletsEditField 

app.TotalNumberofDropletsEditField = uieditfield(app.UIFigure, 'numeric'); 

app.TotalNumberofDropletsEditField.ValueChangedFcn = 

createCallbackFcn(app, @TotalNumberofDropletsEditFieldValueChanged, true); 

app.TotalNumberofDropletsEditField.Position = [186 143 27 22]; 

 

% Create Forthefirst1000framesofthevideoLabel 

app.Forthefirst1000framesofthevideoLabel = uilabel(app.UIFigure); 

app.Forthefirst1000framesofthevideoLabel.Position = [10 201 206 22]; 

app.Forthefirst1000framesofthevideoLabel.Text = 'For the first 1000 frames of the 

video:'; 

 

% Create NumberofFrozenDropletsEditFieldLabel 

app.NumberofFrozenDropletsEditFieldLabel = uilabel(app.UIFigure); 

app.NumberofFrozenDropletsEditFieldLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

app.NumberofFrozenDropletsEditFieldLabel.Position = [22 172 150 22]; 

app.NumberofFrozenDropletsEditFieldLabel.Text = 'Number of Frozen Droplets'; 

 

% Create NumberofFrozenDropletsEditField 

            app.NumberofFrozenDropletsEditField = uieditfield(app.UIFigure, 

'numeric'); 

            app.NumberofFrozenDropletsEditField.ValueChangedFcn = 

createCallbackFcn(app, @NumberofFrozenDropletsEditFieldValueChanged, true); 

            app.NumberofFrozenDropletsEditField.Position = [187 172 27 22]; 

 

            % Create EnsureyouhaveenteredALLinfoLabel 

            app.EnsureyouhaveenteredALLinfoLabel = uilabel(app.UIFigure); 

            app.EnsureyouhaveenteredALLinfoLabel.Position = [29 10 187 22]; 

            app.EnsureyouhaveenteredALLinfoLabel.Text = 'Ensure you have entered 

ALL info'; 

 

            % Create BeginCalculation60dButton 
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            app.BeginCalculation60dButton = uibutton(app.UIFigure, 'push'); 

            app.BeginCalculation60dButton.ButtonPushedFcn = 

createCallbackFcn(app, @BeginCalculation60dButtonPushed, true); 

            app.BeginCalculation60dButton.FontSize = 16; 

            app.BeginCalculation60dButton.Position = [6 31 137 44]; 

            app.BeginCalculation60dButton.Text = {'Begin Calculation'; ' 60d'; ''}; 

 

            % Create EdgeParameterEditFieldLabel 

            app.EdgeParameterEditFieldLabel = uilabel(app.UIFigure); 

            app.EdgeParameterEditFieldLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

            app.EdgeParameterEditFieldLabel.Position = [417 131 93 22]; 

            app.EdgeParameterEditFieldLabel.Text = 'Edge Parameter'; 

 

            % Create EdgeParameterEditField 

            app.EdgeParameterEditField = uieditfield(app.UIFigure, 'numeric'); 

            app.EdgeParameterEditField.Position = [525 131 100 22]; 

 

            % Create IntensityParameterEditField_2Label 

            app.IntensityParameterEditField_2Label = uilabel(app.UIFigure); 

            app.IntensityParameterEditField_2Label.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

            app.IntensityParameterEditField_2Label.Position = [400 102 110 22]; 

            app.IntensityParameterEditField_2Label.Text = 'Intensity Parameter'; 

 

            % Create IntensityParameterEditField_2 

            app.IntensityParameterEditField_2 = uieditfield(app.UIFigure, 'numeric'); 

            app.IntensityParameterEditField_2.Position = [525 102 100 22]; 

 

            % Create CodeStatusEditFieldLabel 

            app.CodeStatusEditFieldLabel = uilabel(app.UIFigure); 

            app.CodeStatusEditFieldLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

            app.CodeStatusEditFieldLabel.Position = [277 164 72 22]; 

            app.CodeStatusEditFieldLabel.Text = 'Code Status'; 

 

            % Create CodeStatusEditField 

            app.CodeStatusEditField = uieditfield(app.UIFigure, 'text'); 

            app.CodeStatusEditField.Position = [364 164 268 22]; 

 

            % Create DropletNumberEditFieldLabel 

            app.DropletNumberEditFieldLabel = uilabel(app.UIFigure); 

            app.DropletNumberEditFieldLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

            app.DropletNumberEditFieldLabel.Position = [7 81 90 22]; 

            app.DropletNumberEditFieldLabel.Text = 'Droplet Number'; 

 

            % Create DropletNumberEditField 

            app.DropletNumberEditField = uieditfield(app.UIFigure, 'numeric'); 
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            app.DropletNumberEditField.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 

@DropletNumberEditFieldValueChanged, true); 

            app.DropletNumberEditField.Position = [112 81 22 22]; 

 

            % Create Giveadropletinthefirst1000frameswithaKNOWNconditionLabel 

            app.Giveadropletinthefirst1000frameswithaKNOWNconditionLabel = 

uilabel(app.UIFigure); 

            

app.Giveadropletinthefirst1000frameswithaKNOWNconditionLabel.Position = [7 110 

346 22]; 

            app.Giveadropletinthefirst1000frameswithaKNOWNconditionLabel.Text 

= 'Give a droplet in the first 1000 frames with a KNOWN condition'; 

 

            % Create AnalyzeFullVideo60dButton 

            app.AnalyzeFullVideo60dButton = uibutton(app.UIFigure, 'push'); 

            app.AnalyzeFullVideo60dButton.ButtonPushedFcn = 

createCallbackFcn(app, @AnalyzeFullVideo60dButtonPushed, true); 

            app.AnalyzeFullVideo60dButton.FontSize = 18; 

            app.AnalyzeFullVideo60dButton.Position = [352 45 132 45]; 

            app.AnalyzeFullVideo60dButton.Text = {'Analyze Full'; 'Video 60d'; ''; ''}; 

 

            % Create FrozenEditFieldLabel 

            app.FrozenEditFieldLabel = uilabel(app.UIFigure); 

            app.FrozenEditFieldLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

            app.FrozenEditFieldLabel.Position = [290 18 43 22]; 

            app.FrozenEditFieldLabel.Text = 'Frozen'; 

 

            % Create FrozenEditField 

            app.FrozenEditField = uieditfield(app.UIFigure, 'numeric'); 

            app.FrozenEditField.Position = [348 18 100 22]; 

 

            % Create TotalEditFieldLabel 

            app.TotalEditFieldLabel = uilabel(app.UIFigure); 

            app.TotalEditFieldLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

            app.TotalEditFieldLabel.Position = [475 18 31 22]; 

            app.TotalEditFieldLabel.Text = 'Total'; 

 

            % Create TotalEditField 

            app.TotalEditField = uieditfield(app.UIFigure, 'numeric'); 

            app.TotalEditField.Position = [521 18 100 22]; 

 

            % Create BeginCalculation90dButton 

            app.BeginCalculation90dButton = uibutton(app.UIFigure, 'push'); 

            app.BeginCalculation90dButton.ButtonPushedFcn = 

createCallbackFcn(app, @BeginCalculation90dButtonPushed, true); 
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            app.BeginCalculation90dButton.FontSize = 16; 

            app.BeginCalculation90dButton.Position = [151 31 140 44]; 

            app.BeginCalculation90dButton.Text = {'Begin Calculation'; ' 90d'; ''}; 

 

            % Create AnalyzeFullVideo90dButton 

            app.AnalyzeFullVideo90dButton = uibutton(app.UIFigure, 'push'); 

            app.AnalyzeFullVideo90dButton.ButtonPushedFcn = 

createCallbackFcn(app, @AnalyzeFullVideo90dButtonPushed, true); 

            app.AnalyzeFullVideo90dButton.FontSize = 18; 

            app.AnalyzeFullVideo90dButton.Position = [500 45 132 45]; 

            app.AnalyzeFullVideo90dButton.Text = {'Analyze Full'; 'Video 90d'; ''; ''}; 

 

            % Show the figure after all components are created 

            app.UIFigure.Visible = 'on'; 

        end 

    end 

 

    % App creation and deletion 

    methods (Access = public) 

 

        % Construct app 

        function app = parameter_calculator 

 

            % Create UIFigure and components 

            createComponents(app) 

 

            % Register the app with App Designer 

            registerApp(app, app.UIFigure) 

 

            if nargout == 0 

                clear app 

            end 

        end 

 

        % Code that executes before app deletion 

        function delete(app) 

 

            % Delete UIFigure when app is deleted 

            delete(app.UIFigure) 

        end 

    end 

end 
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Appendix E  

MATLAB code for droplet freezing 

detection with polarized light 

E.1 DNN droplet freezing detection 

 

Figure E-1: MATLAB GUI app to crop video, extract droplet images and classify them using a 

DNN. 
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The main app INP_Image_Cropper_Grabber_Classifier.mlapp processes videos, 

extracts images, saves images, and if provided with a pretrained network, also classifies 

and gives a running frozen fraction count. To use this app, user first loads videos taken 

with the highspeed camera and converted to AVI format. Then the user scrubs through the 

video frames either by using the slider or by entering a frame number in the indicated box 

until a droplet is fully in view. Then the user enters an ROI size such that it is larger than 

a single droplet. Then the user clicks the crop ROI button and move the ROI window with 

the mouse and clicks on a droplet. Following this, the binarized droplet image is shown in 

the frame titled ‘Canny Edge Detection’. At this stage there may be some other artifacts 

left in the frame. The user adjusts the solidity, circularity and area parameters until only 

the droplet is visible in the ‘After Cleanup’ frame. The user repeats this for a few droplets 

to make sure the cleaned up image only shows the droplet and nothing else. When satisfied 

with the results, the user selects a save path to save extracted images, if desired. Note that 

this step is essential when extracting images to train a network. If a pretrained network 

exists, the user selects the trained DNN and checks the corresponding checkbox. Finally, 

the user clicks the “Start Batch Process” button. The code runs through all the video frames, 

crops to the ROI, selects images where the droplet is centered in the ROI, saves it, runs it 

through a trained DNN (depending on options selected). A running count can be seen in 

the textboxes to the left of the Start Batch Process button. 
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E.2 Manual image classification 

 

Figure E-2: MATLAB GUI app to manually classify images. 

This is a secondary app INP_Image_Sorter.mlapp which is useful for classifying 

droplet images saved through the primary app. The user first selects the folder where 

droplet images are saved. Then the user selects the paths for “Liquid”, “Frozen” and “Not 

Sure” (i.e. droplets which cannot be placed in the liquid or frozen class at a first glance) 
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folders. The first image in the source folder should be loaded in the Next Image frame. If 

not, the user can select the image number from the “Start from” list. Once the image is 

visible, the user can click the button in the middle corresponding to a class. The next image 

should load and the process can be repeated to move through the images in the source 

folders. Note that the process can be resumed from any numbered droplet image in the 

source folder by changing the “Start from” value. 

E.3 DNN training 

The DNN training can be done with the DropletNetCode.m with liquid and frozen 

droplets placed in subfolders under \Training Data. This must be done before using the 

INP_Image_Cropper_Grabber_Classifier.mlapp. The natsort.m code is also required to be 

in working folder for the codes in this appendix to work. 

E.4 DNN training code: DropletNetCode.m 

clear all; 
  
dropletds = imageDatastore('~\Training Data','IncludeSubfolders',... 

    true,'LabelSource','foldernames'); 

labelnames = dropletds.Labels; 

  
[drpTrainImgs,drpTestImgs,drpVldImgs] = splitEachLabel(dropletds,... 

                                                       0.6,0.2,... 

                                                       'randomized'); 
  
trainds = augmentedImageDatastore([227 227],drpTrainImgs,... 

                                 'ColorPreprocessing','gray2rgb'); 

testds = augmentedImageDatastore([227 227],drpTestImgs,... 

                                'ColorPreprocessing','gray2rgb'); 

validds = augmentedImageDatastore([227 227],drpVldImgs,... 

                                'ColorPreprocessing','gray2rgb'); 
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load alexnet.mat; 

dropletnet = net; 

prebuilt_layers = dropletnet.Layers(1:end-3); 

layers = [prebuilt_layers;fullyConnectedLayer(2);softmaxLayer;... 

         classificationLayer]; 
  
topts = trainingOptions('sgdm', ... 

                        'MiniBatchSize',32, ... 

                        'MaxEpochs',5, ... 

                        'InitialLearnRate',1e-4, ... 

                        'Shuffle','every-epoch', ... 

                        'ValidationData',validds, ... 

                        'ValidationFrequency',90, ... 

                        'Verbose',false, ... 

                        'ExecutionEnvironment','multi-gpu', ... 

                        'Plots','training-progress'); 
                    
                    
                    
[dropletnet,info] = trainNetwork(trainds,layers,topts); 

  
preds = classify(dropletnet,testds); 
  
truetest = drpTestImgs.Labels; 

accuracy = nnz(preds == truetest)/numel(preds) 

  
confusionchart(truetest,preds); 

E.5 DNN droplet freezing detection code 

classdef INP_Image_Cropper_Grabber_Classifier < matlab.apps.AppBase 

 

    % Properties that correspond to app components 

    properties (Access = public) 

        UIFigure                        matlab.ui.Figure 

        VideoPreprocessingPanel         matlab.ui.container.Panel 

        CropDoneButton                  matlab.ui.control.StateButton 

        CropROIButton                   matlab.ui.control.StateButton 

        ROIWidthpxSpinner               matlab.ui.control.Spinner 

        ROIWidthpxSpinnerLabel          matlab.ui.control.Label 

        ROIHeightpxSpinner              matlab.ui.control.Spinner 

        ROIHeightpxSpinnerLabel         matlab.ui.control.Label 

        EditField_4                     matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 

        EditField_3                     matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 

        EditField_2                     matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
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        EditField                       matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 

        TotalFramesEditField            matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 

        TotalframesLabel                matlab.ui.control.Label 

        BlobAreaEditField_2             matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 

        BinaryareaafterfilteringLabel   matlab.ui.control.Label 

        AreaSpinner                     matlab.ui.control.Spinner 

        AreaSpinnerLabel                matlab.ui.control.Label 

        CircularitySpinner              matlab.ui.control.Spinner 

        CircularitySpinnerLabel         matlab.ui.control.Label 

        SoliditySpinner                 matlab.ui.control.Spinner 

        SoliditySpinnerLabel            matlab.ui.control.Label 

        BlobAreaEditField               matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 

        BinaryareabeforefilteringLabel  matlab.ui.control.Label 

        FramenumberSpinner              matlab.ui.control.Spinner 

        FramenumberSpinnerLabel         matlab.ui.control.Label 

        PositionROILabel                matlab.ui.control.Label 

        FrameSlider                     matlab.ui.control.Slider 

        LoadVideoButton                 matlab.ui.control.Button 

        VideoAxes                       matlab.ui.control.UIAxes 

        ProcessedAxes_2                 matlab.ui.control.UIAxes 

        ProcessedAxes                   matlab.ui.control.UIAxes 

        GrabImagesandorClassifyPanel    matlab.ui.container.Panel 

        ClassLabel                      matlab.ui.control.Label 

        PredictedDropletClassLabel      matlab.ui.control.Label 

        FrozenFractionEditField         matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 

        FrozenFractionEditFieldLabel    matlab.ui.control.Label 

        TotalLiquidEditField            matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 

        TotalLiquidEditFieldLabel       matlab.ui.control.Label 

        TotalFrozenEditField            matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 

        TotalFrozenEditFieldLabel       matlab.ui.control.Label 

        DNNFileTextArea                 matlab.ui.control.TextArea 

        DNNFileTextAreaLabel            matlab.ui.control.Label 

        SelectTrainedDNNButton          matlab.ui.control.Button 

        SaveImagesCheckBox              matlab.ui.control.CheckBox 

        ClassifyImagesCheckBox          matlab.ui.control.CheckBox 

        PlayvideoSlowCheckBox           matlab.ui.control.CheckBox 

        SaveProgressSlider              matlab.ui.control.Slider 

        CurrentPathTextArea             matlab.ui.control.TextArea 

        CurrentPathTextAreaLabel        matlab.ui.control.Label 

        SetSavePathButton               matlab.ui.control.Button 

        DropletNumberEditField          matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 

        DropletnumberLabel              matlab.ui.control.Label 

        SavedFrameEditField             matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 

        DropletcenteredframeLabel       matlab.ui.control.Label 

        CurrentFrameEditField           matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
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        CurrentlyprocessingframenumberLabel  matlab.ui.control.Label 

        StartBatchProcessButton         matlab.ui.control.Button 

        SavedAxes                       matlab.ui.control.UIAxes 

    end 

     

    properties (Access = private) 

        v; % Global variable to load the video file into 

        framenumber = 1; 

        numFrames; 

        grayImage; 

        grayImageCrop; 

        cropRect; 

        binaryImage; 

        binaryImage2; 

        binaryImage3; 

        binaryImage4; 

        thresh_solidity = 0.55; 

        thresh_circularity = 0.65; 

        thresh_area = 1000; 

        pathSave = pwd; 

        dropletnet; 

        FrozenCounter = 0; 

        LiquidCounter = 0; 

        cropflag = 0; 

        cropRectangle; 

    end 

     

    methods (Access = private) 

        function loadvideofun(app,videofile) 

            app.v = VideoReader(videofile); 

            [~,videoname,~] = fileparts(videofile);  

            app.VideoAxes.Title.String = string(videoname);             

            % Count total nmumber of frames in video 

            %numFrames = ceil(app.v.FrameRate*app.v.Duration*0.9); 

            %app.TotalFramesEditField.Value = numFrames; 

            app.numFrames = app.v.NumberOfFrames; 

            app.TotalFramesEditField.Value = app.numFrames; 

             

            app.FrameSlider.Limits = [1 app.numFrames]; 

            app.SaveProgressSlider.Limits = [1 app.numFrames]; 

             

            % Load 1st frame of the video as a grayimage 

            app.grayImage = read(app.v,1); 

            % Show current frame in UIAxes object 

            imshow(app.grayImage,'Parent',app.VideoAxes); 
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            %Rect_cords = round([1 1 75 75]); 

            %app.cropRect = drawrectangle(app.VideoAxes, 'Position', Rect_cords); 

             

            %app.grayImageCrop = imcrop(app.GrayImage,cropRect); 

             

            % Call function to draw processed Binary Image 

            %processframe(app, app.grayImageCrop); 

            processframe(app, app.grayImage); 

        end 

         

        function updateVideoframe(app,currentframe) 

            % Load currentframe of the video as a grayimage 

            app.grayImage = read(app.v,currentframe); 

            % Show current frame in UIAxes object 

            imshow(app.grayImage,'Parent',app.VideoAxes); 

            if app.cropflag == 1 

                app.grayImageCrop = imcrop(app.grayImage,app.cropRectangle); 

                rectangle(app.VideoAxes,'position',app.cropRectangle) 

                processframe(app, app.grayImageCrop); 

            else 

                processframe(app, app.grayImage); 

            end 

        end 

         

%         function updateProcessedframe(app,currentframe) 

%              

% end 

function processframe(app,inputframe) 

% Load processed video frame 

invImage = 1-im2double(inputframe); 

%level = graythresh(invImage); 

%app.binaryImage = imbinarize(invImage,level) 

app.binaryImage = edge(invImage,'approxcanny'); 

app.binaryImage = imdilate(app.binaryImage,strel('disk',1)); 

app.binaryImage = imfill(app.binaryImage, 'holes'); 

app.binaryImage = imerode(app.binaryImage,strel('disk',1)); 

app.binaryImage = imclearborder(app.binaryImage); 

% Show binary image after edge detection 

imshow(app.binaryImage,'Parent',app.ProcessedAxes); 

% Print Area after edge detection 

app.BlobAreaEditField.Value = bwarea(app.binaryImage); 

props = regionprops(app.binaryImage, 'Solidity', 'Area', 'perimeter'); 

allAreas = [props.Area]; 

allSolidities = [props.Solidity]; 
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allCircularities = 4 * pi * allAreas ./ [props.Perimeter] .^ 2; 

% Get rid of blobs less solid than 0.85% 

app.binaryImage2 = bwpropfilt(app.binaryImage, 'Solidity', [app.thresh_solidity, 

inf]); 

% Get rid of blobs with low circularity. 

highCircularityIndexes = find(allCircularities > app.thresh_circularity); 

labeledImage = bwlabel(app.binaryImage2); 

app.binaryImage3 = ismember(labeledImage, highCircularityIndexes); 

% Get rid of blobs with low area. 

app.binaryImage4 = bwpropfilt(app.binaryImage2, 'Area', [app.thresh_area, inf]); 

% Show binary image after cleanup 

imshow(app.binaryImage4,'Parent',app.ProcessedAxes_2); 

% Print Area after cleanup 

app.BlobAreaEditField_2.Value = bwarea(app.binaryImage4); 

 

end 

function calculateImage(app,currentframe) 

app.grayImage = read(app.v,currentframe); 

if app.cropflag == 1 

app.grayImage = imcrop(app.grayImage,app.cropRectangle); 

end 

invImage = 1-im2double(app.grayImage); 

%level = graythresh(invImage); 

%app.binaryImage = imbinarize(invImage,level) 

app.binaryImage = edge(invImage,'approxcanny'); 

app.binaryImage = imdilate(app.binaryImage,strel('disk',1)); 

app.binaryImage = imfill(app.binaryImage, 'holes'); 

app.binaryImage = imerode(app.binaryImage,strel('disk',1)); 

app.binaryImage = imclearborder(app.binaryImage); 

props = regionprops(app.binaryImage, 'Area', 'perimeter'); 

allAreas = [props.Area]; 

allCircularities = 4 * pi * allAreas ./ [props.Perimeter] .^ 2; 

app.binaryImage2 = bwpropfilt(app.binaryImage, 'Solidity', [app.thresh_solidity, 

inf]); 

highCircularityIndexes = find(allCircularities > app.thresh_circularity); 

labeledImage = bwlabel(app.binaryImage2); 

app.binaryImage3 = ismember(labeledImage, highCircularityIndexes); 

app.binaryImage4 = bwpropfilt(app.binaryImage3, 'Area', [app.thresh_area, inf]); 

end 

end 

 

% Callbacks that handle component events 

methods (Access = private) 

 

% Code that executes after component creation 
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function startupFcn(app) 

% app.CurrentFrameEditField.ValueDisplayFormat = '%d'; 

% app.SavedFrameEditField.ValueDisplayFormat = '%d'; 

end 

 

% Button pushed function: LoadVideoButton 

function LoadVideoButtonPushed(app, event) 

% Select only avi and mp4 files 

filterspec = {'*.avi;*.mp4;'}; 

% Show dialogbox for loading file and load into variable 

[vload, pload] = uigetfile(filterspec); 

figure(app.UIFigure) 

% Make sure user didn't cancel uigetfile dialog 

if (ischar(pload)) 

fname = [pload vload]; 

loadvideofun(app, fname); 

end 

end 

 

% Value changed function: FramenumberSpinner 

function FramenumberSpinnerValueChanged(app, event) 

app.framenumber = app.FramenumberSpinner.Value; 

updateVideoframe(app,app.framenumber); 

app.FrameSlider.Value = app.framenumber; 

% app.Curr 

end 

 

% Value changed function: SoliditySpinner 

function SoliditySpinnerValueChanged(app, event) 

app.thresh_solidity = app.SoliditySpinner.Value; 

end 

 

% Value changed function: CircularitySpinner 

function CircularitySpinnerValueChanged(app, event) 

app.thresh_circularity = app.CircularitySpinner.Value;  

end 

 

% Value changed function: AreaSpinner 

function AreaSpinnerValueChanged(app, event) 

app.thresh_area = app.AreaSpinner.Value; 

end 

 

% Value changed function: FrameSlider 

function FrameSliderValueChanged(app, event) 

app.framenumber = round(app.FrameSlider.Value); 
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updateVideoframe(app,app.framenumber); 

app.FramenumberSpinner.Value = app.framenumber; 

end 

 

% Button pushed function: StartBatchProcessButton 

function StartBatchProcessButtonPushed(app, event) 

app.StartBatchProcessButton.Enable = 0; 

app.ProcessedAxes.Visible = 'off'; 

app.ProcessedAxes_2.Visible = 'off'; 

% all_frames = zeros(app.numFrames,2); 

nullframe_counter = 0; 

droplet_number = 1; 

% droplet_frames = []; 

size_droplet_frames = 0; 

folder_name = app.v.name; 

folder_name = erase(folder_name,".avi"); 

directory = [app.pathSave,'\',folder_name]; 

mkdir(directory); 

 

for i = app.framenumber : app.numFrames 

calculateImage(app,i); 

 

% Play video while saving frames 

if app.PlayvideoSlowCheckBox.Value == 1 

app.grayImage = read(app.v,i); 

imshow(app.grayImage,'Parent',app.VideoAxes); 

rectangle(app.VideoAxes,'position',app.cropRectangle); 

end 

app.CurrentFrameEditField.Value = i; 

app.SaveProgressSlider.Value = i; 

%all_frames(i,1) = i; 

%all_frames(i,2) = bwarea(app.binaryImage4); 

if bwarea(app.binaryImage4) > 0 

%droplet_frames = [droplet_frames;all_frames(i,:)]; 

%size_droplet_frames = size(droplet_frames,1); 

size_droplet_frames = size_droplet_frames + 1; 

nullframe_counter = 0; 

end 

if nullframe_counter > 2 && size_droplet_frames > 2 %Set number of frames 

between no droplets and droplet size as criteria for saving a droplet image 

frame_number_to_write = floor((i-3)-size_droplet_frames/2); %Find the median 

frame number of the droplet passing through 

file_name = ['droplet',num2str(droplet_number),'.png']; 

fulldestination = fullfile(directory, file_name); 

dropletImage = read(app.v,frame_number_to_write); 
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if app.cropflag == 1 

dropletImage = imcrop(dropletImage,app.cropRectangle); 

end 

if app.SaveImagesCheckBox.Value == 1 %Saving images or not based on 

checkbox 

imwrite(dropletImage, fulldestination); 

end 

if app.ClassifyImagesCheckBox.Value == 1 %Classifying images or not based on 

checkbox 

inputSize = app.dropletnet.Layers(1).InputSize; 

I = imresize(dropletImage,inputSize(1:2)); 

I = I(:,:,[1 1 1]); %Convert gray to rgb 

label = classify(app.dropletnet,I); 

%app.DropletClassEditField.Value = string(label); 

app.ClassLabel.Text = string(label); 

if strcmp(string(label), 'Frozen')  

app.FrozenCounter = app.FrozenCounter + 1; 

app.TotalFrozenEditField.Value = app.FrozenCounter; 

else 

app.LiquidCounter = app.LiquidCounter + 1; 

app.TotalLiquidEditField.Value = app.LiquidCounter; 

end 

app.FrozenFractionEditField.Value = 

app.FrozenCounter/(app.FrozenCounter+app.LiquidCounter); 

end 

imshow(dropletImage,'Parent',app.SavedAxes); 

app.DropletNumberEditField.Value = droplet_number; 

app.SavedFrameEditField.Value = frame_number_to_write; 

droplet_number = droplet_number + 1; 

size_droplet_frames = 0; 

end 

nullframe_counter = nullframe_counter + 1; 

end 

end 

 

% Button pushed function: SetSavePathButton 

function SetSavePathButtonPushed(app, event) 

% Display uigetfile dialog 

app.pathSave = uigetdir; 

figure(app.UIFigure) 

% Make sure user didn't cancel uigetdir dialog 

if (ischar(app.pathSave)) 

app.CurrentPathTextArea.Value = app.pathSave; 

end 

end 
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% Button pushed function: SelectTrainedDNNButton 

function SelectTrainedDNNButtonPushed(app, event) 

[file,path] = uigetfile('*.mat', 'Select a Pretrained DNN .mat file'); 

if isequal(file,0) 

disp('User selected Cancel') 

else 

load(fullfile(path,file)) 

app.dropletnet = dropletnet; 

app.DNNFileTextArea.Value = fullfile(path,file); 

end 

end 

 

% Value changed function: CropROIButton 

function CropROIButtonValueChanged(app, event) 

value = app.CropROIButton.Value; 

app.cropflag = 1; 

Rect_cords = round([1 1 app.ROIHeightpxSpinner.Value 

app.ROIWidthpxSpinner.Value]); 

app.cropRect = drawrectangle(app.VideoAxes, 'Position', Rect_cords); 

uiwait; 

close(gcf); 

end 

 

% Value changed function: CropDoneButton 

function CropDoneButtonValueChanged(app, event) 

value = app.CropDoneButton.Value; 

app.cropRectangle = app.cropRect.Position; 

uiresume; 

app.grayImageCrop = imcrop(app.grayImage,app.cropRectangle); 

rectangle(app.VideoAxes,'position',app.cropRectangle); 

processframe(app,app.grayImageCrop); 

end 

end 

 

% Component initialization 

methods (Access = private) 

 

% Create UIFigure and components 

function createComponents(app) 

 

% Create UIFigure and hide until all components are created 

app.UIFigure = uifigure('Visible', 'off'); 

app.UIFigure.Position = [100 100 1321 845]; 

app.UIFigure.Name = 'MATLAB App'; 
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% Create GrabImagesandorClassifyPanel 

app.GrabImagesandorClassifyPanel = uipanel(app.UIFigure); 

app.GrabImagesandorClassifyPanel.Title = 'Grab Images and/or Classify'; 

app.GrabImagesandorClassifyPanel.Position = [11 9 1302 361]; 

 

% Create SavedAxes 

app.SavedAxes = uiaxes(app.GrabImagesandorClassifyPanel); 

title(app.SavedAxes, 'Last Processed Image') 

app.SavedAxes.PlotBoxAspectRatio = [1 1 1]; 

app.SavedAxes.XTick = []; 

app.SavedAxes.YTick = []; 

app.SavedAxes.Position = [46 60 327 279]; 

 

% Create StartBatchProcessButton 

app.StartBatchProcessButton = uibutton(app.GrabImagesandorClassifyPanel, 

'push'); 

app.StartBatchProcessButton.ButtonPushedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 

@StartBatchProcessButtonPushed, true); 

app.StartBatchProcessButton.FontSize = 16; 

app.StartBatchProcessButton.Position = [1042 39 158 136]; 

app.StartBatchProcessButton.Text = 'Start Batch Process'; 

 

% Create CurrentlyprocessingframenumberLabel 

app.CurrentlyprocessingframenumberLabel = 

uilabel(app.GrabImagesandorClassifyPanel); 

app.CurrentlyprocessingframenumberLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

app.CurrentlyprocessingframenumberLabel.Position = [458 110 195 22]; 

app.CurrentlyprocessingframenumberLabel.Text = 'Currently processing frame 

number'; 

 

% Create CurrentFrameEditField 

app.CurrentFrameEditField = uieditfield(app.GrabImagesandorClassifyPanel, 

'numeric'); 

app.CurrentFrameEditField.ValueDisplayFormat = '%d'; 

app.CurrentFrameEditField.Editable = 'off'; 

app.CurrentFrameEditField.Position = [668 110 100 22]; 

 

% Create DropletcenteredframeLabel 

app.DropletcenteredframeLabel = uilabel(app.GrabImagesandorClassifyPanel); 

app.DropletcenteredframeLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

app.DropletcenteredframeLabel.Position = [525 76 128 22]; 

app.DropletcenteredframeLabel.Text = 'Droplet centered frame'; 

 

% Create SavedFrameEditField 
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app.SavedFrameEditField = uieditfield(app.GrabImagesandorClassifyPanel, 

'numeric'); 

app.SavedFrameEditField.ValueDisplayFormat = '%d'; 

app.SavedFrameEditField.Editable = 'off'; 

app.SavedFrameEditField.Position = [668 76 100 22]; 

 

% Create DropletnumberLabel 

app.DropletnumberLabel = uilabel(app.GrabImagesandorClassifyPanel); 

app.DropletnumberLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

app.DropletnumberLabel.Position = [565 43 88 22]; 

app.DropletnumberLabel.Text = 'Droplet number'; 

 

% Create DropletNumberEditField 

app.DropletNumberEditField = uieditfield(app.GrabImagesandorClassifyPanel, 

'numeric'); 

app.DropletNumberEditField.Editable = 'off'; 

app.DropletNumberEditField.Position = [668 43 100 22]; 

 

% Create SetSavePathButton 

app.SetSavePathButton = uibutton(app.GrabImagesandorClassifyPanel, 'push'); 

app.SetSavePathButton.ButtonPushedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 

@SetSavePathButtonPushed, true); 

app.SetSavePathButton.Position = [393 279 100 22]; 

app.SetSavePathButton.Text = 'Set Save Path'; 

 

% Create CurrentPathTextAreaLabel 

app.CurrentPathTextAreaLabel = uilabel(app.GrabImagesandorClassifyPanel); 

app.CurrentPathTextAreaLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

app.CurrentPathTextAreaLabel.Position = [421 306 74 22]; 

app.CurrentPathTextAreaLabel.Text = 'Current Path'; 

 

% Create CurrentPathTextArea 

app.CurrentPathTextArea = uitextarea(app.GrabImagesandorClassifyPanel); 

app.CurrentPathTextArea.Position = [505 262 216 68]; 

 

% Create SaveProgressSlider 

app.SaveProgressSlider = uislider(app.GrabImagesandorClassifyPanel); 

app.SaveProgressSlider.Limits = [0 1000]; 

app.SaveProgressSlider.MajorTickLabels = {''}; 

app.SaveProgressSlider.MinorTicks = []; 

app.SaveProgressSlider.Position = [46 55 339 3]; 

 

% Create PlayvideoSlowCheckBox 

app.PlayvideoSlowCheckBox = uicheckbox(app.GrabImagesandorClassifyPanel); 

app.PlayvideoSlowCheckBox.Text = 'Play video? (Slow!)'; 
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app.PlayvideoSlowCheckBox.Position = [551 209 125 22]; 

 

% Create ClassifyImagesCheckBox 

app.ClassifyImagesCheckBox = uicheckbox(app.GrabImagesandorClassifyPanel); 

app.ClassifyImagesCheckBox.Text = 'Classify Images?'; 

app.ClassifyImagesCheckBox.Position = [954 230 114 22]; 

app.ClassifyImagesCheckBox.Value = true; 

 

% Create SaveImagesCheckBox 

app.SaveImagesCheckBox = uicheckbox(app.GrabImagesandorClassifyPanel); 

app.SaveImagesCheckBox.Text = 'Save Images?'; 

app.SaveImagesCheckBox.Position = [551 233 99 22]; 

app.SaveImagesCheckBox.Value = true; 

 

% Create SelectTrainedDNNButton 

app.SelectTrainedDNNButton = uibutton(app.GrabImagesandorClassifyPanel, 

'push'); 

app.SelectTrainedDNNButton.ButtonPushedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 

@SelectTrainedDNNButtonPushed, true); 

app.SelectTrainedDNNButton.Position = [759 279 122 22]; 

app.SelectTrainedDNNButton.Text = 'Select Trained DNN'; 

 

% Create DNNFileTextAreaLabel 

app.DNNFileTextAreaLabel = uilabel(app.GrabImagesandorClassifyPanel); 

app.DNNFileTextAreaLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

app.DNNFileTextAreaLabel.Position = [829 306 54 22]; 

app.DNNFileTextAreaLabel.Text = 'DNN File'; 

 

% Create DNNFileTextArea 

app.DNNFileTextArea = uitextarea(app.GrabImagesandorClassifyPanel); 

app.DNNFileTextArea.Position = [893 262 216 68]; 

 

% Create TotalFrozenEditFieldLabel 

app.TotalFrozenEditFieldLabel = uilabel(app.GrabImagesandorClassifyPanel); 

app.TotalFrozenEditFieldLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

app.TotalFrozenEditFieldLabel.Position = [819 110 72 22]; 

app.TotalFrozenEditFieldLabel.Text = 'Total Frozen'; 

 

% Create TotalFrozenEditField 

app.TotalFrozenEditField = uieditfield(app.GrabImagesandorClassifyPanel, 

'numeric'); 

app.TotalFrozenEditField.ValueDisplayFormat = '%d'; 

app.TotalFrozenEditField.Editable = 'off'; 

app.TotalFrozenEditField.Position = [906 110 100 22]; 
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% Create TotalLiquidEditFieldLabel 

app.TotalLiquidEditFieldLabel = uilabel(app.GrabImagesandorClassifyPanel); 

app.TotalLiquidEditFieldLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

app.TotalLiquidEditFieldLabel.Position = [825 76 66 22]; 

app.TotalLiquidEditFieldLabel.Text = 'Total Liquid'; 

 

% Create TotalLiquidEditField 

app.TotalLiquidEditField = uieditfield(app.GrabImagesandorClassifyPanel, 

'numeric'); 

app.TotalLiquidEditField.ValueDisplayFormat = '%d'; 

app.TotalLiquidEditField.Editable = 'off'; 

app.TotalLiquidEditField.Position = [906 76 100 22]; 

 

% Create FrozenFractionEditFieldLabel 

app.FrozenFractionEditFieldLabel = uilabel(app.GrabImagesandorClassifyPanel); 

app.FrozenFractionEditFieldLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

app.FrozenFractionEditFieldLabel.Position = [801 43 90 22]; 

app.FrozenFractionEditFieldLabel.Text = 'Frozen Fraction'; 

 

% Create FrozenFractionEditField 

app.FrozenFractionEditField = uieditfield(app.GrabImagesandorClassifyPanel, 

'numeric'); 

app.FrozenFractionEditField.Editable = 'off'; 

app.FrozenFractionEditField.Position = [906 43 100 22]; 

 

% Create PredictedDropletClassLabel 

app.PredictedDropletClassLabel = uilabel(app.GrabImagesandorClassifyPanel); 

app.PredictedDropletClassLabel.FontSize = 14; 

app.PredictedDropletClassLabel.Position = [372 188 152 22]; 

app.PredictedDropletClassLabel.Text = 'Predicted Droplet Class'; 

 

% Create ClassLabel 

app.ClassLabel = uilabel(app.GrabImagesandorClassifyPanel); 

app.ClassLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 

app.ClassLabel.FontSize = 20; 

app.ClassLabel.FontWeight = 'bold'; 

app.ClassLabel.FontColor = [1 0 0]; 

app.ClassLabel.Position = [384 162 109 24]; 

app.ClassLabel.Text = 'Class'; 

 

% Create VideoPreprocessingPanel 

app.VideoPreprocessingPanel = uipanel(app.UIFigure); 

app.VideoPreprocessingPanel.Title = 'Video Preprocessing'; 

app.VideoPreprocessingPanel.Position = [11 378 1302 468]; 
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% Create ProcessedAxes 

app.ProcessedAxes = uiaxes(app.VideoPreprocessingPanel); 

title(app.ProcessedAxes, 'Canny Edge Detection') 

app.ProcessedAxes.PlotBoxAspectRatio = [1 1 1]; 

app.ProcessedAxes.XTick = []; 

app.ProcessedAxes.XTickLabel = {}; 

app.ProcessedAxes.YTick = []; 

app.ProcessedAxes.YTickLabel = {}; 

app.ProcessedAxes.Position = [1002 215 299 231]; 

 

% Create ProcessedAxes_2 

app.ProcessedAxes_2 = uiaxes(app.VideoPreprocessingPanel); 

title(app.ProcessedAxes_2, 'After Cleanup') 

app.ProcessedAxes_2.DataAspectRatio = [0.821078431372549 1 1]; 

app.ProcessedAxes_2.PlotBoxAspectRatio = [1 1 1]; 

app.ProcessedAxes_2.XTick = []; 

app.ProcessedAxes_2.XTickLabel = ''; 

app.ProcessedAxes_2.YTick = []; 

app.ProcessedAxes_2.Position = [1014 1 274 231]; 

 

% Create VideoAxes 

app.VideoAxes = uiaxes(app.VideoPreprocessingPanel); 

title(app.VideoAxes, 'Raw Video Frame') 

xlabel(app.VideoAxes, 'X') 

ylabel(app.VideoAxes, 'Y') 

app.VideoAxes.LabelFontSizeMultiplier = 1; 

app.VideoAxes.PlotBoxAspectRatio = [1.9 1 1]; 

app.VideoAxes.FontSize = 10; 

app.VideoAxes.TitleFontSizeMultiplier = 1; 

app.VideoAxes.Position = [16 100 660 335]; 

 

% Create LoadVideoButton 

app.LoadVideoButton = uibutton(app.VideoPreprocessingPanel, 'push'); 

app.LoadVideoButton.ButtonPushedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 

@LoadVideoButtonPushed, true); 

app.LoadVideoButton.Position = [38 8 150 51]; 

app.LoadVideoButton.Text = 'Load Video'; 

 

% Create FrameSlider 

app.FrameSlider = uislider(app.VideoPreprocessingPanel); 

app.FrameSlider.Limits = [0 1000]; 

app.FrameSlider.MajorTickLabels = {''}; 

app.FrameSlider.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 

@FrameSliderValueChanged, true); 

app.FrameSlider.MinorTicks = []; 
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app.FrameSlider.Position = [16 91 720 3]; 

 

% Create PositionROILabel 

app.PositionROILabel = uilabel(app.VideoPreprocessingPanel); 

app.PositionROILabel.Position = [699 256 73 22]; 

app.PositionROILabel.Text = 'Position ROI'; 

 

% Create FramenumberSpinnerLabel 

app.FramenumberSpinnerLabel = uilabel(app.VideoPreprocessingPanel); 

app.FramenumberSpinnerLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

app.FramenumberSpinnerLabel.Position = [197 22 84 22]; 

app.FramenumberSpinnerLabel.Text = 'Frame number'; 

 

% Create FramenumberSpinner 

app.FramenumberSpinner = uispinner(app.VideoPreprocessingPanel); 

app.FramenumberSpinner.ValueDisplayFormat = '%.0f'; 

app.FramenumberSpinner.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 

@FramenumberSpinnerValueChanged, true); 

app.FramenumberSpinner.Position = [296 22 98 22]; 

app.FramenumberSpinner.Value = 1; 

 

% Create BinaryareabeforefilteringLabel 

app.BinaryareabeforefilteringLabel = uilabel(app.VideoPreprocessingPanel); 

app.BinaryareabeforefilteringLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

app.BinaryareabeforefilteringLabel.Position = [869 340 146 22]; 

app.BinaryareabeforefilteringLabel.Text = 'Binary area before filtering'; 

 

% Create BlobAreaEditField 

app.BlobAreaEditField = uieditfield(app.VideoPreprocessingPanel, 'numeric'); 

app.BlobAreaEditField.Editable = 'off'; 

app.BlobAreaEditField.Position = [892 319 100 22]; 

 

% Create SoliditySpinnerLabel 

app.SoliditySpinnerLabel = uilabel(app.VideoPreprocessingPanel); 

app.SoliditySpinnerLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

app.SoliditySpinnerLabel.Position = [859 188 54 22]; 

app.SoliditySpinnerLabel.Text = 'Solidity >'; 

 

% Create SoliditySpinner 

app.SoliditySpinner = uispinner(app.VideoPreprocessingPanel); 

app.SoliditySpinner.Step = 0.01; 

app.SoliditySpinner.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 

@SoliditySpinnerValueChanged, true); 

app.SoliditySpinner.Position = [918 188 72 22]; 

app.SoliditySpinner.Value = 0.55; 
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% Create CircularitySpinnerLabel 

app.CircularitySpinnerLabel = uilabel(app.VideoPreprocessingPanel); 

app.CircularitySpinnerLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

app.CircularitySpinnerLabel.Position = [844 152 69 22]; 

app.CircularitySpinnerLabel.Text = 'Circularity >'; 

 

% Create CircularitySpinner 

app.CircularitySpinner = uispinner(app.VideoPreprocessingPanel); 

app.CircularitySpinner.Step = 0.01; 

app.CircularitySpinner.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 

@CircularitySpinnerValueChanged, true); 

app.CircularitySpinner.Position = [918 152 72 22]; 

app.CircularitySpinner.Value = 0.65; 

 

% Create AreaSpinnerLabel 

app.AreaSpinnerLabel = uilabel(app.VideoPreprocessingPanel); 

app.AreaSpinnerLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

app.AreaSpinnerLabel.Position = [872 115 41 22]; 

app.AreaSpinnerLabel.Text = 'Area >'; 

 

% Create AreaSpinner 

app.AreaSpinner = uispinner(app.VideoPreprocessingPanel); 

app.AreaSpinner.Step = 100; 

app.AreaSpinner.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 

@AreaSpinnerValueChanged, true); 

app.AreaSpinner.Position = [918 115 72 22]; 

app.AreaSpinner.Value = 1000; 

 

% Create BinaryareaafterfilteringLabel 

app.BinaryareaafterfilteringLabel = uilabel(app.VideoPreprocessingPanel); 

app.BinaryareaafterfilteringLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

app.BinaryareaafterfilteringLabel.Position = [868 45 136 22]; 

app.BinaryareaafterfilteringLabel.Text = 'Binary area after filtering'; 

 

% Create BlobAreaEditField_2 

app.BlobAreaEditField_2 = uieditfield(app.VideoPreprocessingPanel, 'numeric'); 

app.BlobAreaEditField_2.Editable = 'off'; 

app.BlobAreaEditField_2.Position = [886 24 100 22]; 

 

% Create TotalframesLabel 

app.TotalframesLabel = uilabel(app.VideoPreprocessingPanel); 

app.TotalframesLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

app.TotalframesLabel.Position = [433 22 71 22]; 

app.TotalframesLabel.Text = 'Total frames'; 
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% Create TotalFramesEditField 

app.TotalFramesEditField = uieditfield(app.VideoPreprocessingPanel, 'numeric'); 

app.TotalFramesEditField.ValueDisplayFormat = '%d'; 

app.TotalFramesEditField.Editable = 'off'; 

app.TotalFramesEditField.Position = [519 22 100 22]; 

 

% Create EditField 

app.EditField = uieditfield(app.VideoPreprocessingPanel, 'numeric'); 

app.EditField.Editable = 'off'; 

app.EditField.Position = [668 223 42 22]; 

 

% Create EditField_2 

app.EditField_2 = uieditfield(app.VideoPreprocessingPanel, 'numeric'); 

app.EditField_2.Editable = 'off'; 

app.EditField_2.Position = [753 223 41 22]; 

 

% Create EditField_3 

app.EditField_3 = uieditfield(app.VideoPreprocessingPanel, 'numeric'); 

app.EditField_3.Editable = 'off'; 

app.EditField_3.Position = [669 167 41 22]; 

 

% Create EditField_4 

app.EditField_4 = uieditfield(app.VideoPreprocessingPanel, 'numeric'); 

app.EditField_4.Editable = 'off'; 

app.EditField_4.Position = [753 167 41 22]; 

 

% Create ROIHeightpxSpinnerLabel 

app.ROIHeightpxSpinnerLabel = uilabel(app.VideoPreprocessingPanel); 

app.ROIHeightpxSpinnerLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

app.ROIHeightpxSpinnerLabel.Position = [709 395 89 22]; 

app.ROIHeightpxSpinnerLabel.Text = 'ROI Height (px)'; 

 

% Create ROIHeightpxSpinner 

app.ROIHeightpxSpinner = uispinner(app.VideoPreprocessingPanel); 

app.ROIHeightpxSpinner.Position = [709 374 100 22]; 

app.ROIHeightpxSpinner.Value = 75; 

 

% Create ROIWidthpxSpinnerLabel 

app.ROIWidthpxSpinnerLabel = uilabel(app.VideoPreprocessingPanel); 

app.ROIWidthpxSpinnerLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

app.ROIWidthpxSpinnerLabel.Position = [713 340 85 22]; 

app.ROIWidthpxSpinnerLabel.Text = 'ROI Width (px)'; 

 

% Create ROIWidthpxSpinner 
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app.ROIWidthpxSpinner = uispinner(app.VideoPreprocessingPanel); 

app.ROIWidthpxSpinner.Position = [709 319 100 22]; 

app.ROIWidthpxSpinner.Value = 75; 

 

% Create CropROIButton 

app.CropROIButton = uibutton(app.VideoPreprocessingPanel, 'state'); 

app.CropROIButton.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 

@CropROIButtonValueChanged, true); 

app.CropROIButton.Text = 'Crop ROI'; 

app.CropROIButton.Position = [640 287 100 22]; 

 

% Create CropDoneButton 

app.CropDoneButton = uibutton(app.VideoPreprocessingPanel, 'state'); 

app.CropDoneButton.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 

@CropDoneButtonValueChanged, true); 

app.CropDoneButton.Text = 'Crop Done'; 

app.CropDoneButton.Position = [753 287 100 22]; 

 

% Show the figure after all components are created 

app.UIFigure.Visible = 'on'; 

end 

end 

 

% App creation and deletion 

methods (Access = public) 

 

% Construct app 

function app = INP_Image_Cropper_Grabber_Classifier 

 

% Create UIFigure and components 

createComponents(app) 

 

% Register the app with App Designer 

registerApp(app, app.UIFigure) 

 

% Execute the startup function 

runStartupFcn(app, @startupFcn) 

 

if nargout == 0 

clear app 

end 

end 

 

% Code that executes before app deletion 

function delete(app) 
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% Delete UIFigure when app is deleted 

delete(app.UIFigure) 

end 

end 

end 

 

Manual image classification code 

classdef INP_Image_Sorter < matlab.apps.AppBase 

 

    % Properties that correspond to app components 

    properties (Access = public) 

        UIFigure                        matlab.ui.Figure 

        GridLayout                      matlab.ui.container.GridLayout 

        LeftPanel                       matlab.ui.container.Panel 

        FrozenimagepathselectButton     matlab.ui.control.Button 

        FrozenimagepathTextArea         matlab.ui.control.TextArea 

        FrozenimagepathTextAreaLabel    matlab.ui.control.Label 

        LastFrozenAxes                  matlab.ui.control.UIAxes 

        CenterPanel                     matlab.ui.container.Panel 

        NotSureimagepathselectButton    matlab.ui.control.Button 

        NotSureimagepathTextArea        matlab.ui.control.TextArea 

        NotSureimagepathTextAreaLabel   matlab.ui.control.Label 

        SourceImagePathTextArea         matlab.ui.control.TextArea 

        SourceImagePathTextAreaLabel    matlab.ui.control.Label 

        LiquidButton                    matlab.ui.control.Button 

        FrozenButton                    matlab.ui.control.Button 

        CurrentImageNameEditField       matlab.ui.control.EditField 

        CurrentImageNameEditFieldLabel  matlab.ui.control.Label 

        StartfromSpinner                matlab.ui.control.Spinner 

        StartfromSpinnerLabel           matlab.ui.control.Label 

        NotSureButton                   matlab.ui.control.Button 

        LoadImagesButton                matlab.ui.control.Button 

        LastNotSureAxes                 matlab.ui.control.UIAxes 

        NextImageAxes                   matlab.ui.control.UIAxes 

        RightPanel                      matlab.ui.container.Panel 

        LiquidimagepathselectButton     matlab.ui.control.Button 

        LiquidimagepathTextArea         matlab.ui.control.TextArea 

        LiquidimagepathTextAreaLabel    matlab.ui.control.Label 

        LastLiquidAxes                  matlab.ui.control.UIAxes 

    end 

 

    % Properties that correspond to apps with auto-reflow 

    properties (Access = private) 

        onePanelWidth = 576; 
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        twoPanelWidth = 768; 

    end 

 

     

    properties (Access = private) 

        sourceFileList; % File list in source file directory 

        sourcepath; % Directory path for the source files (Unsorted) 

        numTotal; % Total number of image files in source directory 

        startimagenumber; % first file to start the image sorting from 

        CurrentImageToSort; % Full image name for the current image shown 

        pathLiquid; 

        pathFrozen; 

        pathNotSure; 

        i = 0; % Current image number in source file list 

    end 

     

    methods (Access = private) 

         

        function loadimagespathfun(app,imagespath) 

            app.sourceFileList = dir([imagespath '\*.png']); % Creating global variable 

with all source filenames 

            app.numTotal = size(app.sourceFileList,1); % Counting total number of 

source files 

            [~,Index] = natsort({app.sourceFileList.name}); %This step won't work 

without natsort.m being in same folder as the app, for now 

            app.sourceFileList = app.sourceFileList(Index); % Sorting the filelist using 

the natural sorting function 

            app.SourceImagePathTextArea.Value = imagespath; 

        end 

         

        % Functions to update images in the variuous figure boxes 

        function updateNextImage(app, index) 

             

            app.i = index; 

            app.i = app.i + 1; % update index to point to the next unsorted file in source 

file list 

            if app.i <= app.numTotal 

                imagefile = app.sourceFileList(app.i); 

                imagefilefull = fullfile(app.sourcepath, imagefile.name);  

                imshow(imagefilefull,'Parent',app.NextImageAxes); 

                app.CurrentImageToSort = imagefilefull; 

                app.CurrentImageNameEditField.Value = [imagefile.name]; 

            end 

        end 
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        function updateLastLiquid(app, imagefile) 

            imshow(imagefile,'Parent',app.LastLiquidAxes); 

        end 

         

        function updateLastFrozen(app, imagefile) 

            imshow(imagefile,'Parent',app.LastFrozenAxes); 

        end 

         

        function updateLastNotSure(app, imagefile) 

            imshow(imagefile,'Parent',app.LastNotSureAxes); 

        end 

    end 

     

 

    % Callbacks that handle component events 

    methods (Access = private) 

 

        % Button pushed function: LoadImagesButton 

        function LoadImagesButtonPushed(app, event) 

             

            % Display uigetfile dialog 

            app.sourcepath = uigetdir; 

            figure(app.UIFigure) %keep focus on window 

             

            % Make sure user didn't cancel uigetdir dialog 

            if (ischar(app.sourcepath)) 

               loadimagespathfun(app, app.sourcepath); 

            end 

        end 

 

        % Value changed function: StartfromSpinner 

        function StartfromSpinnerValueChanged(app, event) 

            app.startimagenumber = app.StartfromSpinner.Value; 

            sendindex = app.startimagenumber - 1; %subtracting 1 from index because 

1 will be added in updateNextImage 

            updateNextImage(app, app.startimagenumber); 

        end 

 

        % Button pushed function: LiquidButton 

        function LiquidButtonPushed(app, event) 

            updateLastLiquid(app, app.CurrentImageToSort); % Update last liquid 

sorted image 

             

            existingLiquid = dir([app.pathLiquid '\*.png']); % Count number of existing 

files in the folder 
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            numLiquid = size(existingLiquid,1); 

            numLiquid = numLiquid + 1; 

            outputBaseFileName = sprintf('Liquid%i.png',numLiquid); % Create 

output filename by adding one to total number of existing files 

            outputFullFileName = fullfile(app.pathLiquid, outputBaseFileName); 

            copyfile(app.CurrentImageToSort, outputFullFileName); % Copy file from 

source folder to target folder and rename 

             

            updateNextImage(app, app.i); 

 

        end 

 

        % Button pushed function: LiquidimagepathselectButton 

        function LiquidimagepathselectButtonPushed(app, event) 

            % Display uigetfile dialog 

            app.pathLiquid = uigetdir; 

figure(app.UIFigure) 

% Make sure user didn't cancel uigetdir dialog 

if (ischar(app.pathLiquid)) 

app.LiquidimagepathTextArea.Value = app.pathLiquid; 

end 

end 

 

% Button pushed function: FrozenimagepathselectButton 

function FrozenimagepathselectButtonPushed(app, event) 

% Display uigetfile dialog 

app.pathFrozen = uigetdir; 

figure(app.UIFigure) 

% Make sure user didn't cancel uigetdir dialog 

if (ischar(app.pathFrozen)) 

app.FrozenimagepathTextArea.Value = app.pathFrozen; 

end 

end 

 

% Button pushed function: NotSureimagepathselectButton 

function NotSureimagepathselectButtonPushed(app, event) 

% Display uigetfile dialog 

app.pathNotSure = uigetdir; 

figure(app.UIFigure) 

% Make sure user didn't cancel uigetdir dialog 

if (ischar(app.pathNotSure)) 

app.NotSureimagepathTextArea.Value = app.pathNotSure; 

end 

end 
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% Button pushed function: FrozenButton 

function FrozenButtonPushed(app, event) 

updateLastFrozen(app, app.CurrentImageToSort); % Update last Frozen sorted 

image 

existingFrozen = dir([app.pathFrozen '\*.png']); % Count number of existing files 

in the folder 

numFrozen = size(existingFrozen,1); 

numFrozen = numFrozen + 1; 

outputBaseFileName = sprintf('Frozen%i.png',numFrozen); % Create output 

filename by adding one to total number of existing files 

outputFullFileName = fullfile(app.pathFrozen, outputBaseFileName); 

copyfile(app.CurrentImageToSort, outputFullFileName); % Copy file from source 

folder to target folder and rename 

updateNextImage(app, app.i); 

end 

 

% Button pushed function: NotSureButton 

function NotSureButtonPushed(app, event) 

updateLastNotSure(app, app.CurrentImageToSort); % Update last NotSure sorted 

image 

existingNotSure = dir([app.pathNotSure '\*.png']); % Count number of existing 

files in the folder 

numNotSure = size(existingNotSure,1); 

numNotSure = numNotSure + 1; 

outputBaseFileName = sprintf('NotSure%i.png',numNotSure); % Create output 

filename by adding one to total number of existing files 

outputFullFileName = fullfile(app.pathNotSure, outputBaseFileName); 

copyfile(app.CurrentImageToSort, outputFullFileName); % Copy file from source 

folder to target folder and rename 

updateNextImage(app, app.i); 

end 

 

% Key press function: UIFigure 

function UIFigureKeyPress(app, event) 

key = event.Key; 

switch key 

case 'rightarrow' %right arrow for liquid 

updateLastLiquid(app, app.CurrentImageToSort); % Update last liquid sorted 

image 

existingLiquid = dir([app.pathLiquid '\*.png']); % Count number of existing files 

in the folder 

numLiquid = size(existingLiquid,1); 

numLiquid = numLiquid + 1; 

outputBaseFileName = sprintf('Liquid%i.png',numLiquid); % Create output 

filename by adding one to total number of existing files 
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outputFullFileName = fullfile(app.pathLiquid, outputBaseFileName); 

copyfile(app.CurrentImageToSort, outputFullFileName); % Copy file from source 

folder to target folder and rename 

updateNextImage(app, app.i); 

case 'leftarrow' %left arrow for frozen 

%app.FrozenButtonPushed(app, event) 

updateLastFrozen(app, app.CurrentImageToSort); % Update last Frozen sorted 

image 

existingFrozen = dir([app.pathFrozen '\*.png']); % Count number of existing files 

in the folder 

numFrozen = size(existingFrozen,1); 

numFrozen = numFrozen + 1; 

outputBaseFileName = sprintf('Frozen%i.png',numFrozen); % Create output 

filename by adding one to total number of existing files 

outputFullFileName = fullfile(app.pathFrozen, outputBaseFileName); 

copyfile(app.CurrentImageToSort, outputFullFileName); % Copy file from source 

folder to target folder and rename 

updateNextImage(app, app.i); 

case 'uparrow' %up arrow for not sure 

%app.NotSureButtonPushed(app, event) 

updateLastNotSure(app, app.CurrentImageToSort); % Update last NotSure sorted 

image 

existingNotSure = dir([app.pathNotSure '\*.png']); % Count number of existing 

files in the folder 

numNotSure = size(existingNotSure,1); 

numNotSure = numNotSure + 1; 

outputBaseFileName = sprintf('NotSure%i.png',numNotSure); % Create output 

filename by adding one to total number of existing files 

outputFullFileName = fullfile(app.pathNotSure, outputBaseFileName); 

copyfile(app.CurrentImageToSort, outputFullFileName); % Copy file from source 

folder to target folder and rename 

updateNextImage(app, app.i); 

end 

end 

 

% Changes arrangement of the app based on UIFigure width 

function updateAppLayout(app, event) 

currentFigureWidth = app.UIFigure.Position(3); 

if(currentFigureWidth <= app.onePanelWidth) 

% Change to a 3x1 grid 

app.GridLayout.RowHeight = {880, 880, 880}; 

app.GridLayout.ColumnWidth = {'1x'}; 

app.CenterPanel.Layout.Row = 1; 

app.CenterPanel.Layout.Column = 1; 

app.LeftPanel.Layout.Row = 2; 
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app.LeftPanel.Layout.Column = 1; 

app.RightPanel.Layout.Row = 3; 

app.RightPanel.Layout.Column = 1; 

elseif (currentFigureWidth > app.onePanelWidth && currentFigureWidth <= 

app.twoPanelWidth) 

% Change to a 2x2 grid 

app.GridLayout.RowHeight = {880, 880}; 

app.GridLayout.ColumnWidth = {'1x', '1x'}; 

app.CenterPanel.Layout.Row = 1; 

app.CenterPanel.Layout.Column = [1,2]; 

app.LeftPanel.Layout.Row = 2; 

app.LeftPanel.Layout.Column = 1; 

app.RightPanel.Layout.Row = 2; 

app.RightPanel.Layout.Column = 2; 

else 

% Change to a 1x3 grid 

app.GridLayout.RowHeight = {'1x'}; 

app.GridLayout.ColumnWidth = {248, '1x', 249}; 

app.LeftPanel.Layout.Row = 1; 

app.LeftPanel.Layout.Column = 1; 

app.CenterPanel.Layout.Row = 1; 

app.CenterPanel.Layout.Column = 2; 

app.RightPanel.Layout.Row = 1; 

app.RightPanel.Layout.Column = 3; 

end 

end 

end 

 

% Component initialization 

methods (Access = private) 

 

% Create UIFigure and components 

function createComponents(app) 

 

% Create UIFigure and hide until all components are created 

app.UIFigure = uifigure('Visible', 'off'); 

app.UIFigure.AutoResizeChildren = 'off'; 

app.UIFigure.Position = [100 100 922 880]; 

app.UIFigure.Name = 'MATLAB App'; 

app.UIFigure.SizeChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @updateAppLayout, 

true); 

app.UIFigure.KeyPressFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @UIFigureKeyPress, true); 

 

% Create GridLayout 

app.GridLayout = uigridlayout(app.UIFigure); 
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app.GridLayout.ColumnWidth = {248, '1x', 249}; 

app.GridLayout.RowHeight = {'1x'}; 

app.GridLayout.ColumnSpacing = 0; 

app.GridLayout.RowSpacing = 0; 

app.GridLayout.Padding = [0 0 0 0]; 

app.GridLayout.Scrollable = 'on'; 

 

% Create LeftPanel 

app.LeftPanel = uipanel(app.GridLayout); 

app.LeftPanel.Layout.Row = 1; 

app.LeftPanel.Layout.Column = 1; 

 

% Create LastFrozenAxes 

app.LastFrozenAxes = uiaxes(app.LeftPanel); 

title(app.LastFrozenAxes, 'Last Frozen') 

xlabel(app.LastFrozenAxes, 'X') 

ylabel(app.LastFrozenAxes, 'Y') 

app.LastFrozenAxes.Position = [6 525 219 185]; 

 

% Create FrozenimagepathTextAreaLabel 

app.FrozenimagepathTextAreaLabel = uilabel(app.LeftPanel); 

app.FrozenimagepathTextAreaLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

app.FrozenimagepathTextAreaLabel.Position = [69 469 106 22]; 

app.FrozenimagepathTextAreaLabel.Text = 'Frozen image path'; 

 

% Create FrozenimagepathTextArea 

app.FrozenimagepathTextArea = uitextarea(app.LeftPanel); 

app.FrozenimagepathTextArea.Position = [20 399 205 68]; 

 

% Create FrozenimagepathselectButton 

app.FrozenimagepathselectButton = uibutton(app.LeftPanel, 'push'); 

app.FrozenimagepathselectButton.ButtonPushedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 

@FrozenimagepathselectButtonPushed, true); 

app.FrozenimagepathselectButton.Position = [42 368 150 22]; 

app.FrozenimagepathselectButton.Text = 'Frozen image path select'; 

 

% Create CenterPanel 

app.CenterPanel = uipanel(app.GridLayout); 

app.CenterPanel.Layout.Row = 1; 

app.CenterPanel.Layout.Column = 2; 

 

% Create NextImageAxes 

app.NextImageAxes = uiaxes(app.CenterPanel); 

title(app.NextImageAxes, 'Next Image') 

xlabel(app.NextImageAxes, 'X') 
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ylabel(app.NextImageAxes, 'Y') 

app.NextImageAxes.Position = [30 137 370 263]; 

 

% Create LastNotSureAxes 

app.LastNotSureAxes = uiaxes(app.CenterPanel); 

title(app.LastNotSureAxes, 'Last Not Sure') 

xlabel(app.LastNotSureAxes, 'X') 

ylabel(app.LastNotSureAxes, 'Y') 

app.LastNotSureAxes.Position = [95 678 234 196]; 

 

% Create LoadImagesButton 

app.LoadImagesButton = uibutton(app.CenterPanel, 'push'); 

app.LoadImagesButton.ButtonPushedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 

@LoadImagesButtonPushed, true); 

app.LoadImagesButton.Position = [98 16 100 30]; 

app.LoadImagesButton.Text = 'Load Images'; 

 

% Create NotSureButton 

app.NotSureButton = uibutton(app.CenterPanel, 'push'); 

app.NotSureButton.ButtonPushedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 

@NotSureButtonPushed, true); 

app.NotSureButton.Position = [165 487 101 54]; 

app.NotSureButton.Text = 'Not Sure Button'; 

 

% Create StartfromSpinnerLabel 

app.StartfromSpinnerLabel = uilabel(app.CenterPanel); 

app.StartfromSpinnerLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

app.StartfromSpinnerLabel.Position = [269 37 58 22]; 

app.StartfromSpinnerLabel.Text = 'Start from'; 

 

% Create StartfromSpinner 

app.StartfromSpinner = uispinner(app.CenterPanel); 

app.StartfromSpinner.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 

@StartfromSpinnerValueChanged, true); 

app.StartfromSpinner.Position = [248 16 100 22]; 

 

% Create CurrentImageNameEditFieldLabel 

app.CurrentImageNameEditFieldLabel = uilabel(app.CenterPanel); 

app.CurrentImageNameEditFieldLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

app.CurrentImageNameEditFieldLabel.Position = [165 399 118 22]; 

app.CurrentImageNameEditFieldLabel.Text = 'Current Image Name'; 

 

% Create CurrentImageNameEditField 

app.CurrentImageNameEditField = uieditfield(app.CenterPanel, 'text'); 

app.CurrentImageNameEditField.Position = [284 399 100 22]; 
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% Create FrozenButton 

app.FrozenButton = uibutton(app.CenterPanel, 'push'); 

app.FrozenButton.ButtonPushedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 

@FrozenButtonPushed, true); 

app.FrozenButton.Position = [77 430 89 58]; 

app.FrozenButton.Text = 'Frozen Button'; 

 

% Create LiquidButton 

app.LiquidButton = uibutton(app.CenterPanel, 'push'); 

app.LiquidButton.ButtonPushedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 

@LiquidButtonPushed, true); 

app.LiquidButton.Position = [265 430 88 58]; 

app.LiquidButton.Text = 'Liquid Button'; 

 

% Create SourceImagePathTextAreaLabel 

app.SourceImagePathTextAreaLabel = uilabel(app.CenterPanel); 

app.SourceImagePathTextAreaLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

app.SourceImagePathTextAreaLabel.Position = [10 102 108 22]; 

app.SourceImagePathTextAreaLabel.Text = 'Source Image Path'; 

 

% Create SourceImagePathTextArea 

app.SourceImagePathTextArea = uitextarea(app.CenterPanel); 

app.SourceImagePathTextArea.Editable = 'off'; 

app.SourceImagePathTextArea.Position = [128 66 292 60]; 

 

% Create NotSureimagepathTextAreaLabel 

app.NotSureimagepathTextAreaLabel = uilabel(app.CenterPanel); 

app.NotSureimagepathTextAreaLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

app.NotSureimagepathTextAreaLabel.Position = [13 634 116 22]; 

app.NotSureimagepathTextAreaLabel.Text = 'Not Sure image path'; 

 

% Create NotSureimagepathTextArea 

app.NotSureimagepathTextArea = uitextarea(app.CenterPanel); 

app.NotSureimagepathTextArea.Position = [134 611 195 68]; 

 

% Create NotSureimagepathselectButton 

app.NotSureimagepathselectButton = uibutton(app.CenterPanel, 'push'); 

app.NotSureimagepathselectButton.ButtonPushedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 

@NotSureimagepathselectButtonPushed, true); 

app.NotSureimagepathselectButton.Position = [153 580 160 22]; 

app.NotSureimagepathselectButton.Text = 'Not Sure image path select'; 

 

% Create RightPanel 

app.RightPanel = uipanel(app.GridLayout); 
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app.RightPanel.Layout.Row = 1; 

app.RightPanel.Layout.Column = 3; 

 

% Create LastLiquidAxes 

app.LastLiquidAxes = uiaxes(app.RightPanel); 

title(app.LastLiquidAxes, 'Last Liquid') 

xlabel(app.LastLiquidAxes, 'X') 

ylabel(app.LastLiquidAxes, 'Y') 

app.LastLiquidAxes.Position = [7 525 219 185]; 

 

% Create LiquidimagepathTextAreaLabel 

app.LiquidimagepathTextAreaLabel = uilabel(app.RightPanel); 

app.LiquidimagepathTextAreaLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 

app.LiquidimagepathTextAreaLabel.Position = [76 469 100 22]; 

app.LiquidimagepathTextAreaLabel.Text = 'Liquid image path'; 

 

% Create LiquidimagepathTextArea 

app.LiquidimagepathTextArea = uitextarea(app.RightPanel); 

app.LiquidimagepathTextArea.Editable = 'off'; 

app.LiquidimagepathTextArea.Position = [17 399 219 68]; 

 

% Create LiquidimagepathselectButton 

app.LiquidimagepathselectButton = uibutton(app.RightPanel, 'push'); 

app.LiquidimagepathselectButton.ButtonPushedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 

@LiquidimagepathselectButtonPushed, true); 

app.LiquidimagepathselectButton.Position = [54 368 145 22]; 

app.LiquidimagepathselectButton.Text = 'Liquid image path select'; 

 

% Show the figure after all components are created 

app.UIFigure.Visible = 'on'; 

end 

end 

 

% App creation and deletion 

methods (Access = public) 

 

% Construct app 

function app = INP_Image_Sorter 

 

% Create UIFigure and components 

createComponents(app) 

 

% Register the app with App Designer 

registerApp(app, app.UIFigure) 
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if nargout == 0 

clear app 

end 

end 

 

% Code that executes before app deletion 

function delete(app) 

 

% Delete UIFigure when app is deleted 

delete(app.UIFigure) 

end 

end 

end 
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Appendix F  

Copyright permissions 

Part of Chapter 1 was published in an Annual Reviews journal and is included in 

this thesis with permission on May 27, 2021. The Annual Review copyright policy 

(https://www.annualreviews.org/page/about/copyright-and-permissions) states: “Annual 

Reviews Authors: There is no need to obtain permission from Annual Reviews for the use 

of your own work(s). Our copyright transfer agreement provides you with all the necessary 

permissions. Our copyright transfer agreement provides: “…The nonexclusive right to use, 

reproduce, distribute, perform, update, create derivatives, and make copies of the work 

(electronically or in print) in connection with the author’s teaching, conference 

presentations, lectures, and publications, provided proper attribution is given…”” 

Part of Chapter 2 was published in an American Chemical Society (ACS) journal 

and is included in this thesis with permission on May 27, 2021. The ACS copyright policy 

states: “Anyone who is doing personal, noncommercial research may view, print material, 

and temporarily store materials from this site, provided that ACS's copyright notices are 

not removed and that the reuse of material does not conflict with any of the prohibited 

uses.”. “Reuse/Republication of the Entire Work in Theses or Collections: Authors may 

reuse all or part of the Submitted, Accepted or Published Work in a thesis or dissertation 

that the author writes and is required to submit to satisfy the criteria of degree- granting 
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institutions. Such reuse is permitted subject to the ACS’ “Ethical Guidelines to Publication 

of Chemical Research”; the author should secure written confirmation (via letter or email) 

from the respective ACS journal editor(s) to avoid potential conflicts with journal prior 

publication/embargo policies. Appropriate citation of the Published Work must be made. 

If the thesis or dissertation to be published is in electronic format, a direct link to the 

Published Work must also be included using the ACS Articles on Request author-directed 

link.” 

Parts of Chapters 3 and 4 were published in an MDPI journal and is included in this 

thesis with permission on Jun 08, 2021. MDPI in an open access journal and their copyright 

policy states: “Articles published in Micromachines will be Open-Access articles 

distributed under the terms and conditions of the Creative Commons Attribution License 

(CC BY). The copyright is retained by the author(s). MDPI will insert the following note 

at the end of the published text: © 2021 by the authors; licensee MDPI, Basel, Switzerland. 

This article is an open access article distributed under the terms and conditions of the 

Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).” 

Part of Chapter 5 adapted with permission from Roy, P., Hill, T. C. J., Mael, L. E., 

Mehndiratta, L., Peiker, G., House, M. L., Grassian, V. H., Demott, P. J., Dutcher, C. S. 

(2021) “Ice nucleating activity and particle morphology of bulk seawater and sea surface 

microlayer”, ACS Earth and Space Chemistry, submitted for publication. Unpublished 

work, copyright 2021 American Chemical Society. 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/)
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Figure 3-18 is an original illustration created using 2D convolutional neural 

network visualization tool (URL https://www.cs.ryerson.ca/~aharley/vis/fc/flat.html) by 

permission from Adam W. Harley, “An interactive node-link visualization of convolutional 

neural networks”, in Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture 

Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics). 2015. Springer 

Verlag, pp. 867–877. doi: 10.1007/978-3-319-27857-5_77. Copyright 2015, Springer 

Nature.  

Figure 4-1 is adapted by permission from Roeters, S. J.; Golbek, T. W.; Bregnhøj, 

M.; Drace, T.; Alamdari, S.; Roseboom, W.; Kramer, G.; Šantl-Temkiv, T.; Finster, K.; 

Pfaendtner, J.; Woutersen, S.; Boesen, T.; Weidner, T. Ice-Nucleating Proteins Are 

Activated by Low Temperatures to Control the Structure of Interfacial Water. Nature 

Communications. 2021, 12 (1), 1–9. https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-021-21349-3. 

Copyright 2021, The Author(s) (CC BY 4.0). 


